


Image Processor 
Introduces a 
Whole New Idea: 

Performance 
and 
Economy. 

An image processor can be expensive. 

Unless it's the FD5000. For $11,500, 
you can purchase an 8 bit frame buffer 
with driver software. And the system 
doesn't stop there. As your needs 
expand, so will the FD5000 to a full 

32 bit image processing system for 
advanced applications. 

Check these basic and optional 
features: 

Flexible Architecture: 
Two 12 bit deep images or three 
8 bit images with 4 bits of color or 
monochrome overlay provide 
monochrome, pseudocolor, and 
true color. 

60Hz Flicker-Free Display: 
Bright, flicker-free image display at 
60Hz; 30Hz for image processing 
and real time input. 

Feedback Processor: 
Five times faster than host-based 
operations for convolutions, digital 
filtering, interactive math, regions 
of interest, and recursive filtering . 

10242 x 32 Bit Memory Arrays: 
Optional memory configuration provides 
user choice of image size and processing 
precision to display through 5122 viewport. 
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MINI-LIPS Image Processing 
Software: 
Interactive keyboard control ; prompts 
for filters, real-time math , Look-Up 
Tables, histograms, geometric operations, 
utilities, and image storage; demo 
programs include source code. 

The Closer Look: 
The FD5000 will minimize the load on 
your host CPU and your processing 
staff. Peripheral or stand alone 
configurations are available. 

Give Us A Call: 
We'll be happy to discuss your 
application needs and the FD5000 
at your convenience. 

Gould Inc., Imaging and Graphics Division 
46360 Fremont Boulevard , Fremont, CA 94538 USA 
Telephone (415) 498-3300 . TWX (910) 338-7656 

European Headquarters 
Tegernseer Landstrasse 161, 
0 -8000 Munchen 90, West Germany 
Telephone (089) 6-92-79-06 
Telex 5218078-GOUI D 

GOULD 
Electronics 



MAINFRAME 
PCB LAYOUT 
POWER ON 
YOUR DESI~ 

~ TOP IBM PC. 
FutureNet and DASH are trademarks of FutureNet 
Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of 
International Business Machines Corporation. 

FutureNet's new DASH-PCB™ is an 
innovative pc-based layout "expert'.' 
Now, features of a proven PCB 
layout system are yours to 
com'plement our famous DASH 
Schematic Designer. Exclusive 
features, previously available only 
on an expensive mainframe, are 
combined in a package that is cost
effective, easy to learn, easy to use, 
and highly productive. 

Here's an "Expert Multi-Strategy"™ 
router without equal. Your choice 
of routing strategies, plus trace 

hugging, rubber-banding, fine line 
rules, 45 degree routing, large board 
capacity, 18 trace layers, and easy 
to use command menus. It's truly 
auto-routing with the mind of 
an expert. 

FREE BROCHURE! 
Call today for your copy of the 
complete description of 
FutureNet's exciting new 
DASH-PCB - the 
"expert" system that 
puts mainframe power 
on your IBM PC. 

FutureNet.___® __ _ 
Rent or Lease from : 
• Electro Rent Corporation 

FutureNet Corporation • 9310 Topanga Canyon Boulevard 
Chatsworth, California 91311-5728 USA• TWX: 910-494-2681 

A DATA 1/0 Company 

•United States Instrument Rentals, Inc. {818) 700-0691 Authorized IBM• Value-Added Dealer 
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* con·trol (kon-trohl) n. a standard of comparison for checking 
the results of an experiment or industrial process . 

• We understand setting the standard of comparison is your 
business. Our business is to provide you with a wide variety 
of high quality controllers for your experiments and indu
strial applications. 

With FORCE, you easily control ... 

multi processing environments with our ASCU series of Advanced 
System Control Units, which offer IEEE 488 interface and 4-level bus 
arbitration. 

high resolution color displays (944 x 764 pixels) with our GDC intelli 
gent graphics controller, which allows up to 2048 different colors. 

color or monochrome monitors with our CMC intelligent terminal 
controller, which features various interfaces and supports keyboard 
and lightpen. 

interfacing into high noise industrial environments using OPIO, the 
opto-isolated parallel 1/0 board with OMA. 

disk memories with our WFC multiple Winchester and Floppy 
controller with error correction. 

SASI interfaces with our intelligent SASI host adapter. 

local area networks with our intelligent LAN product, coming soon. 

Do you want to be in control? 

Call or write FORCE Computers today, the largest independent 
supplier of VMEbus products worldwide, to find out how you can 
be in control. 

- Leading the way in VMEbus innovation 

© Copyright i~- 1985 

For US , Canada and Mexico Circle 1 on Reader Inqu iry Card 
For International Countries Circle the Office Number Closest to You 

FORCE COMPUTERS INC. 
727 University Ave. 
Los Gatos, CA 95030 
Phone (408) 354-3410 Circle 1 
Tix 172465 
Telefax (408) 3957718 

FORCE COMPUTERS GmbH 
DaimlerstraBe 9 
D-801 2 Ottobrunn 
Telefon (0 89) 6 09 20 33 
Telex524 190 forc-d Circle 2 
Telefax (089) 6 09 77 93 

FORCE CO MPUTERS FRANCE 
11, Rue Casteja 
F-921 00 Boulogne 
Tel. (1) 620 37 37 Circle 3 
Telex 206 304 forc-f 
Telefax (1) 621 35 19 
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ON THE COVER 
Vendor-independent networking software that interconnects a wide variety of 
normally incompatible processors, operating systems and network interfaces is 
the aim of second-generation LANs. Fusion network software from Network 
Research Corp. provides virtual terminal capabilities, remote command execution , 
internet routing, high-speed, high-performance file transfer and interprocess 
communication across processor, operating system and LAN hardware 
boundaries. Fusion also provides network management support with Ethernet 
monitoring, network statistics, network and node testing . It offers users a choice of 
the two widely used LAN protocols - Xerox XNS and/or DARPA TCP/IP. 
Photo courtesy Network Research Corp. 

Published monthly thirteen times a year with two issues in March . Subscription rates for non-qualified 
subscribers (US and Canada) - $40/yr; foreign - surface mail - $50/yr; airmail - $85/yr. Single copies -
$4. Copyright 1985 by Morgan-Grampian Publishing Company, 1050 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215. 
Second class postage paid at Boston, MA and at additional mailing offices. POSTMASTER: Send address 
changes to Morgan-Grampian Publishing Company, Berkshire Common, Pittsfield, MA 01201 ISSN 0147-9245. 
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Protocols Set Course For Next-Generation Networks 
by Joe Aseo 

The driving force in local area network development remains the same as in the past several years. 
A network should be a common implementation available from multiple vendors. 

X.25 Software: Transaction Scheduling Keys Efficiency 
by David Grothe 

As more data communications users turn to the X.25 standard tor packet-switched networks, the need 
tor X.25 software packages and implementation hardware is growing dramatically. 

Hybrid Fiber Rings Implement Integrated Services Network 
by Gary A. Nelson 

The hybrid ring can adapt to a variety of applications from backend networks, to a backbone LAN or 
to a distributed PBX . 

IMAGING AND GRAPHICS 

54 Flat-Panel Displays: Still In The Future 
by Andrew Wilson 

Flat-panel researchers continue to seek a CRT replacement and although the large scale application 
of high-resolution flat panels is distant, research points to ways these types of displays can be 
fabricated . 

SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY 

61 Floating Point Unit Extends Arithmetic Processing 
by Bruce Hoffman and Donald Tietjen 

Today, deciding which floating point coprocessor to use is difficult . But considering a few key points 
that distinguish coprocessor interface designs can ease coprocessor selection . 

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY 

71 SMDs Make Bipolar Quick And Quiet 
by Charles Hefner and Rick Moore 
To get the highest system-level performance from advanced bipolar logic, designers should consider 
not only the device itself, but also the device's packaging. 
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Datacube presents 



The 
DIGIMAX is MaxVideo's AID and DIA conversion module, 
featuring programmable analog input signal selection and 
conditioning, and 32 banks of Look-Up Tables. 

FRAMESTORE is a d1g1tal video storage module, with 
three simultaneously accessrble 8-bit framestores on a 
single board. 

VFIR is the mo$t powerful, single board, linear signal pro
cessing module available on the VMEbus. VFIR performs 
3 x 3 convolut1ons, or 10 x 1 Fl~ filters on a full frame of 
video, Kl real time. 

Real time, non-lin~ and morphological image Qrocesstng 
is a SNAP Wfth our SyStolic NetgtlbOrhOf;ij, ea f'f0Qi5*)J':S: 
module. 



Complete Development Station. EZ-PRO 2.1 connects to your personal computer via 
RS232 and supports the widest selection of in-circuit emulators. Check the tabulation for the micro
processors you're planning to use. Each emulator is supplied with macro cross-assembler, linker, and 
symbolic debugger. C Language cross compi lers now available for selected microprocessors. 
Deep Trace. 4,096 real-time events, 256 break-points with zoning, complex triggering, 
scatter/gather trace management. 

EZ·PRO 2.1 SUPPORTS: 
Intel: 8031 Motorola: Hitachi: Rockwell: 

8032 6800 
6301 6502 

8035 6801 
6303 6503 

8039 68800 
64180 6504 

8044 6802 6505 
8048 68802 RCA: 6506 
8748 146805E2 6507 
8049 1802 

6803 1805 6512 
8050 6808 6513 
8051 1806 

68808 CDP6805E3 6514 
8052 6809 6515 

8085A 6809E 8085A·2 68809 Zllog: Slgnetlcs: 8086 
8088 68809E Z80A 8X300 

80186 68000 Z808 8X305 
80188 68008 Z80H 

68010 Z8001 
Harris: 80C86 Z8002 National: 

s 

80C88 NSC800 

... AND MORE. 

amerlcan automation 
14731 Franklin Al'Elnue, Tustin, California 92680 (714) 731-1661 

IBM IS a trooemork of ______ Wemononolllusr<!ss Mocl>nes.r<: Telex II: 910-595-2670 AMAUTO TSTN 
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chase order or letter of authorization required. 

Allow one month from receipt of order for delivery, unless previously 
arranged and confirmed. 

Advertisements alone can also be reprinted. Call (617) 232-5470, and ask 
for reprints. 
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System Quality Graphics at a PC-Based Price. 
Introducing the Lundy 2000 Workstation. 

Lundy 2000 is a powerful turnkey 
workstation that gives you sharp, 
high speed, high quality graphics 
for about what you 'd pay for a fully 
configured pc-based system. 

Turnkey Simplicity 

Because it is a stand-alone worksta
tion, you're spared from dealing with 
several manufacturers for different 
system components, as is common 
with most "put-together" systems. 
With the Lundy 2000, you're backed 
by a Company with a proven, solid 
reputation for providing fine quality 
graphics systems complete with ser
vice and support. The Lundy 2000 is 

as dependable and easy to operate 
as it is effective. All of this power is 
packaged as a highly compact turn
key system. 

Application Flexibility 

The Lundy 2000 workstation gives 
you fast, high quality design for finite 
element analysis, solids modeling, 
PC layout, mechanical design, and 
architectural applications, as well as 
business graphics and word pro
cessing . It displays up to 256 colors 
from a palette of 16. 7 million and 
provides a 1536 x 1024 addressable 
map with 768 x 512 displayable res
olution. Dual processor architecture 
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and a high speed vector generator 
combine to provide full pan, zoom, 
and preview capabilities. This gives 
you operational flexibility to handle 
special graphics processing needs 
not met by standard host-dependent 
terminals. 

For more information, contact: 
Graphics Marketing, Lundy Elec
tronics & Systems, Inc. , One Robert 
Lane, Glen Head, N.Y. 11545. 
(516) 671-9000. 
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Color 
Graphics Display 
Controllers 
• High Resolution 

1024 x 1024, 512 x 512 pixels 
Non-interlaced and 

interlaced formats available 
• 16 Simultaneous colors 
• Blink at 1 Hz 
• High Performance 

Graphics generated at up to 
1,200,000 pixels-per-second 

Fill operations at up to 
19,200,000 pixels-per-second 

All planes drawn simultaneously 
Line by line vertical scroll 
Multiple cursors 

• GPS Subroutine Package 
Available for popular operating 

systems 
• Other bus architectures 

available 

• High Resolution Color Monitors 
Standard or long-persistence 

phosphors 
Available in 13 inch or 19 inch 
Analog or TTL inputs 
0.31 mm pitch 

Gs1Graphic 
Strategies, Inc. 

PRACTICAL COMPUTERGRAPHIC SOLUTIONS 

549 Weddell Drive 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 745-6500 Telex: 856 587 
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T Digital Design is your 

/Ell US YOUR THOUGHTS ~~~~h":~i:g;~~i~t:~ 
esting and vital to the 

design community. So let us know how we're doing and how we can serve you 
better in the future. We want to know what you Ii ke or dis like about Digital Design, 
the subjects you'd like to see us address, how you feel about the problems you 
face every day as design professionals. 

If you have thoughts your peers should know about, put them in a letter in 
Digital Design. Have your say in your magazine! Send letters and com ments 
to: Editor, Digital Design, 1050 Commonwealth Ave., Boston , MA 02215. 
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sponsibility for the safety or return of any unsolicited 
manuscripts. 
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256 Kbytes on-board memory to store 
downloaded programs and buffer data 

High-speed OMA transfers 
with host processor 

Eight programmable, serial 
communications ports (expandable 
to 20) support multiple 
asynchronous and synchronous 
protocols at speeds up to 
612 Kbaud 

15 Kbytes PROM 
contains Boot Loader, 
Self· Test routines and 
Debugging firmware 

DEC MICROIT·11 
processor engine 
executes the 
PDP· 11 instruction 
set 

Single 
hex-size 
card plugs 
into any 
UNIBUS 
slot~ 

DEC. PDP. MICRO/T-11 , UNIBUS and VAX 
are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation 
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·scuss your requirements 
ith us. Call today: 

{619)565-1865, ext. 246 

or write to : 

&i1npac1: 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 

9210 Skypark Court 
San Diego, California 92123 



s LEIN FORM. 
The best ideas are simple. And it simply 
makes good sense to build one good idea 
on top of another. 

Take, for example, the MPA-2000. We 
started with this basic idea: Design the best 
Multibus CPU /Intelligent 1/0 processor 
possible. One with an 8 MHz iAPX-186 
microprocessor .. .512 Kbytes of zero wait 
state dynamic RAM ... 256 Kbytes EPROM .. . 
8 OMA channels to support 1/0 ... and 
an optional 8 MHz 8087 numeric 
coprocessor ... plus many other high 
performance features. 

But our good idea didn't end there. We 
also provided two plug-in module sites on 
the MPA-2000 to support a family of 1/0 
adapter modules specially designed to take 
full advantage of the board's superior 
capabilities. The MPX modules provide a 

wide range of data communications, local 
area networking and disk 1/0 interfaces. 
Quite simply, you can choose a solution 
tailored to your exact requirements - no 
more tradeoffs associated with single
function boards with restricted capabilities. 

The MPA-2000 concept gives you 
maximum processing power. And it gives 



)DU BY DESIGN. 
you significant flexibility in I /0 
enhancements when you select one or two 
MPX plug-in modules. Choose for instance ... 

... 16 channels of full-duplex DMA 
serial 1/0. With the MPX-2000-160, eight 
8530 devices provide ASYNC, BISYNC and 
BITSYNC protocols. 

Or two high speed HDLC (LAPB) links 
provided by two Western Digital 2511 
evices on the MPX-2000-140 module. 
There's the MPX-2000-510 Ethernet 

1/0 adapter module with the 82586 
coprocessor. Put it aboard the MPA-2000 
to support LAN communications including 
the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard. 

Or select the MPX-2000-310 or -320 for 
SCSI interfaces to connect floppy disk, 
Winchester hard disk and tape drive devices 
in one system. 

The superior capabilities of the 
MPA-2000. The flexibility of its MPX family 
of plug-in modules. It all adds up to 
a simple solution. Modular by design. 

Call or write METACOMP, Inc. today for 
complete details on the MPA-2000 and its 
full line of MPX modular solutions. 

THE MULTIBUS BREAKTHROUGH PEOPLE 

METACOMP, INC. 
9466 Black Mountain Road 
San Diego, CA 92126 
(619) 578-9840 
TWX 910-335-1736 METACOMP SDG 

MPA-2000 and MPX are trademarks of METACOMP, Inc. 
Multibus is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation. 

Ethernet is a registered trademark of XEROX. 
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Now there's a complete, integrated line of Multibus'" 
and VMEbus system enclosures that lets you match 
your system needs today-with the flexibility to expand 
or reduce your requirements in the future. 

For Multibus, choose from visually-compatible 4 , 7, 
10, 12, and 15-slot enclosures with Multi-Cage® card 
cages and backplanes, all designed to meet FCC class 
A EMl/RFI requirements with typical systems installed. 
The 7-slot upright DeskMate"' and the 7-slot tabletop 
models have room for two half-height 51/4 11 peripherals, 
plus an additional 51/4 11 full height Winchester drive. All 
but the DeskMate are available for rack mounting. 

For VMEbus, there are 3, 5, 7 and 12-slot models, 
with peripherals available on the DeskMate, rack 
mount and tabletop 5-slot versions. All use Electronic 
Solutions' VMEasy™ card cage and backplane design 
for rugged, reliable card mounting and easy servicing. 
If you're into Multibus now, you can even convert your 
enclosures later for VME. 

Talk to us about your unique requirements. Build 
upon the industry's most comprehensive system of 
Multibus and VMEbus enclosures, and reduce your 
lead time to market. We'll provide front or rear card 

loading, or special slot spacing, special power supplies, 
or 110 connections. See how our custom design gives 
you an entire enclosure line instead of a single box. 

Electronic Solutions' entire line is backed by our 
three year limited warranty-your assurance of built-in 
reliability. 

Call us today, and find out how Electronic Solutions 
can make the difference in your system packaging. 

D11kM1t1 5-Slot VMEbus (SE·805DM) 
12-Slot VMEbua (MC-1012) D11kM1te 7-Slat Multlbua (SE-807DM) 
12-Slot Multibus (MC-7512) r-r-r-__ 
15·Slot Multibus (MC-6015) 

3-Slot VMEbus (MC-803) 
4-Slot Multlbua (MC·804) 

Electronic 
Solutions 

7·Slot YMEbus (MC·I07) 
10-Slot Multibus (MC-60101 

5·Slat VMEbus (SE·805) 
7-Slat Multibus (SE-807) 

3 Year limbed W1rrm1t1 9255 Chesapeake Drive, San Diego, CA 92123 • (619) 292-0242 Telex II (TWX): 910-335-1169 

can Toll Free: (800) 854-7086 In Calif: (800) 772· 7086 
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EDITOR'S COIVllVIENT 

Exclusive! 

M agazines devoted to the technical enlightenment of design engineers often run 
so-called exclusive tcature articles. These exclusive articles arc placed with the 

agreement that no other information on the "ubjcct will appear in print before the article 
is published. Trade magazine editors run exclusives because they make their magazines 
appear timely, even though the articles are prepared months in advance by the contri
buting companies. Editors enjoy this practice as do the firms who get to expound on 
the wonders of their technology. The audience may even find the article of some use 
although most could care less where they read it. Was it ED. EDN. CD. DD or some
where else') It only becomes important if you want to go back and clip the article or look 
up something. So competition for exclusives is in most cases a harmless conceit of trade 
magazine editors - a bit silly perhaps. but harmless. 

Consequently. most magazines have a more or less balanced attitude toward exclu
sives. We like them but wouldn't kill forthcm . There is an exception. however. One of 
the major design magazines (let's call it Cra:y-For-Erclusil'es Design or CFED) has 
a pol icy to continually demand exclusives. CFED uses a not-so-subtle threat to rc;.trict 
coverage of the topic or at least to downgrade iis importance if it is not given to them 
on an exclusive basis. 

,.. Such bullying of PR agencies and companies by CF£Ddocs not serve the needs of 
either design engineers or industry. It is time that the industry realized that such prac
tices have nothing to do with responsible journalism and refuse to make exclusive deals 
with any magazine that uses such tactics. Companies such as IBM and DEC learned 
this lesson years ago and try to keep the wraps on a new product until they are ready 
to announce it to the whole world. 

Some of this tight-lipped approach is generated by tear of violating SEC insider rules 
if the announcement is expected to materially affect stock prices. More commonly. it 
is prompted by the desire not to impact the sales of present product lines before the new 
product is available in volume. In addition . early release of information may expose 
the company. especially if it is a large and major player. to restraint of trade charges. 

Nonetheless. there are often compelling reasons to write an article exclusively for 
one magazine. For example. if the product is one that is not expected to generate a great 
deal of excitement in the press. then an exclusive may be the best deal a company can 
get. From the reader's viewpoint. that may be the worst type of article. The magazine 
may accept it only because it is exclusive and not because of technical merit. 

On the other hand. an exclusive, in-depth article published after a general prc~s 
announcement may be best for both the reader and the company. The reader gets to read 
about the product in broad outline in the weekly industry newspapers and gets the 
technical details in the article. 

In addition to contributed. exclusive feature length articles. there arc also news exclu
sives. written by the magazine staff. These should result from supcrior'reporting 
bccausc an editor discovered something before other publications become aware of it. 
Sometimes this may lead to an exclusive article because the company wants the chance 
to explain their technology at a time or their own choosing. Unfortunately. exclusive 
news is often the result of the magazine's editors demanding that the information not 
be given to any other publication. That's not journalism - it\ news manipulation and 
our old friend CFED is at the forefront of such questionable practice. 

The company or PR agency that tries to manage their press relations through the use 
of exclusive announcements certainly has that right. Publications that demand exclu
sives have no such right and the industry should stand up to them . 

- John Bond, Editor in Chief 
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TOSHIBA. THE 
LARGEST SUPPUER 

ALAl.\IA, Milgray Electronics, Inc., (404) 393·9666, Time Eleclronics , (404) 448·4448; ARKAHU, Diplomat Electronics, (214)980·t888, Milgray Electronics, Inc., (214) 248·t603, Time Electronics, (214)241·7441 ;ARIZDllA, Time Electronics, (602) 967-2000, Wostom 
MicroteclYIOlogy, (602) 948-4240; CALIFDRllA, Image Electronics, (714) 730·0303, (818) 707--0911 , lntog1>ted Electronics, (818) 998-2200, (714) 837-9960, (408) 263·t100, (918) 424-5297, Mllit Elec1ronics, Inc., (408) 434-0800, Ryno Electronics, (6t9) 453-8430, 
(714) 281·2500, Time Electnonics, (714)937-091t , (818) 998·7200, (213) 320-o880, (408) 734-9888, (6t9) 588·133t. Wostem MicrotecMology, (408) 725·t660; COLOllA8D, Diplomat Electronics, (303)422·9229, Integrated Electnonics, (303) 292·6121 , Ttme Electronics of 
Colorado, (303). 799·8851 ; COHECTICUT, Cronin Electronics, Inc., (203) 265·3134, Time Electronics, (203) 271-3200, Milgray/Connect~U1 . Inc .. (203) 795·071t : DELAWARE. General Components, Inc., (609) 788·8767, Milgray/O~aware Valley, Inc., (609) 983-5010, 
(800) 257-7806, (600) 257-7111 , Time Electronics, (215) 337-QOOO; DISTRICT Df COLUlllA, Milgray/Washington, Inc., (301) 488~. (600) 638~, Time Electronics, (301) 964-3090: FLORIDA. Milgray/Flortda, Inc .. (305) 647·5747, (800) 327-5262, Reptron, 
(813) 855-4658, (305) 735·1t12, r;.,. Electronics· FIO<ida, Inc., (305) 974-4800, (305) 841-6565; IEDRllA. Milgray Electronics, Inc., (404) 393·9668, Reptron, (404) 446·1300, Time Electronics, (404) 448·4448; IOAKO. lnlograted Electronics, (503) 639·9681 , Ttme 
Electronics, (503) 884-3780, Western MicrolecMology, (503) 629·2082; ILLllOll, GBL Goold Electnonics, (312) 593-3220. lntograted Electronics Corp.ICl'icago, (312) 843·2040, l~. (314) 291·6200, (600) 325-4521, Milgray Electronics, Inc., (913) 236-8800, 
(3t2) 350-0490, Time Electronics, (312) 351Hl610; IHIAIA, GBL Goold Electronics, (3t2) 593·3220, Integrated ElectronicsCorp./Chicago, (312) 843·2040, Milgr>y/Chicago, Inc., (312) 350-0490, Tme Electronics, (312) 351H1610; IOWA. Deeco, Inc., (319) 365·755t , 
(800) 332·5-476, (600) 553·5421 , l~. (314) 291·6200, (600) 325·4521 , Milgray Eleclronics, Inc., (913) 236·8600, r;.,. Electronics Midwest, (314) 391-&I«; KAIW. l-l:omp, (316) 265·5t00, Milgray Electronics, Inc .. (913) 236·8600, Time Elecuonics Midwest, 
(31 4)391-8444; lEITUClY, Milgray/CleYelancl, Inc., (216) 447·t520, (600)321-0006, Tmo Electnonics, (614) 781 ·t100; LDUlllAIA. Diplomat Electronics, (214)980·t888, Milgray Electronics. Inc., (214) 248·1603, TNllO Electronics, (214)241 ·744t : IAlllCronin Electronics, 
Inc., (6t7) 449-SOOO, Milgray/Now England, Inc., (617) 272·8800, Time Electron~s·Now England, (817) 532-6200; IAIYLAID, Milgray/Washington. Inc., (301) 488·6400, (800) 636~. Ti ... Electronics, (301) 964·3090: llAIUCIUIITTI. Cronin Electronlcs, Inc., 
(817) 449·5000, Milgray/Now England, Inc., (617) 272-6800, Time Electronics· New England, (617) 532·6200; llCNllAI, Prehle< Electronics, (3t3)473-7200, Reptron, (3t3) 525·2700; llHEIDTA. Diplomat Electnonlcs, (6t2) 559·2500, Tl.,. Electronics. (612)944·9192; 
llllllllPPI, Milgray Electronica, lnc.,(404) 393·9666, Tl.,. Electronics, (404) 448-4446; llllDURI, l~. (816) 221·2400, Milgray Electronics, Inc., (913) 238·8600, TNllO Electronics Midwest. (314) 391·8444: IElllAlltA. L-<:omp, (816) 221 ·2400, (800) 821·2915, 



But if you don't have our data book, 
how could you know we're that strong? 

Toshiba is a CMOS logic pioneer, 
and in the 15 years since we first 
developed our CMOS logic line, we've 
become one of the world's largest 
suppliers. 

Toshiba offers the most compre
hensive CMOS logic line available. 
From the standard 4000/4500 series up 
to our new highest speed 74 HC series 
- tomorrow's standard logic family. 
With its high noise margin, high 
speed and low power consumption, 
the 74 HC series creates efficient 
device opportunities for designers of 
high speed portable instruments, tele
communications equipment, or any 
digital system. 

WE WROTE THE BOOK 
It's all in our book. Detailed speci

fications on our complete line. Our 
book is the definitive source for the 
newest and best in CMOS logic. If you 
don't have a current copy, get one 
today. 

And remember, you can order 
Toshiba logic with confidence. Confi
dence that Toshiba can ship higher 
volumes of CMOS logic than anyone 
else. 

And ship it on time at competi
tive prices. Confidence, too, that 
Toshiba ships only quality assured 
products. 

So when you select logic, talk to 
the people with the power. Talk with 
Toshiba. 

New •Std. C2MOS 
Characteristics/ HS-C'MOS 0 HS-C2MOS (4000/4500 
Logic Families (7 4HC Series) LS TTL (40H Series) Series) 

Prop. Deli?' Time 8n1 9ns 15ns 125ns 
(typ) GAT (CL = 
15pF) 

Max. Clock Freq. 60MHz 45MHz 20MHz 2MHz 
(typ) J/K F•F (CL = 
15pF) 

Quiescent Power Di88. O.OlµW 8mW O.OlµW o.oiµw 
(typ) (GATE) 

Noiae Mar~in 3.SV/l.SV 
VIH(min)/ IL(max) 

2.0V/0.8V 4.0V/ l.OV 3.5V/1.5V 

Output Current 4mA/4mA 0.4mA/4mA 0.36mA/ 0.12mA/ 
I10HHmin)/loL 0.8mA 0.36mA 
(min) 

Op. Volt. Range 2-6V 4.75-5.25V 2·8V 3·18V J 
Op. Temp. Range -40-85'C 0-70 'C -40-85 ' C -40-85'C 

•Data believed to be accurate and representative of each logic family. 

TOSHIBA. THE POWER IN LOGIC. 
I TOSHIBA AMERICA:iNc. I 
I Logic Marketing Manager I 

2692 Dow Avenue 

I Tustin, CA 92680 I 
Send me your data book detailing the newest and best in CMOS Logic. 

I ~~ I 
I Title I 
I Company I 
I Addre88 I 
L~ ~ ~ -~ 1 ____________ 001~ 

Mllg,.y Electronics, Ir<., (1113) 236·8800, Time Electronics Mldwtst, (314) 3111-6444; l E'IADA. Integrated Electronics, (918) 424-5297, Time Eiectronlcs·N .. /Cal , (408) 734-9666 , Western Mlcrotothnology, (406) 725·1660; lEW MAMPIM IRE, Coo-in Electn.-lcs, Ir<., 
(617) 449·5000, Mllgray/New England, Ir<., (617) 272·8800, Tllllt Electronlcs·New Englond, (617) 532·6200; lEW JERIEY, Genentl Comporonts, Ir<., (609) 786-6767, Mllgray Electrooics, Inc., (516) 420-9600, (609) 963·5010, (600) 257-7606 , (600) 257·7111, Time 
Electronics, (516) 273·at00; lEW MEXICO, Time Electronics, (602) 967·2000, Western Mlcrotothnojogy, (602) 948·4240; lEW IOU. Mllgray Electronics, Inc., (516) 420-9800, (n&) 365·9330, Rome Electronics, (315) 337-5400, Time Electronics, (516) 273-atOO, 
(315) 432-0355; lDRTM/IOUIM CARDlllA, Mllgray Electronics, Inc ., (404) 393·9688, Rosco Ra l~gh, (1119) 761-5700 , Time Electronics, (404) 446·4448; lDRTM/IDUTM DAKOTA. Dlplom11 Electronics, (612) 559·2500 , Time Electn.-lcs, (612) 944·9192; DM ID, Milgrayl 
C~velond , Ir<., (216) 447·1520, (600)321-()1)()6, Reptron, (814) 436·6675, Tirr.Electronics, (614) 761·1100; DKLAMDMA. Diplomat Electronics, (214)960·1888, Mllgray Electronics. Inc., (214) 246·1603, Time Electronics, (214) 241-7441 ; OREIDl, Integrated Electronics, 
(503) 83Qo9861 , TKTIO Electronics, (503) lla4-3760, Western M~roteclvlology , (503) 62Q-2062; rEUllLIMl lA. Genenil Comporonts, Inc., (609) 711a·8767, Milg1>y/C-ond, Inc., (218) 447·1520, (600) 321-()1)()6, Mltgray/~aWlnl Valley, Inc., (609)V83·5010, 
(600) 257·7606, (600)257·n11 , Tin'oElectronics, (215) 337-0900, (614) 761·t100; RMODEllLAMD. Cronin Electronics, Inc., (617)449-5000, Mltgray/New Englond, Ir<., (617) 272-8800, T""'Electronics·New England, (617) 532-6200; THMEllE~ Mitgray Electronics, Ir<., 
(404)393·9666, Rosco Ra~h. (1119)761·5700, Time Electronics , (404) 446·4448; TEX.II. Diplomat Electn.-lcs, (512) 452·5254 , (214)960-1866, (713)975·6447, Mllgray Electronics, Inc., (214) 248·1603, Tirr. Electronics, (21 4) 241·7441, (713) 530·0600; UTAM. Diplomat 
Electronics, (601) 467·6131 , lntegra1ed Electn.-ics, (601) 298·1869, Time Electronics of Colorado, (303) 799·11a51; VERMDMT, Cronin Electronics, Inc., (617) 449·5000, Mllgray/ New Englond, Inc., (817) 272·11a00, Time Electronics·New England, (617)532-8200; VIRllMIA. 
Mllgray/Wahlngton, Inc., (3at)411a-6400, (600) 638-6656, Rosco Rlleigh, (1119) 761·5700, Time Electronics, (3at) 964-3090; IUMIHTDM, Integrated Electronics, (208)455·2727, TimeElectronics, (208) 641 ·3640, Western Mkrotechnotogy, (208) 661 ·8737; WllCOMllM. 
Diplomat Electronics, (612) 559·2500, GBL Goold Electronics, (312) 593·3220, Integrated Electronics Corp./Ch~. (312) 643·2040, Mltgray/Ch\cago, Ir<., (312) 350-<l490, Time Electrooics, (612) 944·11192 , (312) 350-<l610; CA MADA. Carsten Electronics ltd., (813) 729·5138, 
(416) 495·9999, (416) 495·7705, (514) 334·8321, Space Electronics Salos Corp., (514) 697·8676, (418) 836·661 4, (613) 596·5340, (604) 437·3611. 
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HO I LINE 

CMOS GRAPHICS SYSTEM PROCESSOR-By m id-1986, expect TI (Dallas , TX) to sample 
a 32-bit, 6-MIPS graphics processor with instruction cache, CRT controller, DRAM, VRAM 
and host interface. The 1.5-µm CMOS part will hold about 200,000 transistors . 

IMAGE PROCESSORS GO ON-CHIP-ISSCC in February·will showcase several image 
processing !Cs. Matsushita will unveil a microprogrammable real-time image processor 
done in bipolar technology, while Siemens will describe a 2D digital video filter. Mitsubishi 
will announce a processor for decoding composite TV into two DSP !Cs-with the DSP 
chips allowing conversion of composite video into luminance and chrominance (and vice 
versa) . And, 'Ibshiba will show a 20-MHz, 32-bit pipelined CMOS image processor capable 
of performing a 1024-point complex FFT in 1 msec. 

ISSCC TO FOCUS ON DSP- National Semiconductor, Signetics/Philips and NEC will 
preview single-chip DSPs at ISSCC. The Signetics part contains two 16-bit data buses, 
executes a 40-bit instruction set and supports up to six concurrent arithmetic and data
move operations in each instruction. The NEC part has a 32-bit floating point multiplier 
and 55-bit floating point ALU. The 25,000-transistor National part, targeted at motor con
trol, will boast 0.5- to 1.5-µsec instruction cycle time. 

TOUCH SCREEN USES SOUND-Surface acoustic wave technology is at the heart of a 
touch screen system from Zenith (Glenview, IL) . Exhibited at WESCON, it offers crosspoints 
in three dimensions. Fewer parts should mean lower cost versus competing technologies. 

BIT-SLICE GaAs-A technology exchange agreement between AMD (Santa Clara, CA) 
and Vitesse Electronics (Camarillo, CA) will produce GaAs equivalents of the 2900 bit
slice family. First members, which include a 4 -bit-slice processor and a look-ahead carry 
generator-are scheduled for sampling in mid-1986. 

PARALLEL PACTS-Vendors of little mainframes, or "Crayettes", are forming alliances 
with CAE vendors. Alliant Computer Systems (Acton, MA) and Apollo (Chelmsford, MA) 
inked a pact that will see Alliant's FX/l and FX/8 perform as servers on the Apollo 
DOMAIN. Meanwhile, Culler Scientific Systems (Santa Barbara, CA) and Sun Micro
systems (Mountain View, CA) have announced a cooperative marketing effort . 

PARITY BEGINS AT HOME- Zilog Systems Div. (Cupertino, CA) has bypassed the 280000 
32-bit microprocessor for its upcoming System 8000/32 UNIX-based computers. Citing 
time-to-market demands, the division has selected the WE32100 chip from AT&T. Mean
while, the 280000 is still scheduled for sampling in early '86. 

NON-VON NEUMANN DEBUGGING-Sequent Computer Systems (Beaverton, OR) has 
announced software that bolsters its 32032-based Balance computer family. A notable 
enhancement is a parallel debugger which lets the programmer stop and examine indi
vidual or multiple processes. Known as PDBX , it works with Fortran, C and Pascal. 
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GOOD LOOKS 
RUN IN THE FAMILY 

LEXIDATA'S LEX 90 FAMILY 
OF HIGH PERFORMANCE DISPLAY 

PROCESSORS. LOOKING GOOD. 
LEX 90™ is Lexidata's newest family 
of raster graphics display processors. 
Its performance excites designers. 

LEX 90's exclusive Virtual Windows 
functionality allows real-time color 
window management of up to eight 
user-defined windows . 

ance. And what performance! 
Our exclusive Virtual Windows, 

with real-time, color window man
agement capability, allows you to 
define, manipulate and display eight 
viewports simultaneously. A True 

Color configuration 
offers two buffers of 
640x512x24 with an 
8-bit color lookup 
table for each color. 

Exclusive SimulRes 
functionality allows 
simultaneous display 
of 640x512 and 
1280x1024 images 
on the same screen. 
And where you need 
high performance 
with high resolution, 

there 's a LEX 90 model that can 
support up to eight planes of 1280x 
1024 display memory at 60Hz non
interlaced refresh . 

And its cost-effectiveness excites ex- Intelligent List Language function-
ecutives. Which makes it look very ality enables enhanced local display 
good indeed. For list management . The 
example: extraordinary solid 

Every model modeling display 
in the LEX 90 capability of our pat-
family has the ented SOLIDVIEW® 
same basic com- technology is availa-
ponents which ble. And for oil ap-
use the latest bit- plications, there 's 
slice technology GEOVIEW,™ a three-
for rapid execu- dimensional surface 
tion of com- modeling package 
plex graphics for geological 
calculations. This space station model, courtesy interpretation. 

And the fami- of Martin Mar ietta , was created with On-board, micro-
ly's flexible and Lexidata's SOLIDVIE~ .. displ~y t~ch- processor-controlled 
compatible hard- nology, and GEOMOD apphcauon diagnostics help max-

software from SDRC . 
ware/software ------------- imize uptime. And 
architectures have been designed to the unique tilt-and-swivel movement 
accommodate growth. So you 'll of our monitor allows smooth and 
never have to sacrifice your initial easy operation of your display. 
investment should you decide to en- Of course, the entire family is com-
hance your LEX 90 system's perform- patible with a variety of leading appli-

This gallery "exhibits" LEX 90 's true 
color capability and appears courtesy 
of Cornell University's Program of 
Computer Graphics . 

cation software packages and mini
computers. Which makes everyone 
look even better. 

For a good look at the LEX 90 
family and its expanding capabilities, 
call us at 1-800-472-4747. In Massa
chusetts, call 617-663-8550. Or write 
Lexidata Corporation, 755 Middlesex 
Turnpike, Billerica, Massachusetts 
USA 01865. TWX: 710-347-1574. 

In UNITED KINGDOM call: 
Lexidata Ltd., Hook (025672) 3411. In 
FRANCE call: Lexidata SARL, Rungis 
(1) 4686-56-71. 

In JAPAN call: Lexidata Technical 
Center, Tokyo 486-0670. 

~LEXIDAT~ 
LOOKING GOOD 

Copyright 1985 Lexidata Corporation. All rights reserved. LEX 90, G EOVIEW, and Lexidarn are trademarks of 1he Lexidata Corporation. SO LIDVIEW is a registered trademark 
of 1he Lexidata Corporation and is covered by U.S. Parent No. 4,475 , 104 . GEOM OD is a 1rademark of Structural Dynamics Research Corporation (SDRC). 
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O.C. POWER SUPPLIES 

201 Flynn Rd., Camarillo, CA 9301 O 
(805) 484-2851/TWX 910-3330681 

.CONDOR is an experienced manu
facturer of Linear and Switching D.C. 
Power Supplies. We've got the hottest 
power supplies on the market today, 
and with our competitive pricing, you 
can't go wrong. We have distributors 
throughout the U.S. and Western 
Europe. Please call the factory TOLL
FREE today for the representative or 
distributor nearest you. 

(800) 235-5929 
CALL TOLL·FREE OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA 
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TECHNOLOGY TRENDS 

DESIGN TOOLS 

CAE/CAD Industry 
Accelerates Toward Maturity 

A s the CAE/CAD industry matures, 
many product introductions serve to 

round out product lines. Although the re
cent Automated Design and Engineering 
for Electronics (ADEE) show in Boston 
held few surprises, the products that were 
introduced fill some important gaps in 
vendors' lines. Most noteworthy, how
ever, were announcements of support for 
DEC's MicroVAX II, which looks like a 
machine that will significantly impact the 
CAE/CAD industry. 

Until now, standard CAE/CAD work
station platforms came from a variety of 
vendors such as Apollo (Chelmsford, 
MA), Sun Microsystems (Mountain 
View, CA) and IBM. But many compa
nies do not consider such products to be 
standard machines. Although IBM's per
sonal computer certainly fits the defini
tion , it lacks the horsepower of a full 
32-bit computer. Viewed in this light, the 
CAE/CAD user has been without a stan
dard platform. Because many potential 
workstation buyers desire a true standard 
platform, several CAE/CAD vendors are 
either abandoning or complementing 
their proprietary machines in favor of the 
MicroVAX II . 

Surprisingly, Daisy Systems (Moun
tain View, CA) changed its course by an
nouncing a two-year, $50 million OEM 
MicroVAX II agreement with DEC. 
Under the agreement, Daisy purchases 
MicroVAX Ils and equips them with its 
Logician CAE/CAD software and a PC/ 
AT graphics interface. The resulting 
Logician VX (Figure 1) workstation sells 
for $90,000 and will be available in the 
first quarter of 1986. Daisy's shift from 
proprietary hardware eliminates a pri
mary criticism of the Logician. Others 
joining Daisy's MicroVAX II strategy in-
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Figure 1: DEC's MicroVAX II is rapidly becoming a workstation stan
dard. Daisy has combined a MicroVAX II workstation with its Logi
cian software and a PC/AT graphics interface. Shown is the resulting 
Logician VX , available in the first quarter of 1986. 

elude Tektronix/CAE (Santa Clara, CA), 
Case Technology (Menlo Park, CA) , 
Phoenix Data Systems (Mountain View, 
CA), FutureNet (Chatsworth, CA) and 
Valid Logic (San Jose, CA). Since Val id's 
Scald software already ran on VAX com
puters, the port to the MicroVAX II is 
relatively easy. 

On the other hand, Cadnetix (Boulder, 
CO) chose the 68020 (running UNIX) as 
a platform. The company announced a 
family of seven 68020-based worksta
tions: three monochrome systems and 
four color machines. On the mono
chrome side, the CDX-9100S ($30,500) 
is a basic schematic capture system 
whereas the CDX-9150S ($33,500) in
cludes an additional virtual logic 
analy~er and a special graphics editor for 
analyzing simulation data. The 
CDX-9200S ($39,500) is identical to the 
9150S except that it includes the Cadat 
logic simulator from HHB Systems 
(Mahwah, NJ). In the color domain, the 
CDX-50000S ($82,900) is a high
performance graphics CAD system sup
porting both PC board layout and 
schematic capture. 

Another 68020-based workstation 
from Cadnetix, the CDX-59000S 
($96,900) , handles schematic capture, 
logic simulation and PC board layout 
(Figure 2) . Rounding out the family is the 
CDX- 9300S ($59,000) and CDX-5900S 
($71,400) . Both perform schematic cap
ture, logic simulation, logic analysis and 
custom postprocessing. However, the 

5900S also handles automated PC board 
layout and manufacturing postprocessing. 

At a time when proprietary hardware is 
on the decline, Buck Henry, Cadnetix's 
vice president of marketing defends the 
firm's strategy. "Standard platforms are 
excellent general purpose systems." says 
Henry, "but they do not deliver the per
formance found in a dedicated machine." 
For users, the trade-off is between excep
tionally high performance or a more stan
dardized design environment. 

Following the recent unveiling oflntel's 
(Santa Clara, CA) 80386, both Daisy and 
Valid announced simulation support for 
the processor on the Physical Modeling 
Extension and Realchip hardware 
modeler, respectively. Daisy also intro
duced MegaFault, a high-performance 
fault simulator for the firm's Megalogi
cian. MegaFault, priced at $45,000, uses 
a concurrent fault simu lation algorithm 
and the same simulation models as those 
in the Megalogician. 

Traditional fault simulation algorithms, 
such as those used by MegaFault, 
Calma's (Austin, TX) Tegas and Gen
Rad's (Santa Clara, CA) Hilo, fault each 
node in the circuit and then determine 
whether the test vectors detect the fault. 
Faulting each node is a time-consuming 
task that often demands excessive pro
cessing power. However, Caedent (Col
orado Springs, CO) takes a different 
approach to beat the problem. Instead of 
actually faulting the nodes, the company 
offers a probabilistic fault grading (PFG) 
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tool that statistically determines the per
centage of faults detected by a set of test 
vectors. PFG reportedly yields results 
very close to those of traditional methods 
without the long run times. 

Along a similar vein, Silicon Solutions 
(Menlo Park, CA) announced the Mach 
100, a second hardware accelerator in its 
family of logic and fault simulation 
engines. Mach 100 executes 250,000 
events per second and has a capacity of 
32,000 modeling elements. 

High accelerator prices have been a 
major deterrent to many potential buyers. 
Un ti I recently, accelerator prices ranged 
from $200,000 to several million dollars. 
But both Silicon Solutions' Mach 100 and 
Zycad's (St. Paul , MN) Sprintor repre
sent systems in the $20,000 to $30,000 
range. Sprintor (available only on an 
OEM basis) offers slightly lower perfor
mance and capacity than the Mach JOO, 
but it costs $5,000 less than the Silicon 
Solutions machine. 

At ADEE, Zycad introduced Event
link , an option for its Logic Evaluator 
(LE) and Expeditor simulation engines 
that allows them to interactively exchange 
event data with other systems. According 
to Nicholas Van Brunt, leaderofthecom
pany's R&D group, "Eventlink gives 
users of the LE and Expeditor the poten
tial to link one of the simulation engines 

to almost any event-generating 
CAE tool or peripheral. They can 
operate concurrently with exter
nal physical and behavioral 
models as well as share a Zycad 
simulation engine interactively 
between design teams." Users, 
however, must write the software 
to support such an interface. 

Both Daisy and Valid have 

Figure 2: Cadnetix launched several 68020-based UNIX 
workstations at the recent ADEE show. Shown is the 
CDX-59000S, a CAE/CAD system handling schematic 
capture, logic simulation and automatic PC board layout. 
Also included is a virtual logic analyzer and graphics 
accelerator. begun to address the analog 

designer's needs . Daisy 's re
cently-formed Analog Design 
Automation Division unveiled the Chip
SIM MOS simulator, which reportedly 
runs up to 20 times faster than Spice. 
ChipSIM was developed under an agree
ment with Shiva Multisystems (Menlo 
Park, CA), a firm specializing in analog 
simulation. In addition, Daisy introduced 
the Daisy Parameter Extraction Program 
(DPAX) and the Analog Device Library 
Builder (ADLiB). DPAX takes actual 
device parameters from test wafers and 
feeds the data into the analog simulator's 
models. This ensures that the simulator 
uses the most accurate device modeling 
parameters. ADLiB permits designers to 
construct their own models for inclusion 
in the analog simulator's library. 

Although Valid and Daisy products 
compete with each other on most levels, 
Val id's recent analog offering is more in 

line with the software from 
Analog Design Tools (ADT) 
(Menlo Park, CA) . In addition to 
Spice, Valid's Analog Designer 
includes a digital voltmeter, an 
oscilloscope, a network analyzer 
and a function generator (Figure 
3). The package is priced at 
$22,000, not including the 
Scaldsystem platform . ADT, 
however, offers the same kind of 
tools as Valid plus packages that 
perform spectrum analysis, 
Monte Carlo analysis and 
sensitivity analysis. 

In addition to its own recently-announced 
CAE/CAD product offerings, the test 
equipment giant is teaming up with VLSI 
Technology (VTI) (San Jose, CA) , SDA 
Systems (Santa Clara, CA) and Analog 
Design Tools. VTI announced that its IC 
design software product line will run on 
the HP 9000 Series 300 engineering 
workstations. HP will also market and 
distribute the products. Similar 
agreements were signed with SDA and 
Analog Design Tools. 

VLSI Technology introduced its long
awaited standard cell library. Fabricated 
in 2-micron CMOS, the library consists 
of over 250 standard cells and is fully 
compatible with VTI's Megacells and 
silicon compilers. (VTI recently reposi
tioned its cell compilers as silicon com
pilers.) Other newcomers to the standard 
cell market include Fujitsu (Santa Clara, 
CA) and Oki Semiconductor (Sunnyvale, 
CA). Fujitsu's standard cells have been 
available in Japan for several years, but 
the firm delayed its US debut. The library 
is based on the same 1.8-micron , two
layer metal, silicon-gate CMOS technol
ogy used in its gate arrays. Oki's standard 
cells also use this technology, but the firm 
offers both a 2-micron and 3-micron 
library. 

Figure 3: Expanding its product line to meet the analog 
designer's needs, Valid has introduced a workstation that 
includes a digital voltmeter, an oscilloscope, a network 
analyzer and a function generator. 

Hewlett-Packard (Fort Collins, 
CO) also exhibited at the ADEE 
and is showing signs of commit
ment to the CAE/ CAD market. 

Most CAE/CAD vendors attending the 
ADEE reported a leveling-off of sales, 
which stands in sharp contrast to the 
record revenues of 1984. Although the 
semiconductor slump is affecting the 
CAE/CAD sector, manufacturers are 
predicting an upturn . 

-Collett 
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Talk about easy interfacing. 
You can take a ZETA 824 or 
ZETA 836 plotter and plug it 
into virtually any computer 
made. 

What's more, you'll be ready to run 
because our plotters understand a 
variety of computer protocols. Select 
the model for your application then 
just plug in and plot. 

In fact, we're a plug compatible 
replacement for many plotters from 
HP, CalComp and Tektronix. Some 
models of our plotter can even run 
directly from your IBM cluster con
troller. Now that's easy interfacing. 

When it comes to your favorite 
application packages, you'll be on 
safe ground too. Packages such as 
CADAM, TechniCAD, Euclid, P-CAD, 
AutoCAD and many more. 

The most productive plotter 
for the money. 

You'll be getting the highest output 
plotters for the money with our new 
ZETA 824CS and ZETA 836CS. More 

finished plots. More 
productivity. Plus, these "D" 
and "E" format plotters let 
you nm either single sheet 

or roll media. 

Your time is valuable. So we've 
made our touch controls simple -
yet powerful. Set speed, pen pressure, 
liquid ink parameters, electronic limit 
sensing, windowing, scaling - all at 
the touch of a finger, Self-test and 
diagnostic plots too. Let us show you 
dozens of other time-saving opera
tions in a brief demonstration. 

Plotter specialists. 
We've been designing hardware 

interfaces, plotting language emula
tors and high performance pen plot
ters for over 14 years. Nicolet also 
provides you with worldwide sales 
and service support. 

Give us a call. See how easy it is to 
join the crowd. 

Call ( 415) 3 72- 7568. 
Nicolet Computer Graphics 
Division, 777 Arnold Drive, 
Martinez, C4 94553 
TWX 910481-5951 

~Nicolet 
Computer Graphics Di,vision 

CADAM is a trademark ofCADAM, Inc. 
TechniCAD is a trademark of Tektronix, Inc. 
Euclid is a trademark of MATRA DATA VISION, Inc. 
P-CAD is a trademark of Personal CAD Systems. 
AutoCAD is a trademark of Autoclesk, Inc. 
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"Its easy to spot the difference between our 
IBM PCT~based frame grabber and the others:' 

High performance and affordable cost, just $1495 for 
a single plug-in board. 

Unlike other video l/O sys
tems, the new DT2803 provides 
real-time image capture capabil
ities, digitizing a 6-bit video field 
every 1/30 second. An on-board, 
memory-mapped, dual-ported 
frame store memory (256 x 
256 x 8) makes it ideal for 
the IBM PC's 64K buff er size. 
And for real number crunching, 

AID Input 
Frame Grab 
LUT's 

SPECIACATIONS: 012803 
RS· 170 (CCIRR), 6·blts at 5MHz 
1/30 (1125) second per field 

the DT2803's external 
ports interface to high speed 
co-processors. 

With our software 
package, VIDEOLAB,'" the 
DT2803 is easy to use for 
image operations like aver
ages, histograms, and convo
lutions. 

So, if your application is 
manufacturing/automatic inspec
tion, robotics, or medical research, 

our new high per
formance video l/O 

Call for our new 
576 pg. catalog/ 
handbook or see it 
in Gold Book 1985. 

board will really open your eyes- at 
an unbeatable price. 

DIA Output 
Frame Memory 

8, 64 x 8 input; 4, 256 x 12 output 

64 colors x 64 intensities, A·G·B; 64 grey levels , monochrome Call ( 61 7) 481-3 700 
256 x 256 x 8 (2·bits for graphic overlays) 

World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752 (61 7) 481-3700 Tix 951 646. 
European Headquarters: Data Translation, Ltd ., 13 The Business Centre, Molly Mi llars Lane, Wokingham Berks, RG112QZ, England Tix: 851849862 ( #D) 
In Canada: (4 16) 625-1907. IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM . VIDEOLAB is a registered trademark of Data Translation , Inc. 
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TECHNOLOGY TRENDS 

IMAGING 

Optics Finds A 
Niche In Imaging 

Technologies such as fiber optics, 
optical disks, software and graphics 

have combined to produce unique elec
tronic imaging products. Emerging from 
the exhibit halls of the recent Electronic 
Imaging '85 show in Boston , products 
were launched by a variety of companies 
seeking to gain a specific niche within the 
i·mage processing market. 

In CAD/CAM applications, for exam
ple, a major problem has been the rel
atively large expense associated with 
flatbed scanners (Digital Design, June 
1985, p. 20). At Galileo Electro-Optics 
Corp. (Sturbridge, MA) , this problem 
has been overcome with a product called 
Glasscan, which converts most pen plot
ters into image digitizers. By replacing 
the Gurtz pen holder with a fiber-optic 
sensor, systems integrators can digitize 
4-bit-deep images into IBM PC/XT or 
AT systems. Costing between $3,000 and 
$4,000, Glasscan transfers images over a 
fiber-optic cable to a 256 x 1 linear 
charge coupled device from EG&G Reti
con (Sunnyvale, CA) and digitizes the re
sulting signal across the IBM PC bus. 

According to Brian Rhea of Galileo, 
the PC memory represents the only 
limitation to image size. The company is 
actively working with OEMs to develop 
interfaces for other computer systems in
cluding the MicroVAX II from DEC. In 
1987, the company plans to announce a 
color version ofGlasscan which will be 
able to digitize large size color drawings 
to 8-bits deep. 

Image storage has also plagued imag
ing systems designers. Because of the 
large amounts of memory associated with 
image storage, system designers have 
been forced to consider new technologies 
such as optical disks. Aquidneck Data 
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Combining three 8-bit DACs with 1 Mbyte of on-board memory allows the AGC-1024P graphics 
controller from lmagraph to simultaneously display 256 colors from a palette of 16.8 million . 

Corp. (Middleton , RI) has done much to 
add ress these problems with a line of 
IEEE controllers for the Gigadisc from 
Alcatel Thomson (Redondo Beach , CA). 

In operation, the optical archiving sys
tem that Aquidneck has developed 
appears to the host as a 9-track 1,600 
bit/in. PE tape formatter. Thus, a single 
1,000-Mbyte optical di sk can hold the 
contents of 20 or more 2,400'-tapes, 
depending on the amount of data stored 
on each. The controller interfaces to any 
Pertee-type tape controller over two stan
dard 1/0 cables and accepts all standard 
tape commands. A 12"-optical disk is 
employed . This is removable and has a 
data retention life of over 10 years. As an 
option, the controller can encrypt data 
saved to the optical disk to provide infor
mation security and access restrictions. 

Addressing the imaging software prob
lem is the goal of many of the hardware 
companies. For example, Data Transla
tion (Marlboro, MA), has announced an 
agreement with Camtrel Computer Sys
tems (Cambridge, England) to distribute 
Camtrel's PC Semper in the US. PC 
Semper, an image processing package for 
the IBM PC family, has been tailored for 
use with Data Translation's DT2803 frame 
grabber. Developed initially at Cam
bridge Univers ity, the software package 
is written entirely in Fortran-77 code, 

allowing users equipped with the IBM 
Fortran compiler to either develop image 
processing routines using callable routines 
or to develop novel routines not included 
in the package. According to Camtrel , the 
package can support full IEEE floating 
point representations of images on the 
PC. Camtrel is al so working on an array 
processor which will speed up imaging 
functions by up to 180 times. At present , 
di stribution agreements for the AP have 
not been signed in the US. 

Combined imaging and graphics has 
become one of the most important goals 
in the electronic imaging field. As a step 
in this direction , start-up Imagraph 
(Woburn, MA) has announced its AGC-
1024P advanced color graphics and 
imaging controller for the IBM PC/XT 
and AT. Although the board uses the 
Hitachi ACRTC graphics controller, as is 
used in many other graphics boards , it 
also supports I Mbyte of on-board 
memory and three 8-bit DACs. This 
allows it to display 1024 x 1024 x 8 im
ages producing 256 colors from a palette 
of 16.8 million. According to Bob Wang, 
president of Imagraph , two of the most 
novel features of the design are the ability 
of the board to perform hardware clipping 
of images and its speed versus existing 

. 7220 designs . 
-A. Wilson 
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I . String Software™ from Geobased Systems, 
Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina 

4. Business graphics created with D-PICT/B 
software from Dataplotting Services, Inc., Don 
Mills, Ontario, Canada 

2. 3D sphere from Vectrix 

5. Courtesy of Wave Graphics, C leveland, Ohio 

3. Created with VersaCAD"' software from 
T&W Systems, Inc. , Huntington Beach, 
California 

6. Seismic traces displayed in isometric projection 
using Ondo-Graphics software from Earth 
Technology Consultants, Inc., Houston, Texas 

PEPE-Six More Reasons Why 
Professionals Continue to Choose Vectrix 

For Quality IBM XT/AT Graphics. 

The quality and detail displayed 
above are usually attributed to 
expensive CAD/CAM systems. 
Look again. These displays were 
generated with our new PEPE 
graphics board. This remarkable new 
product provides the performance of expen
sive CAD/CAM systems, at a fraction of 
the cost. Why? Because it's designed to 
operate with IBM XT/ AT Thi computers. 

PEPE gives you sophisticated high 
quality graphics at a surprisingly affordable 
price. So if you're considering a graphics 
system, consider this: 

Power without the Price 
The new PEPE graphics board boasts 

1024 X 1024 viewable resolution on a 19" 
60 Hz non-interlaced monitor. It draws over 
20 million pixels per second, simultane
ously displays up to 4,096 different colors 
from a palette of 16.8 million, and contains 
its own on-board character generator. 

What all of this means is power-power 
to increase your design productivity 
economically. 

graphics programs previously avail
able only on highly sophisticated
and expensive-CAD/CAM 
systems. So, whether your applica
tion is solids modeling, cartogra-

phy, seismic analysis, architecture, 
business graphics, or general engineering 
design, PEPE does it all-quickly, 
brilliantly, and inexpensively. 

Text Overlay For further information about PEPE 
PEPE is available in configurations of or any of the other fine Vectrix graphics 

4, 8 and 12 memory planes. In all products, contact: Vectrix Corporation, 
configurations, an additional text overlay 2606 Branchwoocl Drive, Greensboro, 
plane is provided. This separate plane can North Carolina 27408. Phone (919) 
be used for menus, text description of on- 288-0520. Telex 574417. 
screen graphics, operator prompts, or any ~ 
other text-oriented application. Since this 

plane is separate. from the graphics planes, ~ lectnx· 
on-screen graphics can be zoomed or .......... V' 
panned without affecting the text data. ,.. THE COMPUTER GRAPHICS COMPANY 

System-Type Graphics Capability 
PEPE is so powerful, it runs quality Distributor inquiries welcome. 

IBM XT. IBM AT. and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. White Plains. NY 
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TECHNOLOGY TRENCS 

SOFTWARE 

UNIX And MS-DOS Merge 

T he UNIX operating system ha s 
achieved the support of the engineer

ing and scientific community, perhaps 
due to the amount ofCAE software writ
ten for it. But the emergence of PC-based 
worksta tion s has led to numerou s 
CAD/CAE software packages for the 
MS-DOS operating system. Seve ral 
CAD/CAE vendors have had to split cer
tain aspects of the design process between 
the two operating systems. Schematic 
capture may be able to run under MS
DOS; on the other hand, fault simulation, 
because of its heavier computational re
quirements, is better accomplished under 
a multitasking operating system such as 
UNIX. According to Terry Zimmerman, 
vice president of marketing at FutureNet 
(Canoga Park, CA) , the integration and 
free flow of data between systems is the 
primary problem for PC-based work
stations. 

Most implementations of multiple 
operating systems partition the system 
disk between the operating systems, 
necessitating file transfer utilities for file 
access. Will Herman , directorofproduct 
engineering at Viewlogic (Marlboro, 
MA), indicates that despite available 
tools for CAE. the development cycle has 
been hampered by the need to convert file 
formats from the MS-DOS-based sche
matic to UNIX-based simulation. 

Connector from Uniforum (Santa 
Monica, CA) was the first system to allow 
MS-DOS applications to run as tasks 
under UNIX. However, George Strong, 
vice president and chief financial officer 
ofUniforum, notes that Connector's limi
tation was in rewriting MS-DOS pro
grams so that they could run in the 80286 
protected mode for multitasking systems. 
As a result, a tradeoff existed between do-
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AT&T Information Sys
tems (Morristown , NJ) 
will offer Multisystem 
Merge as OS Merge on its AT lookalike, the 6300 Plus, available in the first quarter of 1986. The 
ability to run MS-DOS and UNIX programs concurrently may solve the problem of information flow 
that now exists for PC-based CAE workstations. 

ing substantia l software rewrites and 
limiting UNIX to a single user. 

The announcement of Multi system 
Merge from Locus Computing Corp. 
(Santa Monica , CA) enables 80286-
based microcomputers to run both MS
DOS and UNIX applications concur
rently while maintaining the multitasking 
features of UNIX . It is a wholly software 
solution . Since UNIX and MS-DOS 
share the same CPU, no rebooting of the 
computer is necessary. 

Multisystem Merge divides system re
sources into low-level resources, such as 
the disk, CPU and system memory, and 
high-level resources, which include the 
file system and application programs. 
Both levels are transparently sharable be
tween the two operating systems. Record
level sharing of files by MS-DOS and 
UNIX is provided . As a result , all MS
DOS applications can run as tasks with
out modification under UNIX on a 
80286-based computer. Data files 
created under MS-DOS can be immedi
ately used by a UNIX application; MS
DOS and UNIX programs can both be 
used to develop other software. 

Nevertheless, the question of perfor
mance is still at issue for Multisystem 
Merge. How well does a 16-bit processor 
run UNIX? Several UNIX/coprocessor 
subsystems with on-board UNIX ports 
and 32-bit processors are currently avail
ab le . These boards, for example the 
Opus516 Personal Mainframe from Opus 
Systems (Los Gatos, CA) , still require 
that the computer be rebooted after an 
MS-DOS to UNIX file transfer in order 
to change operating systems. 

At Wescon , FutureNet announced the 
DASH-CADAT Plus , a coprocessor 
board that includes a 32016 microproces
sor to control the two operating systems. 
A windowing environment buffers the 
user from having to know either UNIX or 
MS-DOS commands. The hardware ap
proach to integrating operating systems 
differs from the software approach 
because either XT- or AT-compatibles 
can be configured to run UNIX. Multi
system Merge requires an AT-compatible. 
This fact may prove important with the 
large instal led base ofXT machines in the 
CAE arena. 

- Meng 
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VICOM. 
The image processor for those 
who deserve to get more 
than they thought they paid for. 

Innovation has always been a 
VICOM hallmark. 
From its beginning, Vicom Systems 
has built its business by delivering 
systems that exceed the 
performance expectations of the 
most critical scientists and 
engineers. It is against this 
background of unequivocal 
performance that Vicom Systems 
builds your specific image 
processor. 
Configure the specific system 
you need. 
The VICOM image processor is 
highly modular. By selecting the 
right combination of circuits our 
team of specialists can quickly and 

cost-effectively create the task
oriented image processor you need. 
Long term relationships 
At Vicom Systems our objective is 
to build a working relationship. 
The initial sale is only 
the beginning. System up
grades, responsive service, 
training, special software 
routines, we have them in 
place ready to implement at 
your call. 
Vicom Systems, Inc. The image 
processing professionals. 
Our business strategy is 
simple. We build-in quality. 
More than you thought you paid for. 
We help you get your system 

For Immediate Interest, Circle 12 
For Information Only, Circle 22 

running, faster. We respond 
positively when you need us. The 
results : Productivity, not promises. 
Performance with lasting reliabil ity. 

We're Vicom Systems. 
Call us at 408-946-5660 
or 800-538-3905. 
Or write us at 2520 
Junction Avenue, 
San Jose, CA 95134. 
Telex 171603 
VICOM SYS. 

VICOM •• •• 
SYSTEMS ~.~. • 

INC .•••••• 



TECHNOLOGY TRENDS 

I Cs 

Multiplier/ Accumulator 
Manufacturers Multiply 

W hen TRW introduced the TDC1010, 
it set the standard by which 16 x 

16 multiplier/accumulators were mea
sured. Fabricated in TRW's bipolar pro
cess, the part offered the capability to 
specify input data as two's complement or 
unsigned magnitude, yielding a full
precision 32-bit product. Products could 
be accumulated to a 35-bit result. 

Since then , the company has gone on to 
offer both bipolar and CMOS pin-com
patible versions of the part . Its TDC1043, 
for exampl e, is compatible with the 
TDC1010, but does not provide the pre
load and least significant product output 
capabilities. However, what the part does 
offer is almost twice the speed of the 1010 
at less than one-third the power dissi
pation . 

Building on the success of the bipolar 
parts, the company recently disclosed 

Texas 

Photo courtesy Analog 
Devices. 

information on its 16 x 16 CMOS multi
plier/accumulators. The first , the TMC-
2010, operates at a 160-nsec cycle time. 
Compatible with the TDClOlO, the part 
consumes less than one-sixth the power 
of its bipolar cousin, depending on the 
multiply-accumulate rate. 

By scaling down to a 1-micron CMOS 
process, TRW (La Jolla , CA) introduced 
its recent TMC2110 with a 50 % increase 
in speed over the TDC1010. In the past , 
the company's main competition has been 
from companies such as IDT, Weitek , 
Analog Devices and Logic Devices, who 
all offer multiplier/accumulators in 
CMOS. But competition has become 
more fierce with the introduction of im
portant parts from Micropower Systems, 

Micro Power Analog 
IDT Weitek Instruments Systems VTI Devices 

Part IDT7210 
WTL2010 THCT1010 MP1010 

VL2010 
ADSP1010A 

Number IDT7243 VL2044 

TDC1010J TDC1010J TDC1010J TDC1010 AMD29510 Pin 
TMC2010 TDC1010J 

Equivalent TDC1043 AM29510 AM29510 WTL1010 
TDC1010J 

Speed 

VLSI Technology Inc. , and most impor
tantly, Texas Instruments (Table 1). 

The TI part , dubbed the TCHT1010, 
has sub-100-nsec multiply and accumu
late times and worst case power con
sumption measuring 165 mW. The part 
has TTL- and CMOS-compatible I/O 
and, like members of Tl's SN54/74HC 
family, it includes latch-up suppression 
circuitry and an electrostatic discharge 
protection network capable of protecting 
the part from transients of up to 3000V. 

Micro Power Systems (Santa Clara , 
CA), best known for its semicustom, full 
custom and standard product line since its 
inception in 1981, also announced a 16 x 
16 CMOS multiplier/accumulator last 
month. The company is one of the few 

Logic Fairchild 
TRW Devices Semiconductor 

TMC2110 LMA1010 5 AC/74AC1010 

TDC1010J 
TDC1010 TDC1010J AMD29510 

standard 75 nsec (typ) 50-65 nsec (typ) 65. 75. 2010 (65 nsec) 100JD (100 nsec) 
70 nsec (max) 100 nsec 120 nsec (max) 40 nsec Multiply/ 100.165 nsec A (60 nsec) 170JDE (140 nsec) 100 nsec (max) 65-90 nsec (max) 

Accumulate 1 (90 nsec) 

64-pin DIP 64-pin ceramic 64-pin ceramic 
64-pin DIP 

64-pin DIP 64-pin DIP 64-pin ceramic 68-contact Packaging 64-pin DIP 
68-pin LCA 68-pin grid array 64-pin ceramic 68-pin grid 

chip carrier 68-pin plastic 68-pin plastic 68-pin LCC 68-pin LCC 68-pin plastic 68-pin LCC 68-pin LCC 
68-pln LCC 68-pin LCC 68-pin LCC 

Power 
< 250 mW 200mW 165mW 125mW <200mW 200mW(typ) 500mW 150mW (max) 500mW Dissipation 

(100x) $123 (100x) $80 
(25x) $65 (100x)/CD $75 (25x) $95 (100x) $95 (100X) $98 (100x) $60 

NIA Pricing (100x) $123 (25x) $85 (100x)/MD $300 (100x) $68 

Table 1: A potent variety of 16 x 16 multiplier/accumulators are vying for position in the competitive DSP marketplace. 
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Now you can put together a system that's big enough to fit even the 
biggest ideas. Introducing the MM 1812 from Summagraphics. 

This latest addition to our long line of digitizers has a full 18" x 12" 
active area to give architects, PCB designers and mechanical engi
neers all the room they need to construct large-scale plans. In fact, 
the 1812 can handle the A-3 size paper used by many European 
businesses. 

All electronics on the 1812 are contained on a single-printed 
circuit grid to insure repeatable, reliable, precise performance. 
Electromagnetic technology provides the user with selectable reso
lution up to 1016 lines per inch. There's even a choice of three input 
devices. A four-button cursor, three-button "mouse-like" cursor, 
or the fingertip control offered by a new, high reliability stylus. 

Plus, the 1812 is compatible with other Summagraphics RS-232-C 
Universal Input Output Format tablets like Summagrid ™, Supergrid TM 

and Microgrid TM. 

Now you can be sure there'll be enough room to draw on, when 
you draw on the MM 1812. From Summagraphics. The first name 
in digitizers. 

For more information contact Summagraphics Corporation, 
777 State Street Extension, P. 0. Box 781, Fairfield, CT 06430. 
Telephone: (203) 384-1344. Telex: 96-43-48. European Sales Office, 
Newbury, England. Telephone: 0635-32257. 

CORPORATION 

Draw on our experience. 

Circle 4 
Summagrid. Supergrid and Microgrid are trademarks of Summagraphics Corporation. 
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that will offer its part, the MP1010, in die 
form . 

Also entering the field, VLSI Tech
nology (San Jose, CA) announced two 
parts, the VL2010 and the VL2044. The 
2044 is identical to the 2010 except for 
the elimination of a preload function . 
According to Henri A. Jarrat, president 
of VLSI, these components are only the 
first in a family of products the company 
plans to introduce in 1986. Both of the 
new parts feature multiply/accumulate 
times as low as 50 nsec, while typically 
consuming Jess than 200 mW. 

Yet another start-up company, Bipolar 
Integrated Technology (Beaverton, OR) 
will enter the multiplier/accumulator 
business next year. This firm will not 
compete directly with the slew of CMOS 
vendors, but will target high-speed mar
ket niches with its own bipolar semicon-

ductor process. Its first products will 
form a famiJ y of digital signal processing 
building blocks and will include a 16 x 
16 integer multiplier and muliplier/accu
mulator, a 32/64-bit floating point multi
plier and ALU and a multiport register 
file. The company expects first samples 
of its 16 X 16 integer multiplier by the 
first quarter of 1986 and the 16 x 16 mul
tiplier accumulator by the second quarter 
of 1986. The parts will be offered in both 
ECL- and TTL-compatible versions. Les 
Soltesz, product marketing manager for 
the parts, claims that the ECL version of 
the integer multiplier will work at under 
8 nsec and dissipate less than 4W. 

As Analog Devices et al have targeted 
what was once exclusively TRW's 
market, so Bipolar Integrated Tech
nology is aiming its sights on Advanced 
Micro Devices. Although AMO has yet 

SIMD Architecture Takes 
Aim At Image Processing 

16 16 

to announce any similar parts, they will 
likely enter the market soon. 

Another company with its eyes on both 
the CMOS and the ECL marketplace is 
Fairchild Semiconductor (South Port
land, ME). No details on their ECL parts 
are available as yet. However, early next 
year Fairchild will announce a range of 
CMOS DSP parts that includes a 16 x 16 
multiplier and 16 x 16 multiplier/accu
mulator. A single-chip DSP ALU will 
follow. The parts will all be fabricated in 
Fairchild's Advanced CMOS technology 
process, which has already produced a 
range of SSI devices. 

Next year should prove a very competi
tive time in the DSP market. The eager 
start-ups may meet some formidable 
competition in the form of Fairchild and 
Texas Instruments. 

-D. Wilson 

Digital signal processing, finite ele
ment analysis and database search

ing are operations that require uniformity 
of computation across large, well-organ
ized data structures. In the past, array 
processors have met this requirement, 
but with limited success and at consider
able cost. 

Recon L-,._~ 
Pin 

Reconfiguration ... .,...•Recon R 

Future cellu lar array processors may 
offer a more cost-effective solution by 
more closely mapping the organization of 
the problem to the architecture of the 
machine, resulting in increased through
put. Although many array processors are 
currently on the market, on ly a few cel
lular array processors have been devel
oped to date-the OAP from the British 
ICL firm, the Goodyear massively paral
lel machine and the NCR GAPP chip set. 
These are single instruction/multiple 
data (SIMD) machines. 

Joining this list is a cellular array pro
cessor from ITT's Advanced Technology 
Center (Shelton, CT) . Presently in proto
type, the ITT cellular array processor 
(CAP) could eventually form the basis for 
a single board that plugs into the IBM PC. 
According to Steven Morton, the archi
tect of this cellular array, a PC so equip
ped could achieve one-third or more of 
the capabilities of a CRAY-I. The basic 
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Figure 1: A single chip 
cell is modeled on the 
2903 bit-slice proces
sor from AMD. Using a 
1-bit rather than 4-bit 
slice, ITT has com
bined 20 of these pro
cessing elements on a 
single prototype chip, 
to achieve a single in
struction/multiple data 
(SIMD) architecture. In 
the ITT single-chip cell 
design, the most- and 
least-significant slice 
are stored as locations 
in multiport RAM. 
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processing element is analogous to the 
2903 bit-slice machine from Advanced 
Micro Devices (Sunnyvale, CA). Unlike 
the 2903, however, the ITT design rep
resents a 1-bit slice rather than a 4-bit 
slice. 

As shown in Figure 1, two locations 
are simultaneously read from the multi
port RAM, operated on by an ALU and 
the result fed back to a shifter. Moreover, 
instead of using pins external to the chip 
to define the most- and least-significant 
slice, the ITT design stores these config
uration masks as locations in the multi .: 
port RAM , offering a wider variety of 
set-ups. 

So far, ITT has successfully combined 
20 of these 1-bit processing elements on 

a single chip. The chance of a defective 
element ruining a design has been elimin
ated by a fault-tolerant technique that will 
switch-out defective elements under soft
ware control. The fault-tolernnt tech
nique was necessitated by the large die 
size, which provides the prototype 
machine's capability to work in both bit
serial and bit-parallel mode, as well as 
allowing users to define a completely ar
bitrary word size. 

In the ITT cellular array architecture 
(Figure 2) , each row of the vector execu
tion unit can be viewed as a 16-bit pro
cessor of which their are 16 in the design . 
The processor array forms the heart of 
the ITT image processor. Image data is 
loaded into the video DRAMs through 

the high-speed 1/0 port , where it can be 
accessed concurrently by each of the pro
cessing elements. In the prototype, the 
computation of data and addresses is dis
tinguished by two separate elements. An 
up/down mechanism allows the rows to 
communicate with one another. 

ITT hopes to integrate the image pro
cessor onto a single IBM PC board . Us
ing the IBM PC solely as an operator 
interface, all image processing will be 
handled live within the CAP, eliminating 
the PC bandwidth bottleneck that has 
plagued other designs. It will be based on 
a second generation architecture that will 
be disclosed soon. 

-D. Wilson 
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Figure 2: The prototype ITT cellular array processor architecture has both a scalar and a vector execution unit. 
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Users Tailor Standard 
Designs Through 
Silicon Compilation 

Designers at Cirrus Logic 
focus on functional design and sim
ulation of application-specific ICs. A regis

Combining the advantages of stan
dard products and custom-designed 

LSI circuits, Cirrus Logic (Milpitas, CA) 
has brought out a range of application
specific ICs for data communications, 
graphics, and mass storage applications. 
These ASICS can be modified to meet 
user requiremen:s. The company pro
vides detailed concept specifications 
similar to data sheets provided for off-the
shelf devices like microprocessors and 
associated peripherals. Within this 
framework , users have the freedom to 
add or delete features, specify the oper
ating frequency of the final product and 
can choose the desired input/output inter
faces . 

ter-transfer level description of a proposed circuit 
serves as the basis for detailed logic and timing simula

Rather than designing the chip, users 
choose from the specifier menu which 
becomes the blueprint for the finished 
part . Besides providing a detailed design 
specification, Cirrus also has respon
sibility for functional specification, phys
ical layout , simulation, mask generation 
and test program generation. Prototype 
chips must also perform to specification 
in the target system, or the company will 
make the necessary design modifications. 

Conventional semicustom approaches 
(e.g., gate arrays, standard cells and 
macro cells) typically require that users 
assume responsibility for many, or all, of 
the front-end tasks that Cirrus handles. 
Often in semicuston LSI approaches, sys
tem designers must also be trained to use 
sophisticated CAD tools on engineering 
workstations. And, their finished designs 
may not be optimized for chip density or 
speed due to the limited expertise of the 
user or limitations imposed by standard 
cells (fixed function and size) and gate 
arrays (fixed function, size and location) . 

Bypassing such limitations, the silicon 
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tion (shown above) . Automatically generated from the detailed 
design, the subsequent layout database is correct-by-construction . 

compiler employed by Cirrus Logic 
generates circuits said to rival hand
crafted designs in terms of size and 
speed. For example, the company com
pared a handcrafted DUART for the 
68000 microprocessor with a similar 
design generated with the silicon com
piler. Average size per transistor for the 
compiled design was l.37 sq. mils com
pared to 1.85 sq. mils for the handcrafted 
design . Furthermore, the handcrafted 
design took 6.5 work-years to complete, 
whereas the compiled design took only 6 
work-months. 

The ability to generate packed circuits 
in a minimum amount of time-esti
mated to take only 10% of total develop
ment time-allows the company's design
ers to focus on functional design and 
verification of the final circuit. Working 
from a preliminary block diagram de
scribed in the concept specification, a 
designer would delete any functions not 
required by the user as well as add any 
desired features . The user specifies these 
features in terms of state machine de
scriptions, truth tables or Boolean expres
sions. The detailed implementation is left 
to the compiler. At the same time, the de
signer also lays out the circuit by group
ing related functions together as well as 
routing necessary buses and control sig
nals. The gate level logic is then automat
ically synthesized, a netlist is extracted, 

and functional simulation follows. 
Once functional design and simulation 

are finished, the "floorplan" (or func
tional layout) serves as the basis for the 
detailed implementation. The functional 
blocks are described in terms of 30 
primitive cell s ranging in complexity 
from 2 to 14 gates. These cells have the 
detailed transistor-level descriptions re
quired for layout, design rule verification 
and timing simulation. The cells can be 
implemented in a variety of process 
technologies (3-micron NMOS as well as 
l.6-micron two-metal CMOS and 3-mi
cron CMOS currently) in much the same 
manner as the alphabet can be imple
mented in different type fonts. 

Should the results of timing simulation 
require changes in the layout of the cir
cuit, a Cirrus designer can manually 
modify the physical layout. If the de
signer goes back to the block level, regen
eration is automatic. Minor changes to 
the control logic can be incorporated at 
the metal mask level after chip layout. 

Cirrus Logic foresees a typical devel
opment cycle of six months from detailed 
specification to prototype. The company 
has made arrangements with Advanced 
Micro Devices (Sunnyvale, CA) for mask 
generation and wafer fabrication, but re
tains responsibility for final assembly 
and test. 

- Aseo 
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Protocols 
Set Course For 
Next-Generation 
Networks 
by Joe Aseo, West Coast Technical Editor 

T
he second stage of local area network development is 
well under way. The driving force remains the same as 
in the first stage: a network should be a common imple

mentation available from multiple vendors. 
Xerox's Ethernet system for heterogeneous machine connec

tion has evolved into the IEEE 802.3 standard. ISO and IEEE 
panels have steadily chipped away at establishing complete, 
layered models for communications. Clearly, common data 
transport mechanisms embodied in the range of IEEE 802 pro
posals will move many users from proprietary implementations 
like IBM's System Network Architecture (SNA) and Apollo 
Computers' (Chelmsford, MA) DOMAIN network to common 
implementations available from many vendors. A de facto 
standard overnight, the recently released token-ring net from 
IBM (see box) shows a compatibility path for many vendors 
who have waited on the local net sidelines. And, gaining rapid 
acceptance in the factory, the General Motors-backed Manu
facturing Automation Protocol (MAP) (IEEE 802 .4) seems to 
meet the criteria for LANs of the '80s. It provides a common 
set of network services for large numbers of users. 

Further marking 1985 as a potentially fruitful year for local 
nets, 100-Mbit/sec backbone networks like the Fiber 
Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) will emerge to provide the 
bandwidth necessary to integrate voice and data switching on 
the same network. 

Despite progress towards standardization, much work re
mains until higher levels of network protocols are defined and 
implemented. Controversy over specific physical media and 
access methods have been largely resolved through the work 
of the IEEE 802 committees, but standard definitions of the 
protocols to be implemented on top of these transport mechan
isms have yet to be determined. For example, there exists no 
standard method to route packages between different IEEE 802 
networks. There is also little agreement on the speci fie means 
to reliably transport messages from one machine to another. 
Moreover, standards committees have given little thought to 
desirable services such as file and record locking, network 

3S 

addresses and directory ser
vices, as well as remote 
procedure calls. Until 
such services have 
been defined and im
plemented, users will 
have little more than the 
functional equivalent of two 
tin cans connected by a piece 
of string. 

From The 
Bottom Up 
A quick look at the Interna
tional Standards Organiza
tion's Open Systems Interconnect reference model helps clarify 
network services and implementations. The model organizes 
the various services offered by a general communications net
work into seven layers. Each layer builds upon the services of
fered by the nearest lower layer. Each succeeding higher layer 
has an increasingly conceptual (or logical) view of the network 
since it is unaware of the layers that are not immediately below 
it. This affords a degree of isolation so that lower-level services 
can be changed without causing changes at the upper layers. 

The Physical layer is the lowest level of the reference model. 
It supports the electrical and mechanical characteristics of the 
physical interconnection . Examples of the physical interface 
include the RS-232 and RS-442 standards for low speed serial 
communications and the coaxial cable used in Ethernet. The 
Data Link layer supports the lowest logical link possible on the 
network. It provides the ability to gain access to the physical 
interconnection, send data to another node on the network, and 
subsequently release access of the physical link for use by other 
nodes. These two layers are the only ones to have reached the 
final stages of standardization. IEEE committees have defined 
three network topologies and access methods (Ethernet , token 
bus and token ring) although there are many variations on these 
themes (e.g. , Cheapernet, AT&T's StarLAN and FDDI). 
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In the OSI model, each higher 
layer becomes more software 
intensive and host dependent. 

Succeeding higher layers 
a re composed of de facto 
protocols or proposed stan
dards yet to be adopted. At 
the Network level, there is a 
desire to provide each user a 
view of several intercon
nected networks as a homo
geneous collection of nodes. 
The routing of messages 
from a node on one local 
network through bridges (on 
similar networks) and gate
ways (on dissimilar ones) to 
a destination on a remote 

network should be transparent. At present , only the CCITT 
X.25/X.75 and ARPANET Internet Protocol (IP) have been 
widely implemented . The IEEE 802.l internetworking speci
fication, which is intended to link the IEEE 802 data and phys
ical links, is still being defined . 

On top of the routing functions of the Network layer, the 
Transport layer provides reliable transmission of messages from 
one user to another. This can take the form of datagram services 
conceptually similar to letters mailed through the postal 
system - users attach an address to the message and hope it gets 
delivered. Should it get lost in transit or the recipient is no 
longer on the network, the user may (or may not) be notified and 
allowed to retransmit. 

In contrast, a virtual circuit service provides an assured con
nection between two nodes in much the same manner as a tele
phone call . As part of this service, conversations are monitored 
so that a party talking too fast is requested to retransmit portions 

... of the message until the other party catches up. Network pro
tocols providing Transport level services include ARPANET 
TCP/UDP and NBS Class IV. 

Providing dialog management services is the job of the Ses
sion layer. On this level , one user process on one host is linked 
to a user process on another. Services are also provided to con-
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The Giant Moves 
In October, three years after announcing a joint agreement 
to produce a token-ring local area network, IBM and Texas 
Instruments unveiled a communications system destined to 
become a standard. Participants in the LAN industry seg
l'nent have long watched for Big Blue to make its big move. 
IBM's customers, of course, represent a vast installed base 
that could be the springboard propelling the LAN out of the 
niche and into the mainstream. 

Based on a five-chip set from Texas Instruments (see Dig
ital Design, November 1985, p. 97), the IBM network ap
proach has been heavily promoted in standards committees. 
'Interface specifications are said to meet the IEEE 802.5 stan
dard as well as the European Countries Manufacturers Assn 
(ECMA-89) standard for token-ring baseband LANs. As in its 
PC program, IBM is opening up the system. Interface com
ponents will be offered by Tl and interface specs will be 
publicly available. 

The Tl TMS380 chip set includes a system interface chip, 
communications processor, protocol handler, ring interface 
transceiver and ring interface controller. This chip set offers 
configurable options that include cycle-steal or program
mable-burst mode operation, as well as polled or interrupt 
operation and list-suspension capability. Data transfers from 
the TMS380 to the workstation run at up to 40 Mbits/sec. The 
complete IBM Token-Ring Network Adapter card presently 
costs $695. Required is a Multistation Access Unit (MAU) , 
at $660, which functions as a concentrator. Each MAU 
handles eight stations. Probable capacity of the network is 
260 nodes. Use of telephone twisted-pair cabling simplifies 
many applications. 

IBM has introduced an application program interface 
known as the Advanced Program-to-Program Communi
cations for the PC (APPC/PC). Based on the SNA LU 6.2 
interface, this application program reportedly forms an envi
ronment for development of application programs for peer
to-peer communication between PCs and SNA-based hosts. 

How the Token-Ring Network connects to the PC Network, 
IBM's earlier low-end network entry, remains to be seen. 
Viewed by some as a stop-gap measure to fend-off com
plaints that IBM was restricting competition by delaying a 
LAN announcement, the PCNetwork has gained many ad
herents during the last 12 months. Sytek has said that its 
PCNetwork server, the 6610, is compatible with the IBM 
Token-Ring Network and initial reports indicate that the IBM 
Token-Ring's NETBIOS program can facilitate an interface 
to the IBM PC network. 

SNA connections to IBM's important mainframe and mini
computer bases will likely emerge as APPC/PC software is 
developed. Plenty of users would like to see such capabil
ity today. I BM says that any PC on the network can serve as 
a gateway to hosts, allowing PCs on the ring to access 3270 
applications as well as to upload and download files. 
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trol data exchange, delimiting and synchronization. Examples 
of such services includeCCITT X.3/X.28/X.29. The Presen
tation layer is the lowest level that concerns itself with user
specific services. It provides the ability to discern the meaning 
of the data being exchanged. To this end, it provides services 
that define data types and their bit representations. 

End users of these lower-level services interface via the Ap
plication layer. This layer can be viewed as a pool of services 
that the user accesses without regard to the location of the ac
tual provider. Such services include file transfer, virtual ter
minal , electronic mail and remote procedure calls. Examples 
include Courier in Xerox Network Service and ANSI X.400 
electronic mail. 

Putting Theory Into Practice 
Unfortunately, the idealized OSI reference model is difficult to 
implement from the bottom up. Succeeding higher layers 
become more software intensive and host dependent. Howard 
Gordon, chairman of Network Research Corp. (Oxnard , CA) , 
notes that current work on network protocols still fails to deal 
with the reliable transport of data from one point to another. 
While applauding the efforts of the standards committees, 
Gordon asserts that the current bottom-up approach of specify
ing succeeding higher layers of abstraction delays addressing 
important issues such as operating system interfaces, remote 
procedure calls and network management until the end of the 
specification process. This forces users either to wait until pre
liminary implementations of the standards are available, or to 
use de facto protocols until these standards are widely accepted . 

Fusion networking software from Network Research Corp. 
has been implemented to be protocol independent. Generic net
work services (e.g., virtual terminal and file transfer) are 
isolated from the implementation-dependent specifics (e.g. , 
Physical and Link layers) . As a result, the same package can 
support standard protocols 1 ike XNS and TCP/IP as well as 
proprietary protocols where existing standards do not exist. 
Gordon notes that the package can accept the proposed ISO 
higher-level protocols when defined, but customers will have 
similar functionality supported until then. 

In addition, there seems to be a large degree of redundancy 
between the Network layer, Transport layer, Session layer and 

MAP TOPS NFS 

Application ISO ISO File 
FTAM FTAM Access 

Presentation Null Null xdr 

Session ISO ISO rpc 

Transport ISO ISO ARPANET 
Class IV Class IV Diagram 

Network ISO ISO ARPANET 
Internet Internet IP 

Data Link IEEE 802.4 IEEE802.3 IEEE 802.3 

Physical Coax Coax Coax 

Table 1: The familiar seven layers of ISO network communications have 
helped to standardize a once-haphazard industry segment. Individual 
implementations-such as MAP, TOPS and NFS-vary, but ISO gives 
structure to LAN design. 
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User 
Kernel 

Transport Interface 

Microcomputer Application MS-DOS 
Server 

Open, Close, Read, Write, Ioctl Send, Recv, Select 
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Figure 1: From AT&T, the Streams interface serves as the link between 
services provided by the Session, Presentation and Application layers 
and the data transport mechanisms implemented at the Physical, Data 
Link and Network layers. 

the Presentation layer in terms of error correction, flow con
trol and message acknowledgment. As a result , many networks 
may implement some, but not all , of the upper layers. For exam
ple , Larry Green, director of advanced technology for 
Advanced Computer Communications (Santa Barbara, CA), 
speculates that the 100-Mbit/sec FDDI backbone network will 
have a pass-through Network and Session layer with a minimal 
Transport and Presentation layer for file transfers. This is due 
to the redundancy in functions between these layers. It also 
serves to optimize performance. 

MAP For The Future 
Efforts are underway to implement common sets of upper-layer 
services with standards that do exist. Large-scale users such as 
General Motors and Boeing have joined together to implement 
these services within the context of industry-specific en
vironments such as manufacturing and office automation . The 
Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) provides network
ing between the factory floor and related services (e.g. , 
manufacturing resource planning) for hardware and software 
offerings from multiple vendors. The IEEE 802.4 token bus 
serves as the backbone of the factory LAN with the ISO con
nectionless network service acting as the Network layer. Trans
port, Session and Application layers are also based on a subset 
of the ISO proposal for virtual circuit services, session manage
ment and file transfer and access (FTAM). 

Related developments focus on providing standards in engi
neering and office applications. The Technical and Office Pro
tocols (1DPS) will utilize the same upper layer protocols (ISO 
layers 3 through 7) as the MAP project, but will implement these 
on IEEE 802 .3 (a.k.a. Ethernet) networks. Laurie Bride, man
ager of networking for Boeing Computer Services (Bellevue 
WA), says that future efforts will include adoption of standard 
protocols for electronic mail as well as remote procedure calls. 

Yet another effort garnering industry support is the Network 
File System from Sun Microsystems (Mountain View, CA) . It 
provides transparent sharing of file systems on diverse host pro
cessors and operating systems, using virtual nodes . Similar to 
inodes in the UNIX operating system, vnodes act as the inter
face for users to access local and remote files at the Application 
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layer. An external data representation format (xdr) allows file 
transfer without regard to specific file formats of individual host 
machines at the Presentation layer, while a remote procedure 
call (rpc) facility provides a transparent mechanism to service 
file requests at the Session layer. 

Sun also provides a directory service, called the "yellow 
pages," at the Application layer. This allows sharing of central 
read-only databases (e.g., passwords) by multiple hosts. Current 
implementations use the ARPANET Universal Datagram Pro
tocol (UDP) at the Transport level for transfers across Ethernet 
networks. 

A major assumption embedded within the protocols confor
ming to the OSI model are that lower-level transport and routing 
services can be isolated from the upper layer services provided 
by such efforts as MAP, 1DPS and NFS. However, the layer pro
viding the cleanest break for portability remains a question . The 
importance of the distinction lies in the ability to separate the 
host-dependent portions of code from the network-dependent 
portions. 

Three major efforts have focused on the Transport layer as the 
interface between higher-level network services and the actual 

transport mechanisms. AT&T Information Systems (Morris 
?ark , NJ) has plans to implement its Streams interface in its next 
major release of UNIX System V. Berkeley UNIX versions 4.2 
and the upcoming 4.3 incorporate a similar implementation 
called "Sockets." Likewise, IBM (Armonk, NY) has expanded 
its SNA to include peer-to-peer communications without host 
intervention via the Logical Unit (LU) 6.2 and Physical Unit 
(PU) 2.1 device interfaces. 

As currently planned, the Streams interface takes advantage 
of common datagram or virtual circuit services across several 
network architectures (ARPANET TCP/IP, SNA, XNS, and 
NBS Class IV) to provide reliable data transfer facilities. The 
Streams interface itself consists of a well-defined bidirectional 
path between higher-level services and the physical transport 
mechanisms (Figure 1). This interface is implemented in the 
kernel for speed and efficiency with a common set of system 
calls to establish and close sessions, as well as to send and 
receive messages. 

These operations are independent of the actual network pro
tocols used to provide the services. Examples of higher-level 
services that will utilize Streams system calls include address
ing remote nodes through directory services and remote pro
cedure calls. 

An earl ier Transport level interface is the Sockets mechanism 
implemented in Berkeley UNIX versions 4.2 and 4.3. Ideas 
embodied in this interface have also found their way into the 
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Figure 2: The Socket manager in the Fusion package from Network Research minimizes software overhead by using a common heap space for 
preparing messages for transmission or transfer to the host computer. 
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Streams implementation. Sockets serves as a switching 
mechanism between user processes requesting network ser
vices (and the network protocols that actually provide them) by 
providing temporary connections. Since messages are copied 
only once from the user to the operating system address spaces, 
messages can be quickly constructed for transmission (or 
stripped for host transfer) as they pass through each network 
layer for processing since only pointers to the data are passed 
rather than actual data. In contrast, other network software 
packages copy the entire message for each level of protocol that 
needs to be processed. A similar mechanism is also at the heart 
of Fusion from Network Research (Figure 2). 

Providing similar functionality within the IBM networking 
environment, the LU 6.2 and PU 2 .1 device interfaces provide 
the means for intelligent devices like workstations and personal 
computers to communicate without using the host computer as 
an intermediary. The company has also developed protocols for 
program-to-program communications and document inter
change that use the services implemented with these drivers. 
Plug-compatible vendors note that LU 6.2 and PU 2.1 services 
also prove valuable as gateways for attaching hardware and soft
ware products from other vendors. Companies providing such 
tools include Communications Solutions (San Jose, CA) and the 
Orion Group (Berkeley, CA). 

Supporting interfaces at the Session and Transport layer is the 
forerunner of IBM's token ring- the PCNetwork. The company 
has implemented file and resource sharing protocols in addi
tion to Transport level services like datagrams and virtual cir
cuits within the NETBIOS portion of its network interface card. 
Microsoft (Bellevue, WA) has announced plans to support a 
compatible version of the Session layer interface for third-party 
vendors, but such implementations may differ somewhat at the 
Network layer and below with the protocols implemented on the 
IBM PCNetwork card by Sytek (Mountain View, CA) . 

Gateways And Bridges 
Transport and Session level interfaces that support multiple pro
tocols (like Streams and Sockets) can also serve as gateways be
tween transport services residing on different networks . For 
example, Lawrence Brown, director of UNIX networking ser
vices for AT&T Information Systems, notes that initial versions 
of Streams will support users on different networks running 
ARPANET TCP/IP on one end and IBM's SNA on the other. 
Gateways between heterogeneous networks and bridges be
tween networks of the same type must work both at the Network 
and Session layer to be effective, according to Judith Estrin, 
executive vice president of research and development for Bridge 
Communications (Mountain View, CA). She notes that 
although users will communicate as peers at the Session layer 
(and above), Network layer gateways will provide the actual 
routing of messages across local network boundaries. 

Estrin predicts that two types of gateways will serve the needs 
of most users . The large base of IBM mainframe equipment 
necessitates a direct link into the SNA network in terms ofter
minal gateways (e.g., IBM 3270) as well as Session layer gate
ways for file transfer and process-to-process communications. 
A second gateway based on the ISO protocols should serve the 
need for other proprietary networks (e.g., DECNET, WangNet 
and DOMAIN) to connect with each other as well as to those 
based on IEEE 802 proposals. Digital Equipment Corp. 
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EXAMPLE: Deleting a Fde on an Internet OSI MODEL 

FTP> I'd like to delete ' M~File .' APPLICATION 

FTPServer = 
call (program = FileDirectoryService, 

procedure = GetRemoteFileServer, 
filename= 'MyFile'); 

SuccessCode = PRESENTATION 
call (program = FTPServer, 

procedure = Delete 
filename = 'MyFile', 
password = 'MyName'); 

Gain access to an instance of the remote FTPServer 
using the password, 'MyName.' SESSION Once FTPServer is ready, send the procedure call 
message and wait for response. 

Despite a bad connection, repeat the message until TRANSPORT the remote end has it exactly. 

Although it may be impossible to guarantee 
success, make a 'best efforf to send the NETWORK message to the appropriate local network on 
the internet. 

Send the message to the appropriate station on the 
local network and be sure a corrupted message DATA LINK 
is at least detectable. 

Guarantee that communication cables may be 
plugged together and that everyone has the 

PHYSICAL same understanding as to what constitutes a 
"1" and a "O" on the network cable. 

Table 2: The seven layers of the ISO Open Systems Interconnect 
reference model can best be understood by following the processing 
needed to delete a remote file. 

(Maynard, MA), which is altering the proprietary nature of 
DECNET, has pledged to comply with ISO/OSI standards. The 
firm recently added the LAN BridgelOO-a device linking 
multiple ·Ethernets-to a line that includes significant SNA 
interconnects. 

Another option is to use LU 6.2/PU 2.1 gateways to access the 
SNA networks. P-aul Rampel , president of Orion Group, claims 
these interfaces provide similar functionality at the Network 
and Transport layers to the ISO protocols so users can intercon
nect their heterogeneous networks with one gateway rather than 
two. He notes that the IBM peer-to-peer communications pro
tocol provides an arbitration facility to find a common set of ser
vices for data transfer between different host computers. As a 
result , services at the Session , Presentation and Application 
layers ensure connectivity across network boundaries, accord
ing to Rampel. 

Standard protocols may never completely supplant de facto 
protocols for networking applications due to investments in both 
hardware and software. In the end, the ISO and IEEE specifica
tions may exist as yet another set of protocols that the customer 
and vendor implement at their own choosing. DD 

How useful did you find this article? Please circle the appropriate 
llU"llber on the Reader Inquiry Carel. 

Very Useful .. .. . .. .. . .. ... .. . . . .. ... . ..... . ..... . 601 
Useful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ...... . .. . . .... 602 
Somewhat Useful .603 
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DO YOU ENJOY SPENDING 
NIGIRS AND WEEKENDS ALONE 
CONFIGURING YOUR smEM? 

Career Compatibility Test 

Bus Capability VME* MBII 
Mark 

Your Preference 

Geographic 
Addressing x 
Built-in 
Self-Test x 
Software 
Configurability x 

Do you enjoy hunting 
down a misplaced or 
missing jumper at 2 o'clock 
Saturday morning? 

If so, don't choose the 
MULTIBUS" II architecture. 

Because the MULTIBUS 
II architecture has an exclu
sive feature that reduces 
or eliminates jumpers and 
dip switches. 

It's called geographic 
addressing. And it allows boards to be addressed by slot number in software, 
which eliminates or greatly reduces jumpers. For example, there are no 
jumpers on the entire line of MULTIBUS II memory boards. 

But if you do need jumpers, geographic addressing can still help. Because 
software can use it to verify correct jumper placement. 

And not only is board configuration fully supported in software, but so is 
identification of board type, manufacturer and the revision level of both 
hardware and firmware. Geographic addressing also provides a capability for 
built-in self-test and remote system diagnostics. 

Making things a lot easier for you. And resulting in lower test costs and 
improved serviceability. 

But, by all means, if you enjoy tearing your hair out while re-reading the 
manual for the umpteenth time, catch the other bus. 

It doesn't have geographic addressing, so you could find yourself knee 
deep in jumper and testing problems.Which means you'll spend many long, 
gratifying nights working at your bench. 

Now, indicate your bus choice in the preference box and turn the page. 

•Source: IEEE Pl014 Draft 1.2,August 1985. 
IC 1985 Intel Corp. 
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X.25 Software: 
Transaction Scheduling 
Keys Efficiency 
by David Grothe, Geom, Inc. 

A
s more data communications users turn to the X.25 
standard for packet-switched networks, the need for 
X.25 software packages and implementation hardware 

is growing dramatically. A number of options are available to 
those investigating X.25 implementation. Software packages 
are offered that can be run alone on a communications pro
cessor or be incorporated into the design of OEM products. 
Alternatively, many users are choosing to develop X.25 soft
ware for in-house applications or for inclusion as a value-added 
option in existing systems and products. 

There are many trade-offs to consider when implementing 
X.25 applications. Key among these is the choice between 
transaction process scheduling and multiprogramming process 
scheduling. Transaction process scheduling assures that the 
design will exhibit high-speed operation, low use of memory 
space and overall efficiency of transmission. 

T he Multiprogramming Model 
Multiprogramming, also called multitasking, is a process 
scheduling technique developed to serve the scheduling needs 
of time sharing operating systems. A multiprogramming system 
manages processes as if they were objects. Each process has a 
stack and a state vector. The stack represents an area of memory 
that contains the process' subroutine calling history. The state 
vector is an area of memory that contains information about the 
process (e.g., the location of its stack, its priority and its saved 
registers when the process is not running). A scheduler deter
mines which process can acquire the processor at any given 
moment. 

While a current process runs in a multiprogramming priority 
scheduling system (Figure 1), an array of"ready queues" waits, 
with the number of queues corresponding to the number of 
levels of priority. The state vector for each ready-to-run process 
waits in a queue corresponding to its priority level until the 
scheduler cedes the central processor unit. If the process cur
rently running suspends itself, the process has to be "put to 
sleep" (made inactive). To do this, the system must store infor
mation in the state vector of the process for safekeeping. When 
the process runs again, it will resume at the point where it left 
off. 

Subsequent to this operation, the system calls the central 
scheduler to determine which process is going to run next. The 
scheduler looks in the highest priority queue (e.g. , priority 0) 
to see ifthere is a ready-to-run process. If so, the scheduler will 
remove the process from the queue and designate it as the new 
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"current process". In order to correctly restart the new current 
process, the system must restore all of the information from the 
process' state vector into registers which define the execution 
environment of that process. 

Suppose a program runs for a long time and "hogs" the pro
cessor. If the scheduler always runs the highest priority program 
until it suspends itself, and ifthe program is in an infinite loop 
or performing massive computations, the system will come to 
a complete standstill. This can happen even if the process is 
running at low priority. Typically, this problem is solved by sus
pending a process after it is run on the processor for a certain 
amount of time. 

Yet another problem is process starvation. With a standard 
multiprogramming priority scheduler, there may be several 
long-running processes that are eligible to run at the first pri
ority level. They will continue to be eligible at that priority level 
and just trade places on the processor, starving out processes 
at all other priority levels. Some kind of nonstarvation algorithm 
must be implemented to ensure that low priority processes get 
to run after waiting a reasonable length of time, regardless of 
the presence of higher priority processes. Many multiprogram
ming systems implement priority preemption in which the cur
rent process is halted and put in its ready queue as soon as a 
higher priority process becomes available. The higher priority 

Current 
Process 
Pointer 

I 

I scheduler 

l 

Figure 1: In priority multiprogramming, the scheduler determines which 
programs can acquire the processor. Multiprogramming system 
throughput is affected by the processor's scheduling duties and pro
cess switching load, which can represent considerable overhead. 
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· DOYOULIKE 
THE CHALLENGE OF 

RELIABILITY PROBLEMS? 
Career Compatibility Test 

Bus Capability VME* MBII 
Mark 

Your Preference 

Power and 
Ground Pins 
(PI Connector) 14 30 

Synchronous 
Protocol x 

Bus Parity x 

Somebody switches on 
a compressor and your 
computer system dies. 

Swell. Is that the kind of 
career challenge you got 
into the systems design 
business for? 

If so, don't choose the 
MULTIBUS® II architecture. 
Because MULTIBUS II 
systems ensure reliability 
in three ways. 

First, a large number of 
power and ground pins provides superior signal quality. 

,.; Then synchronous protocol gives you increased noise immunity. And protects 
you from metastability problems. 

Finally, bus parity protects against disturbances on any line.Whether it's 
address, data or control. 

On the other hand, if dealing with reliability problems gets your blood 
pumping, the other bus should give you plenty of satisfying excitement. 

It has only 14 power and ground pins compared to 30 on the MULTIBUS II 
boards. And it doesn't offer you the protection of synchronous operation or 
bus parity. Which means metastability becomes something to watch out for. 
The other bus can be very challenging indeed. 

Indicate your preference and continue. 

•Source: IEEE Pl 014 Dra ft 1.2, Aug ust 1985. 
0 1985 Imel Coip. 
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process is then given the processor. 
Multiprogramming systems tend to have some or all of the 

above features in their scheduling mechanisms. ln addition, 
multiprogramming systems usually implement some sort of pro
cess synchronization mechanism (e.g., an event-wait system). 

In event-wait systems, a process is said to wait on an event 
when it is suspended until a particular event occurs. When the 
event is later "caused", all processes waiting on it will be 
awakened. 

Such multiprogramming systems are often called "event 
driven ." This is actually a misnomer, because nothing actually 
happens when an event is caused-something only happens 
when a process has waited on one. These are more aptly called 
program-driven or wait-driven systems. The process has to do 
something itself in order to be put to sleep. It has to wait on an 
event. 

The process, in the multiprogramming model , has to have its 
state saved when it is put to sleep. Waiting on an event requires 
this overhead. When the event is caused, more overhead is re
quired to wake it up- it must be removed from the event's wait 
queue, put into the ready queue and then the scheduler must be 
called to determine which process has the highest priority. The 
scheduler must then remove that process from the ready queue, 
restore its registers, switch to its stack and return into the 
program. 

In a multiprogramming communications system, time that 
the processor spends doing process switching and scheduling 
lowers potential throughput by consuming processor resources 
that would otherwise have gone to processing messages. What 
makes this even more costly is the necessity of disabling inter
rupts during much of this overhead processing. Interrupt rou
tines tend to cause events, which in turn cause the scheduler to 
run . If the scheduler itself was interrupted , the ready queue and 
other scheduling structures might be corrupted, so the 
scheduler must disable interrupts to protect itself. 

The result is that the CPU must run for perhaps half a milli
second or, on slower processors, even a full millisecond at a time 
without being able to respond to real-time interrupts. This can 

Single 
Task 

Trigger 
Test 
Loop 

Process 

Trig 

~--1 TRIG 1 

t----~ 
I TRIG2 
I 
f----~ PROC 3 I 

i TRIG3 

---~ I TRIG4 

I .. ---~ l 1"1G5 

Subroutine Call And Return 

Figure 2: With the Trigger Method of X.25transaction scheduling, every 
process has an associated byte, or trigger. Since there is only one stack, 
no complex priority schemes are needed . 
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Single 
Task 

Remove Token 
And 

Call Subroutine 

New Entry 
On End 
Of Ring 

Processes 

P1 

r-------, 
I P2 I 
L-------..l 

r-------, 
I P3 I 
L-------..l 

[---~---1 _______ ..J 

r---;5---1 
'--------..l 

Send ToP2 

Figure 3: Data communication software implemented using the Ring 
System centers on a large circular buffer. Each slot in the "ring" buffer 
can hold a token . A scheduler removes tokens and calls the destination 
process. 

lead to input overruns and the loss of data, so line speeds have 
to be kept low. 

In a data communications system, priorities do not have any 
real value-the multiprogramming priority scheduling method 
always runs the highest priority program in the system, whether 
or not that is what is needed to move data through at a particular 
time. The processor is so busy doing process scheduling and 
switching that the overhead of scheduling is often as much as 
the amount of time spent actually processing the data. 

Let The Data Drive The Processing 
High overhead and low throughput associated with multipro
gramming priority communications systems can be avoided by 
using transaction scheduling. With this method, an event-wait 
mechanism is not needed - the data itself drives the processing. 
The Trigger Method, Ring System and G-System have been 
implemented by Geom, lnc. (Urbana, lL). In aJI three ap
proaches, the process control structure of the program closely 
models the protocol's data-flow diagram. 

With the Trigger Method (Figure 2), every process has an 
associated byte or an integer with it, called its trigger. The trig
ger scheduler is just an infinite loop of trigger tests. If a trigger 
tests non-zero, the corresponding process is run. These pro
cesses are not independently executing processes such as those 
in multiprogramming systems. They are really subroutines
the scheduler calls one, it holds the processor as long as it needs 
it and then it returns . If it is stopped by an interrupt, the registers 
are quickly saved on the stack. When the interrupt returns, it 
always returns to the interrupted process. There is only one 
stack, so there is no complex priority scheme. There is much 
less overhead involved than with the multiprogramming model's 
multiple stacks. 

Another advantage of the Trigger Method is that since each 
process is a subroutine, one process cannot interrupt another. 
Each runs to completion, so no preemption or synchronization 
problems can occur. 

Throughput improves because the code that executes in a 
Trigger system is almost entirely interruptable, whereas multi
programming systems require long periods of disabled inter
rupts. Process switching is also fast-10 µ,sec on a 4-MHz Z80. 
This allows running up to twice as many packets per second as 
in a multiprogramming communications system. This through-
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DO YOU CHERISH 
MULTIPROCESSING 

LIMITATIONS? 
Career Compatibility Test 

Bus Capability VME* MB!! 
Mark 

Your Preference 

Virtual 
Interrupts x 
Number of 
Interrupt Levels 7 255 

Distributed 
Arbitration x 
Number of 
Arbitration 
Levels 4 20 

Does the anguish of 
running out of interrupts 
give you a masochistic 
sense of pleasure? 

If so, stay away from the 
MULTIBUS" II architecture. 

Because of its virtual 
interrupt feature, MULTI
BUS II boards give you all 
the sources and destina
tions of interrupt you need 
for multiprocessing. Up 
to 255. 

And to make it an even 
stronger candidate for 

multiprocessing, the MULTIBUS II architecture features distributed arbitra
tion.Which assures that no single board can hog the bus. In fact, MULTIBUS II 
systems are so flexible they can easily accommodate up to 20 bus masters. 

Of course, if you believe that needless frustration builds character, you should 
choose the other bus. 

You'll be stuck with a dedicated interrupt arrangement that effectively 
allows you only seven interrupts. And because it uses central arbitration, you're 
effectively limited to only four masters. 

Of course, if you want to design systems that are more powerful, useful and 
flexible, you should choose the MULTIBUS II architecture. 

Now turn to the last page and complete the test. 

'Source: IEEE Pl014 Draft 1.2,August 1985. 
IC 1985 Inte l Corp . 
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put increase is due to getting back as useful CPU cycles the 
overhead time associated with scheduling in a multiprogram
ming system. Since interrupts are almost always enabled, real
time events are handled quickly. Since the triggers are tested in 
a logical data-flow sequence, even the small overhead of trig
ger testing is minimized . 

Ringing In The Tokens 
The Ring System has all the advantages of the Trigger Mcthod 
low overhead, interrupts enabled almost all of the time, data 
driven- but it has a different scheduling algorithm. The Ring 
System uses a large circular buffer-the ring. Each slot in the 
buffer can hold a token (Figure 3) . A token is a small structure 
with fields containing the identification of the process that sent 
the token, the identification of the process to which it is sent and 
parameters. 

The ring scheduler maintains an input pointer that points to 
the next slot into which a token should be inserted, and an out
put pointer that points to the next slot from which a token should 
be removed. The scheduler is an infinite loop which removes 
a token from the slot designated by the output pointer and puts 
it in a location known to all processes. The scheduler then calls 
the process to which the token should be sent. That process can 
look at all of the information in the token and can send as many 
tokens as it wants by calling a system routine that inserts a token 
into the next input slot. 

Circle 24 
48 

The effect is dynamic adaptation to the data flow. With the 
Trigger Method, the order in which triggers are tested is fixed 
at compile time. With the Ring System . tokens follow the ac
tual instantaneous data flow as they come out of the scheduler. 
Thus, the Ring System is better for protocols in which the data 
flow pattern varies considerably- as the scheduler goes around 
the token ring, it wi ll actually track the flow. In addition , the 
token ring generates a transaction history of the last few hun
dred activities in the system, allowing data flow to be traced for 
debugging purposes. 

G-System Scheduling 
A third method of transaction scheduling, the G-System , is an 
elaboration on the Ring System. A configuration file specifies 
exactly what processes exist and exactly what their connections 
will be. Each G-System process has a number of"plugs" or data 
output paths, and a number of"sockets" or data input paths. In 
the configuration tile. connections between processes are speci
fied in terms of which plugs are connected to which sockets. The 
configuration file contains an encoded version of a data-fl ow 
diagram. This file is compiled into a table with entries for each 
process. When a process sends a token, instead of making a sys
tem call in which the receiving process is specified, it makes 
a system call that directs the system to send a token to whatever 
process is connected to a particular plug. Thus, the sending pro
cess has no information about the receiving process. When a 
process makes this system call, the system consults a table to de
termine which process' socket is connected to the sending pro
cess' plug, fills in the token, puts it in the ring and the token is 
sent. 

The major advantage of the G-System is that modules can be 
coded completely in isolation and specified only in terms of 
their inputs and outputs. This results in an extremely flexible 
system that allows "cutting and pasting" to meet current needs. 
This design sacrifices some efficiency to gain this flexibility
the table must be consulted every time something is sent - but 
this is a small trade-off for the greater efficiency in coding and 
developing new systems. 

When comparing the merits of different X .25 software pack
ages, designers should be wary of any data communications 
system that is built on a multiprogramming or multitasking 
model, especially if the system allows preemptive scheduling. 
In these systems. any one task can conceivably preempt any 
other task at any time, so there are often serious bugs which 
manifest themselves only under particular, difficult-to-repro
duce circumstances. For this reason. multiprogramming sched
ulers may still have serious bugs in them after years of opera
tion . The alternative Trigger Method offers simplicity and effi 
ciency in most applications. When there are a large enough 
number of triggers to test (30 or more). the Ring System can of
fer some advantages. It will save time because it allows for better 
isolation of modules and offers more software reliability. The 
third alternative for transaction scheduling. the G-System. is 
appropriate for custom tailoring data communications systems 
that are built up from modules chosen from a large set of pro
tocol handling modu les. This offers easier control over con
figuration and interrelation of modules benefiting the OEM 
designing a communications board. DD 
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DO YOU TillNK 
GUARANTEED COMPmBILITY 

IS FOR SISSIES? 
Career Compatibility Test 

Bus Capability W.f E* MBII 
Mark 

Your Preference 

Synchronous 
Protocol x 

Spec 
Options Many Few 

When a board from manu
facturer X doesn't work 
with a board from manufac
turer Y, do you secretly get 
a perverse sense of delight? 

If so, you won't be happy 
with the MULTIBUS® II 
architecture. 

Since it has a synchronous 
protocol.Which not only 
provides noise immunity, 
but compatibility as well. 

In fact, synchronous 
protocol, because of the very rigorous definition it requires in specs, virtually 
guarantees compatibility among MULTIBUS II boards from different vendors. 
And across many generations ofVLSI. Assuring a long life for your products. 

The other bus has a very unconstrained asynchronous protocol.With lots of 
spec options.Which gives board manufacturers lots of "leeway" So all sorts of 
delightfully unpredictable things can happen. For instance, bus timing can 
change when boards are added or removed from the backplane. Signal edge 
rates can change too. And options can lead to incompatibilities. 

Of course, maybe you think putting up with that kind of frustration is what 
you trade for higher performance. 

Not so. The MULTIBUS II architecture can run faster than the other bus. 
So mark your preference now. We'll wait. Then put your pencil down because 

this is the end of the test. 
If you chose the MULTIBUS II architecture more often, read on. If you chose 

the other bus more often, you might consider a new career direction (or a 
good course in stress management). 

Still with us? Good.Want to learn n1ore?Then call or write for our MULTIBUS II 
Technical Series: Intel Corporation, Lit. Dept. W262, 3065 Bowers Ave., 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 . 

Or call toll-free now at (800) 538-1876. 
It's the best career move you can make. 

•source: IEEE P1014 Draft 1.2,August 1985. 
IC 1985 Intel Corp. 
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E 
nvironments such as the office/corporate communica
tions realm pose significant challenges to the vendors 
of communications equipment. Addressing these chal

lenges , the Integrated Services Local Network (ISLN) 
represents a new generation of switching machines designed to 
satisfy requirements for functions that fall between Integrated 
Services Digital Network (ISDN) primary access, telephony 
trunk interfaces and desktop station equipment. Eventually, the 
ISLN will provide a single solution to what are currently sepa
rate communication networks: backend networks, backbone 
networks, local area networks (LANs) and integrated services
private branch exchanges (IS-PBXs). 

High-speed LAN s such as H yperchannel, a proprietary net
work from Network Systems (Minneapolis, MN); Local Data 
Distribution Interface (LDDI) , a 70-Mbit/sec bus ; and Fiber 
Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) , a 100-Mbit/sec data-only 
token ring are examples ofbackend networks. These networks 
were designed for mainframe communications. 

At present , few backbone ring networks are in production. 
Proteon's (Natick, MA) 80-Mbit/sec token ring is a notable ex-

Voice 
Mail 

Printer 

Personal 
Teleterminal 

Host 
Computer 

Shared 
Printer 

Disk/Tape 

Rose 
Node 

ception . Also, FDDI promises to serve as an excellent backbone 
data network when the standard becomes complete and chips 
become available. 

LANs include the familiar Ethernet, the IEEE 802 family, the 
modest-performance IBM PCNetwork and AT&T Starlan . In 
a large corporation, departmental LANs can be numerous. For 
example, an IEEE 802.5 Token Ring can accommodate only 
250 stations on one ring. Thus, integrating several 802-type 
LANs requires a high-speed backbone LAN. Such a LAN must 
conform to the IEEE 802 .2 Logical Link Control interface 
specification to enable low overhead LAN-to-LAN bridging. 

Voice Meets Data 
The IS-PBX includes all the various digital voice and data 
switches. Many PBX vendors now supply proprietary digital 
station loops that carry both voice and data. In the future, PBXs 
will handle both proprietary and ISDN telephone equipment. 
Future standards for the digital station loop will accommodate 
speeds higher than the present 144 Kbits/sec. 

Conventional PBXs are designed around the Time Slot Inter
change (TSI), which allows the simple and economical switch-

Pooled 
Modem 

PC/UOT 

RS-232 Packet Channel 
RS-232 Clear Channel 

Integrated 
PC/Teleterminal 

Figure 1: The Integrated Services Local Network utilizes a hybrid ring to provide packet-switching facilities for data communications as well as circuit
switching capabilities for voice communications. 
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ing of information bytes. However, to accommodate the rates 
adopted by the new V.110 standards, the TSI switch and existing 
designs require the use of a full 64-Kbit/sec time slot to carry 
a 4.8-Kbit/sec communication. 

At the present stage of development, ISDN standards define 
an all-digital network and two access methods. The two access 
standards are for basic access- the Digital Subscriber Loop 
(DSL)- having an information capacity of 144 Kbits/sec. Each 
DSL has both a 16-Kbit/sec packet-switching channel , called 
the D-channel , and two circuit-switched bearers, or B-channels, 
each running at 64 Kbits/sec. Basic access defines a four-wire 
Sor T interface operating at 192 Kbits/sec in addition to a two
wire interface. Specifications for the two-wire interface are not 
yet solidified . 

Primary access provides Customer Premises Equipment 
(CPE) with access to the network at speeds of 1.544 Mbits/sec 
and 2.048 Mbits/sec. In primary access, the packet-switching 
D-channel operates at 64 Kbits/sec, and the number of B
channels is 23 or 30. B-channels can carry PCM encoded voice 
or data . Standard rate data transmissions are carried in a "sub-

The hybrid ring can adapt 
to a variety of applications 
from a backend network, 
to a backbone LAN or to 
a distributed PBX. 

rate" channel of 8, 16, or 32 Kb its/sec, using a protocol defined 
by three essentially identica l standards: 1.461 , V.110, and 
ECMA-102. Data transmission in the network always runs in 
multiples of 64 Kbits/sec. Thus, rate adaptation becomes the 
task of the CPE. 

Integrated Services Local Network 
Architecture 
This new generation of distributed voice and data switching sys
tems is based on a hybrid ring architecture where the ring car
ries both circuit-switched channels and the high -speed 
packet-switching channel (or channels) that can perform the 
backbone LAN function. One advantage of such hybrid ring
switching systems is that they can be economically designed to 
switch 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8-bit time slots and can thus easily accom
modate the ISDN rate adaptation scoemes mentioned above. 

An ISLN that combines a 50-Mbit/sec circuit-switching ring 
with a 10-Mbit/sec IEEE 802 .3 (Ethernet) LAN is the ROSE* 
(Figure 1) from CXC Corp. (Irvine, CA) . Its high-speed ring 
is multiplexed such that data is treated as 12 independent 

*Rose is a registered trademark of CXC Corp. 
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ISO Cycle = 125 µsec 

Hybrid_ Mode/Sequencing/Multi-Cycle-SYNC 

Figure 2: The proposed frame header for the Integrated Services Local 
Network supports a 125-µsec frame for PBX functions. 

highways of 4.099 Mbits/sec each. Eight highways are dedicated 
to circuit switching while four serve to transport packet ring 
protocols such as the 4-Mbit/sec, 802.5 token ring. 

CXC Corp. has proposed that the ANSI X3T9.5 committee 
incorporate such a multiplexing scheme in the physical layer of 
the 100-Mbit/sec FDDI token ring. This proposal has garnered 
considerable support as a candidate for an ISLN standard . The 
hybrid version of FDDI maintains the 100-Mbit/sec rate and 
converts the physical layer to a slotted ring with one of two for
mats: 12 programmable slots of 1024 bits (128 bytes) each and 
one permanent token-ring slot of 16 bytes (1.024 Mbits/sec) ; or 
16 programmable slots of768 bits (96 bytes) and one permanent 
token-ring slot of 6 bytes (768 Kbits/sec). 

Because an ISLN supports a PBX function, it must conform 
to the telephony frame rate of 125-µ.sec per frame. Thus, each 
of the 12 programmable highways carries 8.192 Mbits/sec of 
information, and the token channel carries l.024 Mbits/sec. 
Figure 2 shows the proposed frame structure. The purpose of 
the programming template is to refresh the physical layer multi
plexing (or sorting) logic for each frame. The physical layer sees 
two Media Access Control (MAC) ports: a Token MAC (FDDI 
compatible), and a Circuit MAC. 

During each frame, bytes from each of the highways are 
presented either to the Token MAC (T-MAC) or to the Circuit 
MAC (C-MAC). When a byte is presented to the Token MAC, 
a place holding a byte of all ones is presented to the Circuit
switched MAC. In this manner, the hybrid ring can adapt to a 
variety of applications from a backend network, to a backbone 
LAN or to a distributed PBX. For example, the voice capacity 
of an ISLN could accommodate the peak hour voice call load 
by allocating one or two extra highways to circuit switching. 
Then, during non-peak hours, the circuit switching capacity 
could be reduced to one or two highways, and the remainder 
could function as a backend network between corporate main
frames and peripherals. In addition, the Hybrid FDDI In
tegrated Services Local Network can readily function as a back
bone to the IEEE 802 family of LAN protocols, because FDDI 
is based on the 802.5 token-ring protocol. DD 
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Figure 1: Two-color 
EL displays can be 
formed by driving 
successive layers of 
active material. In this 
two-color display from 
Planar, two levels of 
active layer are used . 

I n George Orwell's 1984, Winston Smith gazed at an oblong 
metal plaque attached to hi s wall. Ever since, the futuristic 
concept of the "telescreen" or flat-panel display has intrigued 

researchers, manufacturers and consumers with the promise of 
a low-power, bright , high-resolution replacement for the CRT. 

10 accomplish this flat-panel goal, technologies such as li
quid crystal, vacuum fluorescent, plasma, electroluminescent 
and even flat CRTs have been put to use with limited success. 
State-of-the-art CRT technology is a primary reason for the low 
market share of flat-panel displays. Currently, it is possible for 
high-resolution monitors to display 2448 x 2048 pixels with 
70 Cd/m2 brightness, 0.15 mm dot pitch and misconvergences 
as low as 0.1 mm. Flat panels, on the other hand , can only 
display one quarter of this information, usually at much lower 
brightness levels, albeit using a fraction of the power of their 
CRT counterparts. 

And, despite the introduction of consumer products such as 
flat-screen personal computers and portable, battery-operated 
televisions , flat-panel displays have not emerged as CRT 
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Flat
Still 

Despite 
bright promises, 

the future of flat panel 
technologies seems limited. 

replacements except in areas such as military and automotive 
applications. In these applications, the low-power consumption, 
high reliability and medium resolution of the di splays present 
systems integrators with a viable CRT alternative. 

Despite their presently limited applications, flat-panel 
researchers continue to seek the elusive CRT replacement. 
Although the large scale application of high-resolution flat 
panels is distant , research points to several ways in which these 
types of displays can be fabricated. 

Rocky Road For Liquid Crystal 
Poor brightness , limited viewing angles and slow response 
times at low temperatures have plagued developers of liquid 
crystal displays (LCDs). Early LCD designs used twisted
nematic liquid crystals sandwiched between crossed polarizers 
and an electric field . In the "off' state, the light passes through 
the first polarizer, is twisted through 90° by the liquid crystal 
and passes through the second polarizer oriented at 90°. Upon 
application of an electric field, the rod-I ike crystals change 
orientation and no longer twist the light. These types of display 
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Panel Displays: 
In The Future 
by Andrew Wilson, Senior Technical Editor 

suffer from a dull gray look due to the presence of polarizers 
which are also responsible for the limited viewing angle. 

Because of this, many manufacturers are turning to dynamic 
scattering methods in which the liquid crystal itself is respon
sible for the passing and blocking of the light. In this method, 
no polarizers are needed since the application of the electric 
field is all that is needed to switch the LCs into a random state 
to block light. The resulting displays have better contrast and 
viewing angle because no polarizers are used . 

Another mode of LC transitions relies on the ability of the 
liquid to change phase when heat is applied . These displays con
sist of two glass plates with smectic liquid crystals held between 
them. Etched to the front glass are vertical, indium tin oxide 
electrodes while the rear plate has horizontal heating filaments . 
Each horizontal and vertical crossing represents one pixel. 
Although this type of display is non-volatile, power require
ments are substantial. 

Despite the disadvantages of twisted -nematic displays, they 
are the most widely used LCDs currently available . . High
contrast, low-voltage operation and ease of multiplexing in large 
panel displays are prime twisted-nematic benefits. Indeed, over 
10 manufacturers have now introduced twisted-nematic displays 
with resolutions ranging from 64 x 320 to 200 x 640 
displayable pixels. 

Using twisted-nematic techniques, work on full color 
LCDs is under way at several companies. At Citizen Watch 
(Saitamaken, Japan), a prototype 110 x 340-pixel color LCD 
has been demonstrated with a dot size of0.15 X 0.354 mm. In 
the panel's construction (Figure2), two groups of55 x 340 pix
els were fabricated and joined to form the complete 110 x 320 
panel. Switching of the panel is accomplished by IC drivers 
formed on the glass substrate. According to Citizen. this struc
ture can also be implemented using an active matrix approach 
in which the liquid crystal wou ld be addressed by a layerofthin 
film transistors mounted onto a transparent substrate. 

At Matsushita (Osaka, Japan) a multi-gap color twisted
nematic LCD has been developed to reduce the effect of rotary 
light dispersion . In the design, three RGB cell gaps are formed 
by using different thicknesses of filter. A uniform optical path 
length for red, green and blue wavelengths is maintained. 

While many manufacturers are attacking the problem of 
video-speed LCDs, others are seeking to replace the CRT in 
personal computer-type applications . With the introduction of 
the DG/One, Data General (Westboro, MA) produced the first 
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Figure 2: Citizen's color LCD panel, which is shown in cross section , 
uses two groups of 55 x 340 panels to achieve a total pixel count of 110 
x 340 pixels. 

portable computer with a full-sized LCD. With displays pro
duced by Matsushita, Hitachi (Chicago, IL) and Epson (Tor
rence, CA), the PC received a lukewarm market reception. 
Many felt that the computer's display exhibited low viewing 
angle and low brightness. Data General will offer the PC with 
an electroluminescent (EL) display later this year. 

Problems with the too-early introduction of the LCD PC have 
not, however, hindered its development. Two novel designs 
from Polaroid (Cambridge, MA) and Standard Telecommuni
cations Labs (STL) (Har low, Essex, UK) increase the 
brightness and viewing angle of the LCD. Although much of the 
Polaroid work remains proprietary, the company is offering a 
flexible plastic LCD 0.015" thick that can be custom produced 

Aluminum Row 
Electrodes 

Active Layer 

T-Transparent 

Insulator 

Figure 3: To obtain color from Planar's EL display, the layers would be 
repeated three times with different active layers which would emit the 
three primary colors. 
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up to 16" wide by virtually any length (Digital Design . 
September 1985, p. 13) . 

At STL, the dynamic scattering effect has been used to pro
duce a420 X 780 LCD pixel panel with a hemispherical view
ing angle and a contrast ratio of greater than 8: 1. In the design 
a custom merged-technology, 30 channel , 350V IC was devel 
oped to drive the panel. And although the time for a full page 
panel write is 0.84 sec, the display consumes just SW. These 
types of displays will directly replace the CRT in a number of 
specialized applications . 

Bright Prospects For EL 
Electroluminescent effects were first observed some 50 years 
ago in zinc sulphide. Since then, work in both ac and de excita
tion from managanese-doped zinc sulphide thin films has 
yielded displays of medium resolution with high brightness 
levels. Unlike liquid crystal displays, the EL display requires 
high modulation , write and refresh voltages, placing heavy 
demands on semiconductor driver technology. And, although 
drivers are becoming available from such companies as 
Siliconix (Santa Clara, CA) and Texas Instruments (Dallas, 
TX), driver technology has heretofore held back the progress 
of large, efficient and bright electroluminescent displays. 

Driver technology 
has held back 
the progress 
of flat panel 

displays. 

EL researchers are also striving to develop color EL displays. 
While the zinc sulphide doped with manganese forms a very 
bright yellow-orange display, other alkaline earth sulphides 
such as SrS:CeF3 can be used to produce blue displays . Many 
of these sulphides, however. cannot offer the luminous efficien
cy of zinc sulphide and have not been used to produce single 
color displays. Instead, research has centered on producing full 
color displays using a combination of these sulphides. Of 
course. with three times the number of addressable pixels, 
display manufacturers must find novel ways to mount three 
times the number of drivers onto the display packages. 

One of the leaders in EL display technology is Planar Sys
tems (Beaverton, OR). Recently, the company signed an agree
ment with Data General to replace the LCD panel in the 
DG/One personal computer with Planar's 640 x 200 EL 
display. Data General will now offer two versions of the com
puter. an LCD model and an EL model which must be plugged 
into a wall socket. 

Plana r's technology, shown in Figure 3, illustrates how each 
active layer is addressed by a combination of row and column 
electrodes. In the structure the patterned transparent front 
column electrodes are made up of indium tin oxide (I1D) , with 
the phosphor layer sandwiched between two dielectric insular-
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Figure 4: Electroluminescent technology, such as this from Planar, can 
produce bright displays with dithered gray-scale capability. 

ing layers, followed by the intersecting aluminium row elec
trodes. A typical display formed using the technology is shown 
in Figure 4. With the display, gray level effects can be accom
plished using dithering techniques, although "true" gray-scale 
capability (in which the intensity of the pixels themselves are 
modulated) cannot be accomplished. Planar is currently study
ing color and RGB type EL displays for the Army. 

In these designs, the construction of Figure 3 would be 
duplicated three times , allowing the three alkaline earth sul 
phides to be switched independently. Convergence in these dis
plays will be almost negligible, since red, green and blue pic
ture elements are co linear. Figure 1 depicts a two-color version. 

Work currently underway at the University ofTottori (Tottori , 
Japan) has already proven the viability of full-color versions of 
EL displays. Using thin film deposition techniques, researchers 
have developed prototypes of displays using the rare-earth 
doped alkaline earth sulphides CaS (red), SrS (blue) and BaS 
(yellow/green). Relative brightnesses for the materials used 
measured about IOO, 650 and 350 Cd/m2 , respective ly. 
Luminous efficiency of the materials was also shown to be 
strongly dependent on the deposition temperature of the films . 

Even if full color displays can be fabricated in EL technology, 
many problems sti II have to be overcome. Apart from the prob
lems of high-voltage drivers, rare-earth sulphides, sputtering 
efficiency, gray scale and color, there remains the problem of 
picture quality. While EL displays are addressed on a by-pixel 
basis , color CRTs arc not. In CRT designs, the electron beam 
itself is larger than the mask through which it passes to form an 
image on the CRT phosphor screen . 

Because of this , the spot of the CRT beam is somewhat 
blurred by overlapping pixels, producing a non-spot-like image. 
In EL displays such as LCD, electroluminescent and plasma dis
plays the image appears dot-like due to the construction of the 
displays themselves. To overcome this appearance, dot pitch 
sizes must approach that of CRTs, and antialiasing algorithms 
must be used to reduce the dot-like appearance of the displays. 

Vacuum Fluorescent Displays 
As with electroluminescent displays, advances in photolitho
graphic and thick film technologies have resulted in the in
creased size of vacuum fluorescent displays. Color VFDs have 
been achieved through the use of novel phosphor elements 
coated on separate RGB phosphors. Despite these advances. 
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The IP-512 family of image processing 
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vacuum fluorescent displays remain perhaps one of the least 
used technologies in the area of video and graphics. The main 
reason for this is that it is very difficult to quickly update the 
VFD. And , many of the pixels "drop out" at these rates causing 
patchy-looking displays. 

One company, Digital Electronics Corp. (Hayward, CA), 
found VFDs so unreliable that it dropped its line of video VFD 
panels and retained EL technology as its display medium. 
According to Bob Christiansen of Digital Electronics, the com
pany is already shipping a 512 x 256 EL panel and will an
nounce a 640 x 200 EL panel in the first quarter of next year. 

Surveys of current research efforts indicate a move away from 
vacuum fluorescent technology. The recent SID symposium , 
saw only two presentations on YFT. Both were presented by 
Japanese authors. The first, from Tse Electronics (lse, Japan), 
described a 20-character active matrix addressed display. 
Targeted primarily for cash register and low-information con
tent displays, the YFD from Ise has been designed with 20 !Cs 
mounted on a glass substrate. According to the company, the use 
of static RAMs in the display elements leads to a highly 
luminous display which can be switched at relatively low 
voltages. At Futaba Corp. (Tokyo, Japan), a color graphic VFD 
panel has been developed with a display resolution of 160 x 120 
pixels. Using anode layers coated with red. green and blue phos
phors. the display must be driven at voltages ranging from lOOV 
to 200V. Displayable colors of the prototype model were red, 
green, blue, cyan. magenta, white and black . 

Although in a state of relative maturity, research and devel
opment efforts still continue in VFD in the areas of matrix 
addressing. However. as with electroluminescent and plasma 
displays, high voltage IC drivers need to be developed so that 
the displays run more efficiently. 

Plasma Displays 
Over the past decade, neon-based flat-panel plasma displays 
have been developed to the point where they arc finding a variety 
of applications mainly in the military arena. Perhaps the best 
known plasma display is the 581 module from IBM (Yorktown 
Heights, NY) . 

In its design , IBM used a 960 x 760 pixel panel driven by 
high-voltage horizontal and vertical line drivers. One of the ini
tial problems with the display was the inabi I ity to drive.it at fast 
speeds. Last year, IBM reported that it had developed a 
50-frame per sec, non-i nterlaced 16-MHz interface for the 
display which could drive a 720 x 350 section of the panel. 
Now the company has extended this work to allow users to write 
and erase the panel at twice this speed and accept data at a 
40-MHz video rate. 

Because of the requirement that panel line updating overlap 
with loading of video data. the driver modules that were used 
to accomplish this were SN75553/54 drivers from Texas Instru
ments (Dallas. TX). Originall y designed for EL displays, the 
drivers have a latch register between the input shift register and 
the output drivers. These allow overlapped operation. But these 
drivers were not designed foreitherthe40Y to90Y pulses used 
in the plasma panels or the panels' load characteristics. Instead, 
they were used merely to show the panels' video rate potential . 
Using a CRT controller card developed by Control Systems 
(Minneapolis, MN), IBM has achieved a 20-msec update of the 
750,000-pixel ac plasma panel. 

SB 

Figure 5: A cross-section of Fujitsu's green surface discharge plasma 
display shows the panel structure and the electrode pattern . 

Other developments in ac plasma technology include the 
study of new gas mixtures to replace the orange emission 
associated with Ne-based panels. At United Technologies' 
Research Center (East Hartford , CT), blue-green Xe2Cl and 
green XeO emission has been demonstrated . And at Fujitsu 
(Akashi, Japan), a neon-xenon mixture has been used to pro
duce a 240 x 80 ac plasma panel. Figure 5 shows the panel 
structure and the electrode pattern of the display. In the figure, 
X and Y are the sustaining electrodes and A and Sare an address 
electrode and a separator. During operation, the panel is driven 
by the sustain and address drivers. Fujitsu uses a neon-xenon 
mixture introduced into the display after the cover glass is 
assembled to the substrate. Zn2Si04 :Mn phosphors arc 
deposited onto the cover g lass. 

According to a recent report from Stanford Resources (San 
Jose, CA), the flat-panel display market remains at about onc
tenth of that for the CRT. And, a lthough different technologies 
may gain greater acceptance, the market for flat panels will 
remain at least one-tenth that of that of CRTs for at least the next 
five years. Because of its low cost per pixel, color attributes. 
ease ofaddressability, driver requirements, gray level capability 
and ease of integration , the CRT will dominate the di splay 
market. Although flat-panel displays will find niches in high
reliability, consumer and military markets, the promise of a 
CRT replacement is still far from a reality. DD 
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II from J2S packs interactive image analysis and 
graphics functions into a powerful deskside station that makes distributed dis
play processing economically practical-and easily implemented. 

With an on-board MC68000 processor and VLSI 1.2M pixel-per-second 
graphics processor, IVAS gives each system user local, dedicated resources 
for interactive control and display of alphanumeric, image and graphics data. 

In addition to full 1024 x 1024 display resolution, IVAS features high-speed 
multi-drop parallel interfacing for UNIBUS- or MULTIBUS-based host sys
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• 24-bit configurable image memory 
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• 24-bit true color display 
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• Real-time interactive point processing 
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well as custom OEM packaging-IVAS is designed to work with 
your present or planned system. Contact 12S for more information. 
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OB68K/MSBC1 TM 

MULTIBUS SINGLE BOARD 
COMPUTER 

• 12.5MHz 68000 16/32 bit CPU (other 
speeds and 68010 optional) 

• 256K/ 512K/1M / 2M bytes dual
ported; zero-wait-state RAM with parity 

• (4) RS-232C serial Synchronous/ 
Asynchronous multiprotocol 1/0 ports 

• (1) iSBX* expansion connector 
• (4) 28 pin ROM sockets (up to 256KB) 
• Optional memory management 
• Omnibyte two year limited warranty 

•iSBX is a trademark of Ince/ Corp. CIRCLE 90 

OB68KNME1'" 
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 

ON THE VME BUS 
• 12.5MHz 68000 16/32 bit CPU 
• (8) pairs of 28-pin sockets for RAM and 

ROM (up to 448K RAM or 896K ROM) 
• (2) RS-232C serial ports using (1) 

68681 DUART 
• (2) 8-bit parallel 1/0 ports using (1) 

68230 Pl/T 
• System controller functions are 

supported 
• (7) Prioritized bus or auto vectored 

prioritized interrupts 
• Omnibyte two year limited warranty 

A Look at Today ... 
A Vision of Tomorrow . 

OB68K1A'" 
MULTIBUS SINGLE BOARD 

COMPUTER 
• lOMHz 68000 16/32 CPU 
• 32K/ 128K/ 512K bytes zero-wait-state 

dual-ported RAM 
•Up to 192K bytes of EPROM 
• (2) RS-232C serial ports 
• (2) 16-bit parallel ports 
•A triple 16-bit timer/counter 
• (7) prioritized-vectored interrupts 
• Omnibyte two year limited warranty 
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OB68KNSBC1 TM 

VME BUS SINGLE BOARD 
COMPUTER 

• 12.5MHz 68000 16/32 bit CPU (other 
speeds and 68010 optional) 

• 128K/ ~12K bytes dual-ported; zero
wait-state RAM w/parity 

• 1/0 options include: 
0 (0-4) RS232C/422 synch/asynch 

serial ports 
O (0-48) lines of parallel 1/0 
o and more! 

• (3) 16-bit counter/timers 
• (4) 28 pin ROM sockets (up to 256KB) 
• Omnibyte two year limited warranty 
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OB68K/MMU™ MULTIBUS 
CPU BOARD WITH OPTIONAL 

MEMORY MANAGEMENT 
• lOMHz 68010 16/32 bit CPU 
• Up to (4) 68451 Memory Management 

Units (optional) 
•High speed iLBX* memory port 
• 8 channel DMA port 
• (2) RS-232C serial ports 
• 4K/16K bytes of RAM 
• (2) 28-pin ROM sockets 
• Omnibyte two year limited warranty 

•iLBX is.a trademark of lnrel Corp. 

OB68KNSRM"' 
VMESYSTEM 

RESOURCE MODULE 
• All system controller functions 
• Power fail detection circuitry 
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• Real-time calendar clock with battery 
backup 

• Parallel printer port (Centronics 
compatible) 

• Up to 128K-bytes of 32-bit wide 
battery backed up RAM 

• One iSBX* expansion connector 
• Omnibyte two year limited warranty 

• iSBX is a trademark of Intel Corp. 
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Floating Point Unit Extends 
Arithmetic Processing 

by Bruce Hoffman and Donald Tietjen, Motorola 

n today's marketplace, deciding which float ing point co
processor to use is difficult . But considering a few key points 
that distingui sh coprocessor interface designs can ease 

coprocessor selection. 
First, it must be determi ned how instructions and operands 

are passed to the coprocessor. Second , if concurrency exists, 
ma in processor and coprocessor timi ng must be defined . 
Finally, the designer must be aware of how mid-instruction con
text switching and coprocessor detected exceptions are handled . 

The MC68881 is an arithmetic processor that confo rms to the 
IEEE floati ng point standards (P754, Draft 10.0). It contai ns a 
set of complete transcendental functions. The MC68881 was 
des igned as a 32-bit coprocessor to accompany the MC68020. 
and includes a 67-b it arithmetic un it , a 0-67 bit barrel shifter 
and eight 80-bit general purpose data registe rs. It operates at 
16.67 MHz and consumes less than IW of power. It can also 
operate as a periphera l processor on an 8-bit , 16-bit or 32-bit 
data bus, a ll owi ng it to serve in systems usi ng the 8-b it 
MC68008 and the 16-bit MC68000, MC68010 o r MC6801 2. 

Commun ications be tween the main processor and the 
MC68881 employ standard M68000 fami ly bus transfers. Since 
the bus is asynchronous, the MC68881 does not have to run at 
the same speed as the main processor. The only difference be
tween a coprocessor bus transfer and any other bus transfer is 
that the MC68020 issues a spec ial function code to indicate 
CPU SPACE. Using the function code as part of the decode, no 

A4-AO D31 D15 DO 

00 Response R 

02 Control w 
04 Save R 

06 Restore R/W 

08 Reserved 

OA Command w 
oc Reserved 

OE Condition w 
10 Operand R/W 

14 Register Selector R 

16 Reserved 

18 Instruction Address R/W 

1C Reserved 

memory mapped coprocessor interface registers impinge upon 
the instruction or data address spaces of the main processor. The 
coprocessor interface provides a tight coupling between pro
cessor and coprocessor. Thus the MC68881 appears to the user 
as a logical extension of the main processor. 

The MC68881 contains a number of coprocessor interface 
registers that are addressed like memory by the main processor 
(Table 1). The main processor and coprocessor communicate 
via reads or writes from and to these CPU SPACE registers, in 
a protocol of bus cycles defined by the M68000 coprocessor 
interface. For example, the main processor writes a coprocessor 
instruction to the coprocessor interface command register and 
then reads the coprocesso r interface response reg ister. In this 
response, the bus interface unit of the coprocessor encodes any 
additional actions required of the main processor on behalf of 
the coprocessor. The response may call the main processor to 
evaluate the effect ive address , and to transfer "n" bytes of data 
to or from the coprocessor. Once the processor fulfill s all co
processor requests, it is free to fetch and execute subsequent 
instructions from memory. This is known as concurrent oper
ation of the main processor and coprocessor. Concurrent instruc
tion execution is limited to those instructions with an on-chip 
register as a destination. 

Following concurrent instruction execution , the response reg
iste r of the MC68881 can synchronize the main processor by 
indicating that the coprocessor instruction is not complete. Thus, 
concurrency is controlled by the MC6888l on an instruction-

Informs Processor Of Service Request 

EXC_ ACK Or Abort 

Coprocessor ID, # Of Bytes To Be Saved 

Coprocessor ID, # Of Bytes To Restore 

General Instruction Register 

Conditional Instruction Register 

Data Reg . Between Coprocessor & Proc. 

Internal Registers To Be Moved 

Logical Address Of Instruction 

Table 1: The MC68881 contains a number of coprocessor interface registers that are addressed like memory by the main processor. 
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by-instruction basis and remains transparent to the programmer. 
Virtual machine architecture of the MC68020 is supported 

by the MC68881. If the main processor detects a page fault, or 
if a task times out, it can force the MC68881 to stop executing 
and save its complete internal state to memory. The MC6888l 
minimizes both the average state size and average context 
switching time of a save command. Three possible state sizes 
may be saved: reset, idle and busy. If the save instruction is 
received when the MC68881 is still in the reset state, only one 
word of state is transferred to memory. The operating system 
may examine this word to determine that the programmer's 
model (Figure 1) is empty. Ifthe MC68881 is between instruc
tions (in an idle state) when the save instruction is received, 12 
words of internal state are transferred to memory. If the 
MC68881 cannot finish the instruction in less time than saving 
the busy state size would take, 90 words of internal state are 
transferred to m emory. 

The main proc 
previously saved 
instruction from 

essor can also force the MC68881 to reload the 
state from memory and continue executing the 
the point it was interrupted. A restore of the 
nctions just like the hardware reset pin. Both 

commands represent privileged instructions. 
reset state size fu 
save and restore 

Interfacing To The MC68020 
The M68000 co processor interface allows a simple hardware 

well-defined communication protocol between 
nd the MC68881. For systems requiring a re
en the main processor and the coprocessor, the 
njunction with the dynamic bus sizing of the 
perate over an 8-bit , 16-bit or 32-bit data bus. 

interface with a 
the MC68020 a 
duced bus betwe 
MC68881, in co 
MC68020, can o 

In the 32-bit c 
used from the pr 

onnection shown in Figure2, all data lines are 
ocessor to the MC68881. The size pin and AO 
ed high to configure the MC68881 for opera
us. In the 16-bit connection, only the 16 most 

address pin are ti 
tion on a 32-bit b 
significant bits ( 
coprocessor mu 

MSBs) of the processor's data bus are used. The 
st have 031-D24 to Dl5-D8 and D23-D16 to 
o operate on a 16-bit bus and the AO pin must 

8-bit connection uses only the 8 MSBs of the 
bus. The size pin is tied low and AO address 
to the processor. To operate on an 8-bit data 
881 must have 031-024 to D23-D16 and 
-D8 and D31-024 to D7-00 strapped. The 
8881 pair appears to the user as one processor 
en floating point and integer data types and has 
a registers, eight address registers and eight 
ta registers. 

D7-DO strapped t 
be tied low. An 
processor's data 
pin is connected 
bus, the MC68 
031-024 to 015 
MC68020/MC6 
that supports sev 
eight integer dat 
floating point da 

Coprocessor 
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architecture of the 
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interface overhead is shared between the 
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mer's model of the MC68881. The virtual machine 
MC68020 is supported by the coprocessor. 

SYSCLK 

MC68020 

ASto---------------" 
DSt----------------" RtW.,_ ______________ ~ 

A4-A1 t----------------" 
RESETi..--------------~ 

OSACKO ... --------------~ 
OSACK1 i..--------------~ 031-024 ... ______________ " 

023-016i..--------------~ 015-08 ... ______________ " 

07-0oi..--------------~ 

32-Bit Connection 

MC68881 
5V 

81 CLK 

Figure 2: In the 32-bit connection between the MC68020 and the 
MC68881, the size pin and AO address pin are both tied high . 

MC68020 and MC68881. Figure 3 shows the instruction for
mat for a typical coprocessor instruction . The first word of all 
MC68020 instructions is the operation word. The MC68020 
interprets all F-line instructions as coprocessor instructions. 
(1 nstructions with ones in the 4 MSBs of the operation word are 
known as F-line instructions.) When the MC68020 detects such 
an instruction, it writes the coprocessor command word to the 
coprocessor interface command register in CPU space. The 
function codes of the MC68020 select CPU address space, and 
address bits Al6-Al9 specify a coprocessor access in CPU 

operation word 

command word coprocessor command word 

Figure 3: The instruction format for a typical coprocessor instruction. 
The first word of all 68020 instructions is the operation word . 

space. Address bits Al3-Al5 contain the coprocessor identifi
cation extracted from the F-line operation word and Al-A4 
distinguish the various coprocessor interface registers of the 
MC68881. The coprocessor ID field is used to allow up to eight 
MC6888ls in a system. 

After the MC68020 writes the coprocessor command to the 
interface command register, it reads the interface response reg
ister. The coprocessor encodes in this response any additional 
action required from the MC68020 on behalf of the MC68881 . 
The response may request the MC68020 to evaluate the effec
tive address and to fetch an operand from memory. The effec
tive address of the operand is encoded in the operation word and 
the size of the operand is encoded in the response. After the 
MC68020 fetches the operand from memory, it writes the oper
and to the coprocessor interface operand register of the MC68881 . 
Once the operand has been transferred, the MC68020 is free 
to execute instructions concurrently with the MC68881's instruc
tion execution. If another MC68881 instruction is encountered 
before the previous instruction has completed, the response en
coding instructs the MC68020 to continue polling the response 
register until the previous instruction completes. The MC68020 
is free to sample interrupts while polling the response register. 
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The choice line of 
disk drives now gives 

you more choices. 
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The Panasonic line of disk drives is now better 
than ever. We have more disk drives to choose 
from, with exceptional Panasonic quality, relia
bility and performance. Choose our 5%" disk 
drives or our 3%" disk drives. Either way 
you 'll be glad you chose Panasonic. 

With Panasonic disk drives, you not only 
get our years of past expertise, you also 
get our present and future commitment to 
the industry. Panasonic 5%" disk drives 
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duce double-sided disk drives. And 
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floppy disk drives. 
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ing a new dedicated sales and service or
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Runtime Exceptions 
Runtime exceptions are unusual conditions arising during the 
execution of an instruction. An example for the M68000 family 
of processors is integer divide by zero. When an M68000 pro
cessor detects an attempt to divide by zero, normal process ing 
is terminated and exception processing is initiated. This design 
provides an efficient context switch so that the programmer can 
handle unusual conditions in an exception trap handler routine. 

The MC68881 also detects runtime exceptions such as float
ing point overflow. The MC68881's control register contains 
user selectable bits to enable or disable the eight classes of 
floating point exception traps . 

While executing concurrently, the MC68881 may detect an 
enabled exception. If so, the MC68881 will hold the pending 
exception until the MC68020 reestablishes communications 
when it encounters the next coprocessor instruction. The excep
tion is then reported using a response encoding which includes 
the appropriate vector number. Concurrent instruction execu
tion prevents the exception handling routines from using the 
MC68020's program counter as a pointer to the offending float
ing point instruction . The MC68881 maintains a floating point 
instruction address register for th is purpose . Thus, the 
MC68020 performs exception processing for the MC68881 
detected-exceptions. 

Emulators 
The MC68881 can be used as a periphera l processor in any 
system using M68000 asynchronous bus transfers. Figu res 4 
and 5 show the hardware connections for 8-bit and 16-bit pro
cessors. The main processor must emu late the protocol of bus 
cycles which make up the M68000 coprocessor interface imple
mented in the MC68020. While software emulation of the co
processor interface produces some performance degradation, 
system performance is still higher than with comparable floating 
point software packages. The MC6888l's execution time remains 
the same once the coprocessor interface emulation delivers in
struction and operands. Chip select logic of the MC68881 is sys
tem dependent in the peripheral mode because the interface reg
isters must be mapped into a data address space. After selec-

SYSCLK 

MC68008 

FCO-FC2to--...i 
A19-A5 to--...i 

MC68881 

.... ---.cs 
Chip Select 

System Dependent 
AS~-------~AS 
DS OS 

R/W RtW 

GND 
Size 

A4-AO A4-AO 
RESET RESET 
DTACK DSACKO 

DSACK1 
07-DO i.----... ---.. 0 31-0 24 

.,_ ___ l>ID23-D16 

.,_ ___ 1>1015-08 

---.... 07-DO 

8-Bit Peripheral Mode 

881 CLK 

Figure 4: The coprocessor can be used as a peripheral processor in any 
M68000 system using asynchronous bus transfers. Shown is the hard
ware connection for an 8-bit machine. 
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015-08 031-024 

07-DO 023-016 
015-08 
07-00 

SYSCLK 881 CLK 

16-Bit Peripheral Mode 

Figure 5: The hardware connection enables the MC68881 to function 
as a peripheral processor for a 16-bit machine. 

ting the MC68881, the emulator must complete the protocol of 
reading or writing one of the internal registers of the MC68881 . 

In M68000 systems using the MC68881 as a peripheral pro
cessor, there are two techniques for emulating the M68000 
coprocessor interface in software. These arc F-1 ine instruction 
emulation and in-I ine code emulation (macros or subroutine 
calls). These techniques trade-off performance degradation , 
with upward compatibility of software, when upgrading to an 
MC68020/MC6888l system . 

The 8-bit and 16-bit members of the M68000 family of pro
cessors take a unique exception trap when encountering an 
F-l ine instruction . F-line instruction emulations ofMC68881 
instructions are much slower than in-line code emulations. The 
processor must service the exception, decode the MC68881 
instruction format and decode the MC68881's response register 
encodings. However, this technique provides object code up
ward compatibility which the in-line code technique cannot pro
vide. Designers who plan to upgrade to the MC68020 processor 
should use this approach. When the MC68020 detects an F-line 
instruction , it will not take an exception trap. The MC68020 
wi ll uti lize the on-chip coprocessor interface to communicate 
with the MC68881. This significantly increases system perfor
mance and no software has to be reassembled or recompiled . 

In-line code technique is much faster than F-line instruction 
emulation . This techn ique only permits the source code to be 
upward compatible to the MC68020-based systems. For exam
ple , the in-line code for an MC6888l instruction (register-to
register) could be two MOYEs and a branch generated by a 
macro. Thus, when assembly or compilation expand the macro, 
the object code wi ll access the MC68881 as a peripheral pro
cessor. To port this code to an MC68020-based system , which 
accesses the MC68881 as a coprocessor, the source code must 
be reassembled or recompiled with a redefined macro. The 
redefined macro would then expand to the appropriate F-line 
instruction recognized by the MC68020 as a coprocessor 
instruction. C>C 
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T o get the highest system-level performance from ad
vanced bipolar logic, designers should consider not only 
the device itself, but also the device's packaging. Less 

than optimum system performance often resul ts from poor 
package choice. 

The original ITL family used the dual-in-line package (DIP). 
With rise and fall times of approximately 7 nsec or greater for 
light loads, the TTL family readily lent itself to the standard 
DIP. Oxide-isolated bipolar processes, however, have spawned 
development of logic families with rise and fall times as fast as 
2.5 nsec for a standard 50 pF load (Advanced Schottky and Ad
vanced Low Power Schottky). Standard DIPs may not satisfy 
the designer's high-performance needs. 

The new generation of su rface mount devices (SM Os) in
cludes both small-outline (SO) packages and plastic leaded chip 
carriers (PLCCs). A comparison of such SMD packages with 
DIPs shows that D!Ps have larger parasitic impedances because 
of longer leadframe interconnections. Lead frames have finite 
resistance, inductance and capacitance. 

Self-inductance is the major culprit of high-frequency prob
lems, causing ground bounce, V cc noise. pin-to-pin crosstalk 
and lower noise-margin problems. These effects only become 
worse as the operating freq uency of the device increases. 
Reducing the parasitic inductance by shrinking the size of the 
packages can help to avoid the associated complications. 

A comparison of DIP lead frames to SO and PLCC packages 
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shows reduced lead length for the smaller packages. Actual 
measurements (Figure 1) verify that the longer leads have more 
self-inductance. For example, the self-inductance for a 16-pin 
DIP varies from about 3.5 nH to II nH. End pins exhibit the 
maximum values. This is unfortunate because these terminals 
are the standardized ground and V cc pins in TTL families. 

Any deviation of the chip's ground from a quiescent value of 
OY is considered ground movement or ground bounce. Ground 
movement is the major problem in standard packages of TTL 
circuits. Although moving the ground and V cc to centrally 
located pins would result in a reduced inductance and voltage 
drop, it would also result in a nonstandard pin configuration. 
Placing the ground pin in a corner of a DIP is too widely 
accepted a practice for central placement to be considered. 

A 16-pin SO package's self-inductance profile is similar to that 
of a miniature DIP package. The PLCC package has a flatter, 
more uniform, lead self-inductance plot. The PLCC package 
has leads on four sides, resulting in a more even inductance 
distribution than DIPs. Since both the DIP and the SO packages 
have leads on only two sides, both have similar selt~ inductance 
profiles. Size differences make the SO package values propor
tionally smaller than those of the D!Ps. 

Interestingly, 14- and 16-pin SO packages have less lead 
inductance than 20-pin equivalent PLCCs. However, as pin 
count increases , 28-pin PLCC packages present less lead 
self-inductance than 24-pin SO packages. This occurs because 
the SO package leads become longer, similar to those of a DIP. 
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Figure 1: These two plots illustrate the electrical advantages of surface mount technology. Package leadframes have finite resistance, inductance 
and capacitance and affect circuit performance by inducing ground bounce, V cc noise and pin-to-pin crosstalk and by lowering high-frequency noise 
margins. Physically smaller packages offer smaller package parasitic impedances. 

To illustrate the effects of self-inductance, consider an 
SN74ASOO with a standard 50 pF load, and an output waveform 
transition fall time of about 2 .6 nsec. Ground movement peaks 
at 0.374V in an SO package with 3.8 nH parasitic ground pin 
inductance (Figure 2), compared to 0.663V and L0.2 nH in a 
DIP. 

Ground Movement Effects 
Ground movement voltage was calculated to a first order 
approximation from the equations (see box) . Simultaneously 
switching outputs can cause ground movement to become quite 
large. Factors affecting the magnitude of this voltage include 
current spiking (caused by totem pole overlaps), rise and fall 
times of output waveforms, internal circuit design and the pack
age's parasitic inductances. IC designers must consider and ad
just these factors to optimize the circuit's simultaneous switch-
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Figure 2: The ground movement and parasitic ground pin inductance 
for an SO-packaged SN74ASOO are significantly less than those for a 
similar device packaged as a DIP. Waveform degradation is directly pro
portional to the amount of ground movement. 

ing performance. Placing the power pins on the corners ofDIPs 
results in greater ground movement associated with output 
voltage transitions than in smaller surface mount packages. 

In an Advanced Schottky device that uses an SO package, the 
reduced internal lead self-inductance decreases ground move
ment and thus enhances high-frequency performance. This con
clusion is based on a comparative study of the effects on pro-

Equations For Approximating 
Ground Movement Voltage 
V(t) = L di/dt 
i(t) = C dVo/dt 
V(t) = LC d2V o/dt2 

where 

V(t) = voltage across the parasitic inductance 
i(t) = current through the parasitic inductance 
L = parasitic inductance 
C = load capacitance 
V0 = output voltage 

pagation delay. When only one of four NANO gates in an 
SN74ASOO is switched, the propagation delay of the SO-pack
aged device is approximately 12 % less than that of a DIP device 
(Figure 3a) . When all four gates are switched simultaneously, 
the difference between the propagation delays of the two types 
of devices becomes 15 % (Figure 3b) . 

In another test, the frequency of the input to an SN74ASOO 
gate was increased and the output waveform observed . The fre
quency at which single gates could switch was determined for 
both the DIP and SO package and plotted (Figure 4). This was 
done without violating the criteria of2 .0V as the lowest logic 
high voltage and 0.8V as the highest logic low voltage. SO pack-
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ages exhibited a 20 % improvement in frequency operation over 
that ofDIPs. 

Similarly, a comparison of two hex NAND gate 48 mA 
drivers, the SN74AS808BN and the SN74AS1808N, shows the 
advantages of reducing the ground pin parasitic inductance 
inside the IC package . Moving the ground pin of the 
SN74AS808BN, which is at a corner (pin JO) of a 20-pin DIP, 

Number of Outputs Switching 

b 

Figure 3: The data indicate a 12% improvement in propagation delay 
between a DIP and SO package when only one of four NANO gates in 
a SN74ASOO is switched . This improvement rises to 15% when all four 
gates are switched. 

to a center pin (pin 5), similar to the configuration of the 
SN74AS1808N , causes a drop from 13.7 nH to 3.4 nH in the 
parasitic ground lead internal inductance. This difference per
mits simultaneous switching of all 48 mA outputs while driving 
large capacitive loads, with less waveform degradation for 
the SN74AS1808N (Figure Sa) than for the SN74AS808BN 
(Figure Sb) . 

Waveform degradation is the product of the chip's ground 
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Load Capacitance - CL (pF) 

Figure 4: The plot compares the Fmax performance as a function of 
load capacitance for the S_N74ASOO, a quad 2-input NANO, when 
packaged in a DIP or SO package. F max is defined as the frequency at 
which the output waveform violates either VoHmin or VoLmax- SO pack
ages typically show a 20% improvement in F max performance for the 
SN74ASOO. 

voltage moving to the point where the input voltage appears to 
be at an opposite logic state with respect to the device's inter
nal threshold. When this occurs, the SN74AS808BN NAND 
gate's output begins to switch from a high to low state. If the 
ground voltage starts returning to its quiescent state ofOV, the 
output waveform recovers. For a given worst case transition , the 
amount of output waveform degradation is directly proportional 
to the magnitude and duration of the ground movement. 

An often overlooked cause of output waveform degradation 
is improper decoupling of the device packages. Decoupling a 
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Figure 5 : The ground pin of the SN74AS1808N is located at the center 
of a 20-pin DIP. The SN74AS1808BN is functionally similar to that device; 
however, the ground pin is located at a corner. Changing the placement 
of the ground from the corner to the center of the device lowers the 
parasitic ground lead internal inductance, thus reducing output 
waveform degradation. 
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Gould . .. Innovation and Quality in Image Processing 

Before you say, 11lt can't be done;' 
check ·out these stories. 

You may be surprised. 

Gould's powerful IPSOOO image processor 
is changing imaging improbabilities to 
startling realities with high-resolution answers 
for a world of applications. 

ESL explores better data integration 

give us the custom line rates we needed 
to interface with flight hardware." 

Johns Hopkins detects cell changes 
in early cancer with IPSOOO. 

Quantitative Cytopathology Laboratories 
chief, Norman J. Pressman, Ph.D., 
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Patrick Hu, ESL product manager, commented, 
"Gould's IPSOOO is perfect-fit hardware for our 
IDIMS digital data integration system. With the 
IPSOOO as the IDIMS display, we can now offer 
the most advanced interactive digital image 
manipulation system available world-wide." 

McDonnell Douglas improves flight 
simulation training with IPSOOO. 

"Real time image processing is crucial to our 
radar display simulator," says Dennis Gawera, 
McDonnell Douglas systems manager. 
"Gould was the only company that could 

Simulated experlme 
high-resolution 
radar display. 

a powerful stride forward in early cancer 
detection and diagnosis. And earlier 
treatment, of course, means the opportunity 
to save more lives." 

Gould provides full system support. 

Complete support is available for the IPSOOO 
System including Gould's Library of Image 
Processing Software (LIPS). Support also 

includes full installation, documentation, 
user training, and on going 

field maintenance. For more 
information contact: 

Gould Inc., Imaging and Graphics Division 
46360 Fremont Boulevard, Fremont, CA 94538 USA 
Telephone (415) 498-3300 •TWX (910) 338- 7656 

European Headquarters 
Tegernseer Landstrasse 161 , 
0-8000 Munchen 90, West Germany 
Telephone (089) 6-92-79-06 
Telex 5218078-GOUI D 
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device's V cc pin to ground can greatly reduce degradation 
caused by V cc noise. The decoupling capacitor reduces the 
noise generated on a V cc pin due to the pin's inductive effect 
and the V cc bus. Decoupling every chip on a printed circuit 
board is recommended even for surface mounted devices . 

Reducing Undershoot 
Any signal path can be viewed as a transmission line when the 
path's propagation time is much longer than the signal's rise and 
fall time. A long path propagation delay results in reflections 
that cause the effects seen in Figure S: overshoot, undershoot 
and ringing. 

To alleviate signal deterioration, Advanced Schottky TTL 
devices use input and output clamp diodes to enable operation 
over long delay paths. Other devices use a OV clamp circuit to 
sense attempts by the output to drive below ground. Both cir
cuits track the chip's ground as a reference voltage. In each case, 
ground movement , caused by self-inductance between the chip 
and the terminal, allows larger undershoot voltages to develop 
before these protection circuits begin to function (Figure 6). 

Consistent with the prior analysis, an SN74ASOO housed in 
an SO package provides a cleaner signal than a comparable DIP. 
The SO-packaged device yields a 0.3V to 0.5V improvement in 
undershoot protection over the DIP device when outputs switch 
simultaneously. 

Crosstalk Improved Also 
Reduced package crosstalk is another result of lower internal 
package impedance. In addition to lower self-inductance, the 
SO package has less pin-to-pin capacitance and less mutual 
inductance, reducing the device's signal to signal crosstalk. 
Crosstalk can be particularly troublesome in high-speed logic 
systems. 

Tests on the SN74ASOO indicate up to 50 % better perform
ance for very fast edge speeds when it is packaged in an SO 
enclosure rather than a DIP. Figure 7 shows the results of apply-

SOIC DIP 
Vertical Scale = 
-1 V/Dtvision 

Horizontal Scale = 
-20 nsec/Division 

1.--~~-LGND GND 

Internal Parasitic Lead Inductance 

Figure 6: The SO-packaged device improves undershoot protection 
over that of a DIP. Shown is an undershoot comparison between the DIP 
version and SO version of the SN74ASOO. The circuit illustrates the test 
condition. Switching outputs results in chip ground movement, which 
causes the reference voltage of the standard on-chip Advanced Schot
tky output clamp diode to become more negative. Due to the lower 
parasitic inductance of the SO package, the reference voltage moves 
less and thus exhibits less undershoot. 
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Figure 7: The crosstalk of a 14-pin DIP is much higher than the cross
talk exhibited by a 14-pin SO package because of lower high-frequency 
noise margins in DIPs. The circuit illustrates the test condition : a 5V 
pulse was applied to pin 1 of the 14-pin package, and the peak-to-peak 
crosstalk voltage was measured on pin 2. The results show a 50% 
reduction in crosstalk. 

ing a 5V input pulse to pin I of the SN74ASOO NAND gate and 
observing the crosstalk output on pin 2 for different rising edge 
speeds. 

The improvement is particularly important when both ground 
movement is present and device outputs are switching. 
Crosstalk voltages can couple to a static input, causing the 
device to operate in an unexpected manner. An increased noise 
margin at high frequencies allows more reliable high-speed 
designs and fewer problems. 

While surface mount packages offer a reduction in crosstalk 
for the package, designers should also consider the crosstalk 
component of the PC board. Because of the closer pin-to-pin 
spacings of surface mount packages, PC board traces may be 
laid out with very tight spacings. Such layouts can create 
unwanted crosstalk. Parallel runs, especially for runs on differ
ent layers, shou ld be avoided. Running adjacent signal layers 
perpendicular to each other or using ground and V cc planes to 
shield the runs on different layers minimizes these problems. 
A careful layout, coupled with the use of surface-mount 
Advanced Schottky devices, may allow more reliable high
speed designs and result in fewer troubleshooting problems to 
~~. ~ 

How useful did you find this article? Please circle the appropriate 
n001ber on the Reader Inquiry Card. 

Very Useful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 610 
Useful ............ . ... . .. .. . . ......... ... . ....... 611 
Somewhat Useful ... . .. . .. . . . 612 
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Multibus 
Microcomputer 

System ~! 
Made 

OEMs get products to market 
faster with SMS microcomputer 
foundation systems, storage 
systems and Winchester 
controllers. These products 
already support popular operating 
systems such as iRMX*86/286, 
Xenix**, CP/M*** and others. 

Whether you select 8086, 80286, 
68000, 28000 or another Multibus* 
single board computer you can 
choose the SMS product to fit 
your packaging needs. 

The attractive floor standing SMS 
8000 Model 40 microcomputer 
system provides from 10 to 280 
Mb of 5-114" Winchester stora'ge, 

one or two 5-114" floppy disk 
drives, one 8" floppy, a 5-W' 
streaming tape and includes a 
Multibus backplane - all in a 
single 5-W' enclosure. 

An integrated "System 
Foundation Module" contains all 
the peripheral control logic plus 
operator status, test and set up 
capability without taking any 
backplane space. 

Table top or rack mount 
enclosures are also available for 
the Model 40. 

If you have your own Multibus 
backplane, plug in the SMS 8000 
Model 60 storage system. It 
occupies only 5-114" of rack space 
and comes in all the peripheral 
configurations of the Model 40. 

•11• 
Scientific Micro Systems. Inc. 

339 N. Bernardo Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043 
(415) 964-5700 TWX: 910-379-6577 

For high volume or unique 
packaging requirements the 
FWD8001/FWD8006 single board 
controllers are INTEL*215 
compatible and support 8" 
Winchester/floppy, 5-114" 
Winchester and 5-W' or 8" floppy 
disk drives. 

'Trademark of Intel Corporation 
"Trademark of Microsoft Corporation 

'"Trademark of Digital Research. Inc. 

SMS SALES OFFICES: SHiii•, WA (206) 883-8303; Booton, MA (617) 246-2540; Atlenta, GA (404) 296-2029; Morton Grove, IL (312) 966-27 11 ; Melrose Park, IL (312) 345-5320; 
Arlllngton, TX (817) 429-8527; Phlladelphla, PA (215) 860-8626; Green1boro, NC (919) 292-8072: Laguna Hilla, CA (714) 643-8046; Mountain View, CA (415) 964-5700. 
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Now you can control; multiple high resolution ma
chine vision systems, multiple robots and machines from 
a common database, or all of the above, simultaneously. 
The IRI S512 Supervision System makes it all possible. 

The S512 is a flexible multi-processor workcell su
pervisor with architecture that opens up a totally new 
control performance range. Now multiple high resolu
tion color machine vision systems (512 x 512 pixels) can 
be configured to our S512. It's our 20 megabyte-per
second multi-processor workcell supervision system 
that provides concurrent factory control, database man
agement, multi-user access and coordination of robot 
vision, manipulators, machine tools, and other proc
esses-in real-time. 

The S512 is a tightly-coupled multicomputer sys
tem, that acquires more than 250 million pixels per sec
ond and processes at a maximum rate of 1200 million 
arithmetic operations per second. 

The master-system provides you with a real-time 
UNIX program development environment, performs 
data base management, and supervises the subsystems 
that function under their own specialized operating sys
tem. Both the master and subsystems are multiprocessor 
architectures designed to communicate through 
shared-memory via an ultra-fast 20 megabyte-per-sec
ond arbitrated memory bus. 

The result? The S512 Supervision System is the 
world's fastest, most powerful, expandable, configur
able, cost-effective workcell supervision system avail
able today. And, it's ready to plug into your factory con
trol world. For more information, call: Richard Carroll, 
V.P. Sales (619) 438-4424. International Robomation/In
telligence, 2281 Las Palmas Drive, Carlsbad, CA 92008. 
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NEW PRODUCT FOCUS 
s y s T E M s 

Async MUX Connects 128 
Terminals With A Single Cable 

T raditionally, providing asynchronous 
multiplexing capability for Multi

bus I or VME systems has required use of 
a single board providing up to 16 channels 
that must plug directly into the CPU bus. 
If more terminal support was required, 
more boards had to be used. Designers 
got around this by interfacing the single 
board to an expandable distributive 
panel. However, the panels were expen
sive and often ended up clustered in one 
or two adjoining computer cabinets. 

Now, Systech Corp. (San Diego, CA) 
has announced a more cost-effective ap
proach to the multiplexing dilemma. Its 
multiplexers consist of both host adapters 
and remote cluster controllers that handle 
terminals in 8- or 16-node increments. 

The transport mechanism between host 
and multiple cluster controllers is based 
on the Arcnet token-passing LAN. 

The host adapters-available in Multi
bus I, Multibus II or VMEbus formats
support up to 128 terminal ports while 
occupying a single slot in the host back
plane. All host adapters in the series in
clude a 10-MHz 68010 CPU, up to 512 
Kbytes of zero wait-state memory and a 
2.5-Mbit/sec transport interface to the 
cluster controllers. Host adapters can run 
the host operating system's TTY man
ager, or can emulate a block-mode mul
tiplexer with standard TTY drivers. 

An option, available for the Multibus 
I version of the host adapter only, is a 
4-Mbit/sec serial interface. This is suit-

Hot Box Joins Supermini Line 

R unning at speeds up to 10 MIPS, a 
new machine from Data General 

Corp. (Westboro, MA) ups the stakes in 
the cost-per-MIPS competition. This 
tightly coupled dual-processor combo, 
known as the Eclipse MV/20000 Model 
2, claims a cost per MIPS of$33,000. The 
computer is also available as a single
processor cabinet model (the MV/20000 
Model 1) and as a rackmount model (the 
MV/20000 C), both of which report 
5.5-MIPS performance. 

"The linchpin in this design is the 
Motorola ECL gate array," says Thomas 
West, vice president of systems develop
ment, "Just three CPU boards comprise 
the processor, which translates into sig
nificant benefits in terms of system cost, 
reliability and maintainability." The 15 
gate arrays per board furnish more than 
twice the density of the VAX/8600, ac
cording to Data General. ECL provides 
speed needed for critical data paths while 
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low-power, low-cost TTL is used for non
critical data paths. The ECL/TTL gate 
arrays, together with Fairchild Advanced 
Schottky Technology (FAST) and ad
vanced Schottky devices deliver main
frame-class performance in a housing 
measui::ing 61.4" x 35.1" x 40.4". No 
special cooling or power is required for 
the Eclipse MV/20000 systems. 

Also, the CPU uses a group of micro
code-controlled subsystems for pipe
lining of instruction fetch, decode and 
execution operations. Both the instruc
tion processor and the ALU have caches 
to speed the pipeline. These caches are 
built using 64K static RAM with access 
time of 25 nsec. 

MV /20000 main memory is configur
able to 64 Mbytes. It supports three 110 
channels and 25 I/O slots for peripherals. 
Main memory in the MV /20000 Crack
mount model is expandable to 16 Mbytes. 
The rackmount unit has seven 1/0 slots 

able for synchronous host-to-host com
munications. 

Cluster controllers handle the character
by-character processing for 8- or 16-user 
terminals. Built around the 68008, they 
contain 16 Kbytes of RAM, the transport 
interface and four dual-channel UARTs. 
Standard DB-25 connectors provide the 
interface to user terminals . They are 
packaged in an impact-resistant plastic 
case suitable for wall-mount or desktop 
use. 

Communication between the host 
adapter and up to 32 cluster controllers is 
provided by cabling that may extend 1000' 
from the host. The controllers are trans
former coupled to the cable, insuring that 
a failing cluster controller will not bring 
the entire system down. 

-0. Wilson 
Circle 231 

and supports up to seven disk controllers. 
System MV /20000 maximum I/O band
width hits 35 Mbytes/sec while aggre
gate memory bandwidth is set at 47 
Mbytes/sec. 

Operating systems offered include 
AOS/VS and an enhanced distributed 
version of that system known as 
AOS/DVS. DG/UX-a Data General sys
tem said to support both UNIX Systems 
V and 4.2-and MV/UX, a hosted ver
sion of UNIX are also available. An Ada 
development package, as well as languages 
such as ANSI Fortran 77 and ANSI 1974 
Basic are supported. 

Also announced by the company was 
the DS/7000 series of engineering work
stations, which are based on a single-board 
implementation of the MY processor 
architecture, and a low-end 32-bit single
board multiuser system-the MV/2000 
DC. MV/20000 Model I will be avail
able for delivery 90 days after receipt of 
order. Model 2 is available for delivery in 
180 days . 

-Vaughan 
Circle 230 
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Second-Generation 
32-Bit Microprocessor Bows 

W ith the first generation of 32-bit 
microprocessors barely upon us, 

the second generation seems ready to 
emerge. From National Semiconductor 
(Santa Clara, CA), the NS32332 chip 
boasts three times the system speed of a 
first-generation computing cluster based 
on the NS32032 CPU. Clock rate for the 
32332 is 15 MHz. The chip features a full 
32-bit address register that allows the 
CPU to address up to 4 Gbytes of 
memory. 

Dynamic bus sizing means the 32332 
can be used with 8-, 16- or 32-bit data 
buses while a burst mode memory ad
dressing capability lets the device process 
multiple addresses from a single instruc
tion. The 32332 can switch from one bus
width to another on a cycle by cycle basis. 
Burst mode is available only in instruc
tion fetch cycles and operand read cycles. 
Other enhancements include bus error 
and retry support and an advanced slave 
processor communication protocol. 

This part is object-code compatible 
with its predecessors in the 32000 family. 
Because there is no architectural differ
ence between the 32332 and the 32032, 

Two-Chip Set 

' an AT&T validated UNIX System V/ 
Series 32000 system runs on the 32332. 
Upgraded versions of 32000 family 
memory management units and floating 
point coprocessor units are compatible 
with the new microprocessor. National's 
EXEC real-time operating system also 
runs without revision. As with other pro
cessors in the 32000 family, the new chip 
is said to support high-level language 
constructs. Performance in the 2.5- to 
3-MIPS range is reported. 

The 32332 retains the 32032's sym
metrical approach. Nine general ad
dressing modes are available for the com
monly used operators (move, arithmetic, 
logical and comparison) and no restric
tions are placed on which data types (8, 

16, or 32 bit) are allowed. Any of the 
eight, 32-bit general purpose registers 
can be used to hold either address or data, 
regardless of the instructions. Eight 
dedicated registers handle such functions 
as program counting, frame pointing, in
terrupt stack pointing and holding of 
status codes. 

Manufactured using XMOS, a propri
etary 2.8-micron NMOS process , the 
32332 is packaged in an 84-lead pin-grid 
array and operates from a single 5V 
power supply. On-chip are 90,000 tran
sistors. The part can be developed using 
existent 32000 series design tools. Initial 
cost of the 32332 is set at $195. 

-Vaughan 
Circle 232 

Implements 300/1200-Bit/Sec Modem 

S ierra Semiconductor (San Jose, 
CA) has announced a CMOS 

300/1200-bit/sec modem chip and com
panion controller that together imple
ment a complete Bell 212A or CCITT 
V.22 smart modem. The chip set also in
corporates the Hayes (Norcross, GA) 
command set, while providing the neces
sary hardware and software to connect to 
either a parallel system bus or an RS-232 
serial port. 

The company notes that competitive 
single-chip modems do not provide the 
high level of integration found on the 
SC11004. Some other modem chips re
quire an external DTMF generator for 
tone dialing, a separate 300-bit/sec modem 
chip for the low-speed fallback mode 
called for in the Bell 212A specification 
or an external band-split filter. In addition 
to these functions, the SC11004 modem 
chip also includes a two-to-four-wire 

BO 

hybrid circuit to simplify interfacing to a 
Data Access Arrangement (DAA) re
quired by the FCC for connection to the 
phone lines. Analog loopback and re
mote digital loopback functions are in
cluded for self-testing. Furthermore, the 
chip also has an energy detector to handle 
carrier detection and call progress 
monitoring on the phone line. 

The SC11007 controller provides the 
necessary intelligence to determine the 
mode of operation, initiate the call to 
the remote modem using either pulse 
or tone dialing , set up the handshak
ing sequence, monitor the call progress 
tones on the line, and switch into the 
data mode. The controller includes an 
8-bit microprocessor, 8 Kbytes of ROM 
(2K are user-defined) , and 128 bytes of 
RAM. Simplifying the interface to a par
allel system bus, the controller also in
cludes the major functions of an 8250B-

type UART. 
Intended for standalone modems, the 

SC11008 version of the controller handles 
handshaking protocols associated with 
RS-232 serial communications. The 
parallel version differs in that the UART 
is turned around so that serial data from 
the RS-232 port is converted to parallel 
data for internal processing. Pins are pro
vided for connection to the familiar 
switches and indicator lamps found on 
most standalone modems. However, 
these are not needed for actual operation 
since all of the switch settings can be done 
in software. 

Samples of the SC11004/SCl1007/ 
SC11008 will be available early in 1986. 
Prices are quoted at $50 for the SC11004 
and $20 for the SC11007 /SC11008 in 
100-piece quantities. 

-Aseo 
Circle300 
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Whether you need a tum-kir syst;em or a peripheral t.o connect t.o 
your comput.er, the TRAPIX 5500 Image Processors have been 
carefully designed t.o meet your specific needs. They're compact and 
rugged enough to withstand most hostile environments, yet they 
carry a commercial price t.ag and are backed by a full year fact.cry 
warranty - the best in the industry. They don't require special p01Ner 
or air conditioning and they use standard programming languages 
and operating syst.ems - features designed t.o make them easy to 
own and use. 

It 's both flexible and expandable. Even the smallest TRAPIXlM 
5500 is a full-function, image processor that can grow t.o meet your 
future requirements. Its modular design and Q-bus/Unibus arch1t.ec
ture let you develop cost-effective solutions for any image processing 
application. To tailor your own solution, simply 
select any subset of the following capabilities: 
Image Acquisition 
• Monochrome, binocular, color or 

multispectral input 
• Camera, CCD, infrared or video tape 
• Line scan or array to 2048 x 2048 
•Analog or digital to 12.5 MHz 
• 8-, 10-or12-bitdigitization 
Image Storage/Retrieval 
• Up t.o 16 mbytes of dual ported image 

memory 

Image Proceaaing/Analyaia 
• Real-time logical, arithmetic processing 
• Convolution, warping, and FFT 
• Morphological, machine vision processing 
• Continuous int.erpolat.ed magnification/m1nification 
• High-speed vector generation 
• User-programmable 32-bit signal processor (TMS-320) 
• Real-time hist.ogram generator 
Computing/Networking 
• Standalone with int.ernallSl-11 or MicroVAX 
• Bus-connect.ed to any Q-Bus or Unibus comput.er 
• Easily int.erfaced t.o non-DEC computers 
• Ethernet, DECnet, IEEE488 

So~ware 
• Proven library of ready-to-use image 

processing and analysis functions 
• Turn-key and custom software availability 
• Support for Fortran, C, Pascal and 

assembly language 
• RT-11.TSX-Plus, RSX-11M. VAXNMS, UNIX 

As you can see, the TRAPIXlM 5500 offers 
a clear solution to your image processing 
requirements. For more information or 
applications assistance, call or write RCI. 

• From one to 32 bits per pixel Registered trademarks: UNIX: Bell L..aboratnries, Ethernet: 
• lmagesto4096x4096pixels Xerox. TSX-Plus: S&H Computer Syst.ems. VMS, RSX-11, 
• Realtimediskst.orageupto6800images RT-11. L.Sl-11, MicroVAX, DEC. DECnet: Digital Equipment. 

~ ~~~e<2~~~!19,~,,S.2~£~!;~!~:1e~~~· w INNOVATORS IN IMAGE PROCESSING© 
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Error Detection and Correction with the Price, 
Performance and Density of Parity Memory 

Clearpoint has established a 
reputation in the DEC marketplace 
for unparalleled performance, quality 
and density in memory design. Now 
available for the VME and 
VERSAbus, Clearpoint memories set 
the standard for state-of-the-art 
capabilities. 

Error Detection and Correction 
Clearpoint's proprietary technology 
allows true single bit error correction 
and double bit error detection. The 
VMERAM achieves the same high 
density as parity memory: 2 MB on a 
dual card and up to 4 MB with a 
daughter card. The 64 bit cache 
reduces average access time to as lbw 
as 180 ns on reads and 100 ns on 
writes. 

Maximum Versatility for 
the VME Bus 
The VMERAM uses 8, 16 or 32 bit 
data transfers and 16, 24 or 32 bit 
addressing. Options include 
addressing on 64K boundaries, low 
power refresh, stand-by power 
backup, and a programmable Control 
and Status Register. 

Unparalleled Performance on 
the VERSAbus 
The V-RAM 68 is still the price/ 
performance leader on the 
VERSAbus - 4 MB of EDC 
memory with a 220 ns access time. 

5 Year Warranty. 
Clearpoint memories are warranted 
for 5 years, with a 24 hour 
repair/ replacement policy. 

Circle 38 

Write for Information or 
Call 1-800-CLEARPT 

In Massachusetts ( 617) 435-5395 

.. 
CLEARPOINT INC. 

99 South Street 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 
Telex: 298281 CLEARPOINT UR 

If my memory serves me right ... 
it must be Clearpoint. 

VME and VERSAbus are trademarks of 
Motorola Corporation. 



NEW PRODUCTS 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

Voice/Data Unit 
Sports EL Panel 

An 18-lbs. portable system with an elec
troluminescent screen integrates voice 
and data communications. The basic 
workstation contains a 68000-based 
microcomputer with integrated word 
processing , spreadshe.et, database, 
graphics and communications software. 
It also has an 80c88 processor, 7220 
graphics processor, modem, 31/i'' drive 
and Ethernet interface. The system pro
vides a multitasking windowing environ
ment that accepts MS-DOS as a guest 
operating system . A telephone is in
cluded that provides two-line capability, 
tone or pulse dialing, automatic directory 
dialing and auto-redial. Electronics 
reside on two easily accessed printed cir
cuit boards. Digital voice storage is via 
continuously variable slope delta modu
lation , with recording rate listed at 16 
Kbits/sec or 32 Kbits/sec. lnsystec, 
Winter Park, FL Circle 126 

Fiber-Optic Net Extends 
RS-422 LAN 

WhisperRing represents a fiber-opti c 
data network capable of extending a high
speed RS-422 twisted-pair LAN as far as 
32 km. It employs an active ring topology 
with automatic optical bypass of a node 
if a failure occurs. The active nodes con
vert 1 ightwaves to electricity, then back to 
lightwaves. The WhisperRing provides 
half-duplex balanced clock and data 
transmission up to 2 Mbits/sec. Fiber
Com, Roanoke, VA Circle 127 
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Network Management 
Series Gains Member 

The 5100 network management system 
brings comprehensive diagnostics and 
control, full-color graphics and manage
ment reporting to small and medium
sized network systems. Up to four color 
workstations are supported by the 5100's 
central site controller, which is a 32-bit 
computer. The 5100, which joins the ven
dor's 5000 product line, manages 30- to 
120-line networks while supporting up to 
1,500 devices. A relational database is 
featured, as are a 26-Mbyte hard disk and 
640-Kbyte floppy disk . The system runs 
UNIX and supports both CAE 4000 diag
nostic modem and DCX products. Case 
Communications, Silver Spring, MD 

Circle 134 

System For CAD Offers 
High Resolution 

Ergonomically designed, the Micro 1024 
features a 19" display with an image store 
area of 1024 x 2048. Screen resolution 
equals 1024 x 780 pixels. Non-inter
laced refresh rate is 60 Hz. AT compati
ble, the product is said to use the standard 
IBM operating system and includes a 
graphics processor. Cambridge Com
puter Graphics, Oakland , CA 
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System Boasts 
36-MWhetstone/Sec 

High-performance computers based on 
an architecture that maximizes parallel 
execution include the Culler 7, which 
offers performance ranging from 7 to 36 
million Whetstone instructions/sec and 
from 2 to 16 million UNPACK double
precision floating-point operations/sec. 
Each Culler 7 sports a user processor that 
is a proprietary 64-bit unit employing a 
hierarchical memory subsystem. It runs 
optimizing Fortran and C compilers. A 
32-bit kernel processor with 2-Mbyte 
private memory runs the CSD operating 
system and oversees concurrency be
tween the user and kernel processor. 

Entry level product is a file server for Sun 
network workstations priced at less than 
$250,000. Culler Scientific Systems, 
Santa Barbara, CA Circle 132 

LAN Manager Tells 
Trends In Graphics 

The NCS/l network control server allows 
centralized control and monitoring of 
Ethernet resources. It allows real-time 
monitoring of critical net parameters and 
analysis of audit-trail information using 
graphic displays from which trends can 
be detected. Based on the Sun 2/120, the 
network management system runs as an 
application on UNIX. It has a 71-Mbyte 
Winchester and is designed for networks 
of over 100 users. Price is $45,000 plus 
$5,000 annual software license. Bridge 
Communications, Mountain View, CA 
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Modules Link Micros To 
Analog And Digital 

An intelligent microprocessor-based sys
tem of 1/0 modules, the PC-1/0, inter
faces microcomputers to an array of 
analog and digital events. Interfacing via 
RS-232 , RS-422 or IEEE-488 link , the 
PC-I/O's 8088 relieves the host of many 
program requirements. The PC-1/0 can 
configure with several module combina
tions . Each module contains its own per
sonality in ROM. System modules in
clude general purpose discrete/analog 
1/0 combinations, as well as relay output 
and current output, thermocouple and 
strain gauge modules. Analogic, 
Peabody, MA Circle 128 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

Parallel Systems In 
Card Cages 

Series 600 and 1200 Flex/32 systems are 
21" x 19" rackmountable card-cage ver
sions of the Flex/32 Multicomputer. The 
series 600 model holds as many as four 
32-bit superminis, each with its own 16-
or 32-bit VMEbus 1/0 channel and up to 
56.5 Mbytes of memory. In the Flex/32 
architecture, multiprocessors can execute 
parts oflarge programs simultaneously in 
parallel. High-level Concurrent C, Con
current Fortran and Ada are supported. 
Flexible Computer, Dallas, TX 

Transportables 
Unbundled 

Circle 130 

Transportable computers, offered as un
bundled systems, include an AT-com
patible model. The OT! Model 3 houses 
an 80286 system board with a maximum 
system RAM of I Mbyte, while a built-in 
20-Mbyte hard disk drive and a 
1.2-Mbyte floppy disk drive are also 
available. As an option, the machine in
cludes a built-in 160-char/sec dot-matrix 
printer. The PC/ AT compatible averages 
$3495. OEMTEK, San Jose, CA 
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COMPONENTS 

A 32-Bit Processor .Joins 
iAPX86 Family 
The 80386 32-bit microprocessor touts 
sustained speeds of 3 MIPS to 4 MIPS. 
Virtual memory capacity exceeds 64 tril
l ion bytes. Chip architecture supports 

84 

segmentation and paging plus two com
plementary memory-management tech
niques. The part is fully compatible with 
software written for chips that include the 
8086, 8088 and 80286. The 80386 is said 
to allow simultaneous execution of MS
DOS and UNIX. Data paths support 
32-bit addresses and data types, as well as 
8- and 16-bit data. In sample volumes, 
unit price is $299. Production quantities 
are pegged for the second half of 1986. 
Intel , Santa Clara , CA Circle 168 

I ~~l:rJili!lllilJilLiilii!lt3 
Dubbed the Am8177, a parallel-to-serial 
video shift register sports a clock rate of 
200 MHz. This video data serializer for 
bit-mapped graphics systems can accom
modate video words in 16-bit increments. 
Parallel data inputs of the Am8177 are 
TTL logic types , while the clock and 
serializer controls are ECL. A set of 
latches is provided between the parallel 
data input pins and the shift register, 
allowing the next word of data from the 
RAMs to be loaded without affecting the 
contents of the shift register. The 
100-piece price is $20 in 24-pin plastic 
DIPs . AMO, Sunnyvale, CA Circle 171 

Gate Array Comes In 
Gallium Arsenide 

The 2,000-gate HGG-2020 GaAs array 
supports clock speeds up to 1 GHz, with 
typical internal gate delays of 230 psec. 
Gate feature size is I-micron. With this 
part, 56 1/0 cells can be configured as 
1/0 for either 5V TTL/CMOS or ECL 
options. The HGG-2020 is offered in an 
88-pin chip carrier package. Honeywell, 
Richardson, TX Circle 175 

Video DACs Boast 
50-MHz Conversion 

The Btl06, for medium-resolution 
graphics systems, drives a doubly
terminated 75-ohm load , allowing easy 
interface to color and monochrome mon
itors. It supports screen resolutions 
exceeding 768 x 576 pixels at a 60-Hz 
frame rate. The monolithic device uses 

silicon gate CMOS switches for guaran
teed less than ± l LSB differential and 
integral linearity errors. Btl06s dissipate 
only 400 mW of power worst case at full 
rated clock speed. RS-343-A-compatible 
output provides video control signals 
(Blank, Sync and Ref White) to simplify 
system design. In quantities of 1,000, 
standard parts are $16 each. Brooktree, 
San Diego, CA Circle 174 

Devices Drive EL 
Displays 

A family of compact Smartpower !Cs 
replace many discrete components for 
driving EL display panels. The devices 
are said to combine great drive capabili
ty with low power consumption. Built 
with combined DMOS and CMOS 
Smartpower technology, the circuits are 
pin compatible with existing 32-channel 
driver circuits. Dubbed the Si9551 and 
Si9552, two parts are 32-channel row 
drivers that have 32-bit shift registers. 
They are rated at 225V and 80 mA over 
the full military temperature range. The 
32-channel column drivers - Si9553, 
Si9554, Si95555 and Si9556- have a 
IO-MHz 32-bit shift register, 32-bit latch 
and 32 totem-pole outputs rated at 60V and 
90V. Sink-and-source capability ranges 
up to 15 mA over the entire military tem
perature range. Siliconix, Santa Clara , 
CA Circle 173 

Processor Includes 
Memory Management 

The SCC68070 microprocessor in CMOS 
integrates a CPU with memory manage
ment, direct memory access and other 
peripheral functions . The single chip is 
packed in an 84-pin plastic leaded chip 
carrier and takes advantage of surface 
mounted device assembly techniques. 
Functionally, the 68070's CPU is iden
tical to the 68000. Like the 68000, the 
68070 directly addresses 16 Mbytes of 
memory and executes instructions at a 
clock speed of 10 MHz. The program
ming model is similar to that of the 
68000. Signetics, Sunnyvale, CA 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

CMOS 256K SAAM 
Offers Byte-Wide Access 

HM62256 is an SRAM chip organized as 
a 32K x 8 bit , byte wide device . Imple
mented in advanced 1.3-micron CMOS 
technology, the part boasts an access time 
as low as 85 nsec. The HM62256 comes 
in a 28-pin package. Power dissipation 
measures 40 mW. With mass production 
quantities due in January, the 1,000-piece 
price for the 120-nsec version is $83 
each. The low-power version will sell for 
$91.70 in the same quantity. Hitachi, San 
Jose, CA Circle 176 

CMOS Circuits 
Surpass Schottky 

A family of advanced CMOS logic cir
cuits exceed performance of standard and 
advanced low-power Schottky as wel I as 
existing HCMOS devices . Called FACT 
(for Fairchild Advanced CMOS Tech
nology) , power consumption is as low as 
0.1 mW per gate at a I-MHz clock fre
quency, with propagation delays of just 5 
nsec. Family devices include 54 and 74 
series logic circuits. The Fairchild pro
cess produces gate lengths of 1. 25 micro
meters . Operating temperature range for 
54AC devices is -55° to l25°C. Fairchild, 
Mountain View, CA Circle 169 

OMA Controller Offers 
8-MHz Clock 
A CMOS device for control of direct 
memory access sports a maximum clock 
frequency of 8 MHz , with a typical 
operating current of2 mA/MHz . Func
tionally equivalent to the NMOS 8237A , 
the chip improves system performance by 
allowing external 1/0 devices to directly 
transfer data to and from system memory 
at clock rates up to 8 MHz. During high
end DMA operaton, the 8-MHz frequen
cy pushes data transfer at a 4-Mbyte/sec 
rate. The part is available in 40-pin 
ceramic or plastic DIPs and 44-pad 
ceramic LCCs. The plastic-DIP version 
costs $33.70 each. in quantities of 100. 
Harris Semiconductor, Melbourne, FL 
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SOFTWARE 

Cross Assembler Runs 
Under VSM Or UNIX 

A versatile cross assembler runs under 
VSM or UNIX 4. 2. It will work with 4-, 
8-, 16-, or 32-bit microprocessors. It sup
ports the 8086, 68020, 32032 and other 
parts, using pseudo-instructions com
mon to all processors . Powerful pre
processor macro functions are touted. 
The assembler is executable in the 32-bit 
native mode ofVAX-11 systems, as well as 
the MicroVAX I and II . Support for C, 
Fortran and Pascal is planned . Sumi
tronics, Sunnyvale, CA Circle 194 

Enhanced RS/1 

Release 2 is an enhanced version of RS/I 
software. Table and graph editing, a com
mand line editor, interfacing to other 
editors and an enhanced set of analytical 
tools are supported. Spline fits, proba
bility plots , histograms , principal com
ponents analysis, general linear models, 
quadratic response curves and contour 
plots are also possible. BBN Software 
Products, Cambridge, MA Circle 191 

TCP/IP Software Support 

Support for the DARPA Inte rnet Pro
tocols (TCP/IP) enhances operation of 
Fusion 3.0 LAN software. Running on 
the PC and compatibles. it provides vir
tual terminal and file transfer utilities us
ing TCP/IP between MS-DOS machines 
and other operating systems. including 
VAX, VMS and UNIX. The package also 
provides network test and management. 
Network Research. Oxnard , CA 
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Virtual Windows 
A software system. Virtual Windows, can 
display solid overlays and support true 
color images in up to eight active win
dows. It runs on machines from DEC, 
Data General, HP and others. Virtual 
Windows technology is based on LEX 90 
processors. With the software, users can 

divide a bitmap area into a series of80 x 
4 x 4-pixel cells. Functions include 
split-window text scrolling, dynamic 
window sizing, panning and scrolling of 
color and double-buffering of bitmap 
areas. Users can read and store up to 24 
planes in a window. Display is in less than 
0.03 sec. As a Lex 90 module, price is 
$3,000. Lexidata , Billerica , MA 
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BOARDS 

VMEbus Board Family 
Performs Imaging 

MaxVideo family members provide real
time image processing for the VMEbus. 
Modular architecture allows for easy sys
tem configuration and expansion. Max
Video boards communicate via the 
MAXbus . One family member, the 
MAX-SP general purpose signal pro
cessor module, performs operations 
ranging from conventional spatial and 
temporal filters to exotic "shift and differ
ence" algorithms. The MAX-SP appears 
as a 16-Kbyte block of VME memory 
space, with the base address jumper 
selectable. Selection of inputs (from a 
variety ofMAXbus signals and a control 
register) to a fast 4K x 16 bit SRAM 
array is transparently switchable on a 
pixel-by-pixel basis. Also included in the 
series are an interpolator, an A/D and 
DI A module, a frames tore and pipelined 
linear pixel processor. Datacube, 
Peabody, MA Circle 148 

Expansion Board Offers 
ECCForAT 

An expansion board for the PC AT, the 
ECCEL, incorporates error correction 
code. The high-capacity RAM disk util
ity provides up to 12 Mbytes of storage. 
The main card has a memory capacity of 
I Mbyte, with 2 Mbytes on the daughter
card. Up to 4 boards per system can be 
added . A 1-Mbyte capacity board costs 
$59 5; each daughtercard costs $145. 
Orchid Technology, Fremont, CA 

Circle 150 
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Gould AMI. .. Innovation and Quality in Semiconductors. 

New!1200BPS 
ini odem. 

Now, exceptional performance 
in a small 2-chip set for stand
alone or integrated Bell 212A 
applications. Introducing the 
Gould AMI S35213/S35212A 
modem/filter set. 

Your lowest cost 
modem solution. 
Component prices? At less 
than $15 for the set~ you won't 
find any lower. Anywhere. 

*In quantities of 25,000 

Overall system costs? Ditto. 
Because few external parts are 
needed. Little PC board space 
is used. And the bus architecture 
makes interface to microcon
trollers fast and easy. 

CMOS makes them rugged 
and easy on power. Auto dial/ 
auto answer capability, auto 
messaging, auto speed and 
diagnostics are easy to imple
ment. And the chip set is second 
sourced , of course. 

Circle 25 

Call for a FREE Design Manual. 
For an informative manual on 
designing in a 1200 bps modem, 
call ( 408) 554-2311 . Or write: 
Modems, Gould AMI Semi
conductors, 3800 Homestead 
Road, Santa Clara, CA 95051. 
Because our minimodem really 
measures up. 

Simpler is Better 
in Communications. 

•} GOULD 
AJM\J Semiconductors 



NEW PRODUCTS 

A/D C onve rter U ses 
Pipe lining 

The CAV-1220 utilizes a unique pipe
lining conversion technique along with 
fast track-and-hold and subtration ampli
fiers to achieve 20-MHz throughput. 
This AID converter is capable of 12-bit 
resolution. Total error at de, including 
nonlinearity, is 0.0125 % of full scale. 
Typical small signal and large signal 
bandwidth are 40 MHz and 35 MHz at 3 
dB. Applications include digital commu
nications, medical instrumentation and 
real-time spectrum analysis. Pricing 
starts at $4,078 in singles. Analog 
Devices, Canton, MA Circle 151 

AT Voice Recognizer 

Allowing users to invoke up to 500 
spoken commands, a short-card voice 
recognition package aims at PC/XT/AT 
applications. It is a discrete word, 
speaker-dependent package that com
bines a menu-driven, keystroke defini
tion program. Called the VocaLink SRB
LC, the package occupies less than 64 
Kbytes of PC memory. Included in the 
package is a microphone. Single-unit 
price is less than $400. Interstate Voice 
Products, Orange, CA Circle 152 

Disk Controller Handles 
VAX-11/780 Applications 
A disk controller- known as the SC7002 
- handles the VAX-111750 and 780. Tying 
directly to the CMI bus, the SC7002 in
terfaces through the Emulex V-Master 
and connects to the Synchronous Back
plane Interconnect (SBI). The device 
allows mixing of standard SMD drives 
with l.2-Mbyte, 1.8-Mbyte or 2.4-Mbyte 
transfer rates. A 4-Kbyte RAM buffer in 
the controller provides 12 sectors of buf
fering. Operation is transparent to the 
VMS, UNIX or other VAX operating 
systems. Price is $8,950. Emulex, Costa 
Mesa, CA Circle 153 

BB 

Array Proc e ssor For 
6300 

The APB-3024ATT is a single-board ar
ray processor plugging directly into any 
available slot in the AT&T 6300. The unit 
performs high-speed computations on 
floating point or integer data. It processes 
a 1014-point complex integer FFT in 18.2 
msec and a 1024-point complex floating 
point FFT in 73. I msec. Memory map
ping allows users to locate program 
memory wherever desired within the first 
Mbyte. Processor runs at 125-nsec cycle 
time. It performs at an 8-MIPS rate. 
Floating point speed rates at I MFLOP. 
Price is $3550. Marinco, San Diego, CA 
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Single-Board Has 
2 -Mbyte No-Wait-State 

A single-board VME system sports 
2-Mbyte zero-wait-state memory and 
runs a 68010 processor. A 68881 floating 
point processor and eight serial I/O ports 
are also touted. On-board memory fea
tu res full parity checking. Known as the 
PT-VME102, the board supports up to 
256 Kbytes of ROM. Real-time clock 
with on-board battery back-up is re
ported. Pricing for the base PT-VME102 
single-board computer starts at $2195. 
Performance Technologies, E 
Rochester, NY Circle 154 

Multibus Unit Runs 
68010 Chip 

A communications board has two serial 
channels that can transmit and receive 
data at up to 3 Mbytes/sec. Using a'68000 
or a 68010 processor, the COM II Multi
bus board runs without wait states at 10 
MHz. The channels can configure to run 

in asynchronous, byte synchronous or bit 
synchronous modes. The COM II sup
ports X.25, SNA, SDLC/HDLC and Bi
sync protocols. Interface via RS-232, 
RS-422 or TTL drivers is supported. In 
quantities of 100, price is $1,295 each. 
SBE, Concord, CA Circle 149 

VME Output Control 

Up to 32 digital output channels-each 
handling up to IOW-are controlled by a 
microcomputer using the MPV902. This 
VMEbus-compatible relay output board 
lets micros control voltages and currents 
exceeding normal TTL levels. MPV902 
relay contacts are control led by the CPU 
and work as high-voltage and high-cur
rent switches. The board appears as a 
memory location and data written on the 
bus controls the status of each output. In 
quantities up to 50, the device costs $780. 
Burr-Brown, Tucson, AZ Circle 146 

Memory Array Aims 
For MicroVAX II 

Memory array boards with capacities of 
2 Mbytes and 4 Mbytes are tailored for 
the MicroVAX II. Known as the DR-222, 
the quad-sized board uses 256K x I 
dynamic RAMs. The board interfaces 
directly with the MicroVAX II and com
municates with the CPU via a private 
memory bus. Price for the 2-Mbyte 
model is $1,890 whilethe4-Mbyte board 
lists for $2,700. OEM discounts are avail
able. Dataram, Cranbury, NJ Circle 147 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

Workstation Built 
On MicroVAX II 

First in a series of MicroVAX II-based 
workstations, the Logician VX will run 
Daisy's complete set of software from 
design entry through verification . The 
MicroVAX II includes the 787032 float
ing-point processor, 2 Mbytes of 
memory, a 70-Mbyte hard disk and a 
choice of either the VMS or Ultrix oper-
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PC Imaging ••• $1995.00 
• 512 x 512 x 8 frame buffer (PIP-512) 

• 1024x1024 x 8 frame buffer (PIP-1024) 
• 256 colors/gray shades 
• 16. 7 million color output lut 
• Real-time 8-bit frame grab 
• OMA image transfer - 1 M pixels/sec. 

Matrox now offers two new image processing boards, the 
PIP-512 and PIP-1024. The PIP series of boards provides 
complete 8-bit image acquisition, frame buffering, and 
display capability for the IBM PC. A PIP board upgrades the 
PC, XT or AT into a LOW COST, PROFESSIONAL image 
processing workstation . 

The PIP boards have all the high performance features 
characteristic of top-of-the-line image processing systems, 
with one exception: price. 

The PIP-512 sells for only $1995.00 in single quantity. 

For more info on MATROX PC imaging; CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-361-4903. Circle 30 

<• T •> mal1oa 
1055 St-Regis Blvd 
Dorval, Quebec, Canada 
H9P2T4 
Tel.: (514) 685-2630 
Tix: ·05-822798 



111~-Pm™ 
The first device independent, easy to use, microcomputer 
based image capture and processing system that 
puts image processing tools into the hands of the 
professionals who need it. 
With Image-Pro, image processing 
technology that was formerly available 
only on mainframes is now available on 
IBM A T's and compatibles. Whatever 
your application, Image-Pro fulfills your 
requirements for analyzing and process
ing images. 

Image.Pro offers affordable, inter· 
active, and user friendly solutions 
for: 

• Image Analysis 
• Image Enhancement 
• Spatial Filtering 
• Area Measurement 
• Digitization, Storage and Retrieval 
• Image Editing 
• Half Tone Printing 
• Report Generation and Annotation 

The heart of the solution is the 
Image.Pro Software. This software 
includes: 

1. A stand alone interactive, image 
processing program. 

2. An icon-based, image editor. 
3. A library of powerful image pro

cessing subroutines. 
4. A slide show and batch printing 

program. 
With Image-Pro, information from 

documents, photographs, x-rays, 
satellites, etc. , can be electronically 
captured, processed, analyzed, stored 
and retrieved for future reference. 

Image.Pro Workstation 
The Image-Pro Workstation includes: an 
IBM AT or compatible; precision video 
camera, image capture board, video 
display device, high resolution monitors, 
and a color or black and white printer 
(including laser printers). 

Image-Pro TM 

fE 

, M c:-: · 1, 
Image Analysls In Forgere y Detection. 

I mag e-Pro'" 
M e dia Cyberne tics, Inc. 

And the Image-Pro software is 
transportable between Workstations 
configured with different imaging and 
graphics components. 

Image.Pro Subroutines 
Image-Pro subroutines provide software 
developers and OEMs with all the tools 
needed to quickly implement custom
ized imaging solutions. 

HALO Software Development 
Environment 
With HALO, a complete programming 
environment is available as a com-
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plementary package to Image-Pro. 
HALO is a powerful toolbox of over 
170 graphics primitives that is an 
established standard for graphics in the 
IBM PC and compatibles marketplace. 

Some of HALO's extensive functions 
include: point, lines, arc, circle, ellipse, 
image compression, rubberbanding, 
polygon fill, animation, windowing, color 
management, curve fitting, world coor
dinates, etc. 

HALO supports the most popular pro
gramming languages, graphics controller 
cards, and input and output devices and 
includes LEARNHALO, an interactive, 
computer-aided tutorial. 

Ordering Information 
The price for the Image-Pro Software is 
$1 ,000.00. HALO costs $250.00 for 
a single language; additional language 
bindings cost $150.00. 

For price information on the Image
Pro Workstation see GSA Schedule 
GSOOK85AGS6100. 

rnedia cybernetics, inc. 

7050 Carroll Avenue 
Takoma Park, Maryland 20912 
(301) 270-0240 
(800) 466-HALO 
TELEX 322014 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
ating systems. A VX node is offered that 
allows sharing of MicroVAX TI resources 
that can be tailored to individual needs . 
Daisy Systems, Palo Alto, CA 
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CAE For The VAX 

CAE schematic design software runs under 
the VMS system due to the CTIOOOO 
package. The software also supports 
high-resolution Tek 4100 graphics. 
CTIOOOO incorporates an advanced 
graphics editor, the SCALD hardware 
compiler and netlist postprocessor, as 
well as PC-board layout tools and a logic 
simulator. The package allows standard 
DECNet /Ethernet configurations. 
CTIOOOO for the VAX starts at $12,500. 
Case Technology, Menlo Park, CA 
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PC-Hosted Erasable 
Programmable Logic 

A development system for programming 
and testing erasable programmable logic 
devices (EPLDs) includes a full set of 
software, programming hardware, an 
interface for the IBM PC and sample 
EPLDs. The iPLDS, or Intel Progamma
ble Logic Development System, allows 
quick development, programming and 
testing of a logic design . Programs 
handle design entry, logic optimization, 
compiling and automatic design fitting . 
Design software also programs, reads 
and verifies the EPLD using the system's 
programming hardware. EPLD designers 
can use Boolean equation entry, sche
matic capture packages, state machine 
entry and interactive netlist entry. Run
ning on the PC/AT, PC/XT or PC-DOS
compatible systems, the EPLD program
mer can purchase iPLDS for $1,450. 
Intel, Santa Clara, CA Circle 156 

Simulation Accelerator 
At 250K Events/Sec 

The Mach 100 Simulation Engine is a 
hardware accelerator that simulates ICs 
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and PC boards 500 times faster than soft
ware running on a VAX 111780. It oper
ates at 250,000 events/sec and has capa
city for 32,000 modeling elements. De
signed to perform high-speed logic and 
fault simulation of electronic designs at 
the gate and switch levels, the Mach 100 
Simulation Engine can accept behavioral
level output from a host workstation. 
Logic and fault simulations on the high
end Mach 1000 machine run at 500,000 
events/sec. Sold as a free-standing tower 
that can fit under a desk, the Mach 100 
has a 2011 x 1011 footprint. It serves as 
either a dedicated hardware accelerator 
for a single workstation or PC, or as a 
shared peripheral accessible over a LAN 
through a host workstation . Interface is 
standard IEEE-488. Price is $25,000 for 
logic simulation and $30,000 for logic 
and fault simulation. Silicon Solutions. 
Menlo Park, CA Circle 157 

Analyzers Handle 
68020/80286 Devices 

The 1200 series of modular logic 
anlayzers now handles 80286 and 68020 
microprocessors. For the 80286, the 
PM204 personality module provides in
struction disassembly of the 80286 and 
80287 at clock speeds up to 10 MHz with 
a flexible single-plug for easy connec
tion. The PM205 module offers support 
for the 68020 as well as single-point 
probing. The probe is configured to plug 
directly into the processor socket of the 
OUT. The PM205 provides disassembly 
of bus cycle mnemonics at 16.7 MHz. 
Tektronix, Beaverton , OR Circle 143 

Digital Storage Scope 

Model 4050 digital storage oscilloscopes 
offerdual 100-MHzA/Dconverters. Ver
tical resolution of8-bits is reported, as is 
IK of memory per channel. Five-trace 
non-volatile RAM storage further en
hances this machine. The model 4050 
also functions as a dual-channel analog 
oscilloscope while retaining the rugged
ness and convenience of a general pur-

Circle 40 
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THOMSON-CSF: 
A STEP AHEAD 

IN X-RAY 
IMAGING 

Thomson-CSF's world-record
beanng solid-state linear X-ray 
detector arrays are just the 
answer for simple and efficient 
baggage inspecnon and other 
forms of non-<lestrucnve 
checking in industry. 

Their superiority is quite 
transparent : 
• detecnvity enabling a 0.22 mm 
copper wire to be observed 
through 17 mm of aluminum. 
• quantum detecnon efficiency 
allowing typical working doses 
of 7 5 µR per TV frame, 
• unlimited field coverage and 
true 3-0 imaging thanks to 
modular design flexibility. 

X-ray detectors that see 
through the thick of your 
problems. 

THOMSON-tSF 
COMPONENTS CORPORATION 
Electron Tube Division 
301 Route Seventeen North 
RUTHERFORD. NEW JERSEY 07070 
Tel. 1201) 438.2300. 
TWX: 710989 7286. 

~ 1HOMSON·CSF 
ELECTRON TUBES L-~~~~~~~~~.L.-~~~~~~~~~-'--~~~~~~__;;_~--' 

Belgique 
BRUXELLES 
Tel. 132-21648 64 85 
Tx : 23113 THBXL B 
1Uli1 
ROMA 
Tel. 139-6) 639 02 48 
Tx , 620 683 THOMTE I 

Brasil C.neu Deutschl1nd Esp1il1 France 
SAO ~ULD MONTREAL MONCHEN MADRID BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT 
Tel.155-11) 542 47 22 Tel. 11-514) 288 4148 Tel.149-89) 78 79-0 Tel 134-1) 4051615 Tel. 133-1) 4604 8175 
Tx : 1011) 24226 TCSF BR llx : 5560248 TE~A MTL Tx , 522916 CSF 0 Tx . 46033 TCCE E Tx THOMTUB 200772 F 

Jap1n Sv1rige United-Kingdom U.S.A. 
TOKYO STOCKHOLM BASINGSTOKE RUTHERFORD. NJ 
Tel.181-3) 2646346 Tel.146-B) 635060 Tel.144-256129155 Tel. 11-20114382300 
Tx : 2324241 THCSF J Tx : 12078 THCSF S Tx , 858865 TESAFI G Twx : 710989 7286 
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GPIBW PC 
Hardware Flexibility 

• Low cost for instrument 
control 
- 300K bytes per second 
- $395 complete with software 

• High performance data links 
- MaximumspeedofGPIB 
- On-board buffering 

Software 
• Over $1,000,000 in software 

development 
• Easy to use, yet handles any 

GPIB application 
• Works with Lotus 1-2-3 
• UNIX, DOS and over 12 

languages 

Applications Support 
• Applications Library with 

sample programs & TIPS for all 
major instruments 

• Full staff of Applications 
Engineers dedicated to sup
port your specific needs 

Other IEEE-488 Products 
• Interfaces & Software for 

- Multibus VMEbus 
- OECQ-bus&UNIBUS 
- STO&S-100bus 

• General GPIB Products 
- GPIB Bus Testers 
- GPIB Bus Extenders 
- Stand-Alone Controllers 

y.m=..,. 
.I 12109TechnologyBoulevard 
,, Austin, TX 78727 

1 (800)531-GPIB 
In Texas (800) IEEE-488 
Telex: 756737 NAT INST AUS 

Circle 31 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

pose real-time scope with bandwidth 
capability to 35 MHz. The complete 
4050 costs $7,950, or $7,290 without 
optional keypad. Gould Inc., Recording 
Systems Div. , Cleveland, OH 

Circle 158 

A complete 32-bit multiuser developing 
system, the GS-3200, is billed as a devel
opment tool for the GS-32 from Good
speed. It also handles other 32032 and 
32016 projects. The software environ
ment is the GENIX system, which sup
ports demand-paged virtua l memory 
management, giving each user a full 
16-Mbyte virtual address space. Also 
featured is 2-Mbyte no-wait-state 
memory. The 1/0 coprocessor is a ZOB. 
Goodspeed Systems, E Haddam, CT 
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Development/Target 
System For Automation 

For applications including data acquisi
tion, machine automation and process 
control. the Racki ink development and 
target system is supported by over 1.000 
STD function modules. Based on the 
6809. the system comes in 5 'A'' and 8" 
versions. The front of the chassis has a 
removable cover that encloses a 16-slot 
fully STD bus-compatible motherboard 
and card cage. A single IOOW switching 
power supply provides de voltage (SY at 
15A. 12V at I.SA. -12V at IA and 24V at 
4A) for system and disk drive operations. 
Matrix. Raleigh. NC Circle 141 

Circle 42 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

PERIPHERALS 

20-Mbyte Winchester 
Resides On A Board 

With 20-Mbyte capacity and an average 
access time of 45 msec, a 31/i''Winchester 
sits on a single board. Priced at under 
$1,000 in OEM quantities, the device is 
known as the HC 2045. It is PC compa
tible, fitting directly into a standard PC 
slot and drawing less than 9W from the 
computer's power supply. Head position
ing is controlled by a closed-loop servo 
system and sputtered-plated media with 
carbon overcoating used for maximum 
performance as well as reliability. AK 
Associates, Manhattan Beach , CA 

Circle 162 

Mass Storage 
Subsystem Line 
Expands 
A standalone mass storage subsystem, 
featuring either a 10-, 20- or 33-Mbyte 
fixed drive and a 10-Mbyte removable 
cartridge disk drive for IBM PCs and 
compatibles has been announced. The 
subsystems are available both in a single 
configuration with a fixed or removable 
disk drive or in a dual configuration with 
any combination of two fixed or remova
ble disk drives. Each subsystem includes 
a standalone hard disk cabinet a_nd power 
supply, an IBM PC/XT-compatible con
troller and interconnect cable. Sumo 
Systems, San Jose, CA Circle 161 

Medium-Res Terminal 
Offers 38.4-Kbaud Link 
Providing one page of dot addressable 
screen memory, with three added pages 
optionally available, the 8820 color 
graphics terminal features an 
80-character, 48-line screen format. 
Resolution lists at 480 x 384 pixels. The 
19" display offers eight foreground and 

eight background colors. Rapid polygon 
fill is touted. Communications rates up to 
38.4 Kbaud are supported . The 8820's 
preconverged CRT with auto-degaussing 
has a screen saver feature. Process sym
bols or full uppercase characters can be 
selected locally or from the host . Four 
character sets are available. Price for the 
terminal, in quantities of 100, is $2,965. 
lntecolor, Norcross, GA Circle 233 

MOS Imaging Sensor 
Means Low Power 

A micro-sized MOS imaging sensor com
bines developments that include auto
aperture lens control, special small 
lenses, high-precision semiconductors 
and high-density packaging. The camera 

HIFI FRAMES'IDRE 
FOR IMAGE PROCESSING 
& COMPUTER GRAPHICS 

For your Optics Library. 

Andromeda 3000 Framestore/Synchronizer/DVE 
• Critically Acclaimed Design 
• Picture Memory of 768 x 512 x 24-bits 
• 13.5 MHz Sampling Rate (RGB, YIQ Y Pr, Pb) 
• Built-in TBC 
• Built-in DVE & Frame Freeze 
• ORANGE Bus Interface to Shintron Switchers 

~~!!s~!!b!!!!!! ~ (617) 491-8700 
A CARING COMPANY 
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This new Rolyn Catalog provides you with 
product information covering your needs for 
off-the-shelf optics. Write or call today for your 
free copy. 

BOLYl\T OPTICS 
738 Arrowgrand Circle• Covina, CA 91722 

(818) 915-5707 or (818) 915-5717 
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THE VQ-11 SERIES ... 

GET THE Q-BUS SYSTEM PACKAGE 
THAT YOU WANT 

CUSTOM OR STANDARD - ZOLTECH DELIVERS 

BUILD IT YOURSELF 
• VQ-11/Model 30: The INTEGRATED system 

chassis includes 8 x 4 Q-22 card cage, 
quad-output power supply, full control 
panel , superior cooling, mounting 
hardware and power wiring for 
mass storage devices and a rear 
1/0 connector panel that is com
patible with, but more flexible 
than, the DEC Micro/PDP-11 . 
Rack-mount, ''Tower," and desk
top enclosures are available. 

• VQ-11/Model 20: The CARD CAGE ONLY 
chassis - based on the Model 30, but does 
not provide for internal mass storage. 

• VQ-11/Model 16: MASS STORAGE SUBSYSTEM 
chassis - based on the Model 30, but does not 
provide for an internal card cage. 

• VQ-11/Model 11: The MINIMUM system chassis-includes 
only the empty metal shell of the Model 30 and the 
AC power input components. 

Just the components that you need! 
Zoltech manufactures a variety of systems and other Q-Bus related 
components . The VQ-11 system packages are designed to maximize 
reliability and versatility while minimizing cost and lead time. Call or 
write today for a quote or for our catalog of system packages, boards, 
drives, software and accessories available fo r your Q-Bus needs. 
DEC and Micro/PDP-11 are trademarks of the Digital Equipment COfPOOltioo 

BUY IT COMPLETE 
• CPU: 11/23, 11/73, 68000, MicroVAX 

• MEMORY: Up to 4 million bytes 

• MASS STORAGE: Virtually any com
bination of removable and fixed 
devices including 5" and 8" floppies, 
Winchesters and tape. Capacities 
to 190mb. Emulations from TU58 
to MSCP. 

• SERIAL 1/0: DL, DZ, DH, and DHV 

• SPECIAL PURPOSE: Analog 1/0, 
graphics, array processors, 
counter-timers ... 

• SOFTWARE: Single or multi-user, 
utility, development, and application. 

Your exact 

Call or 
write today 

configuration! 

..... .._ . . ~ -- ~ . , .. :~. -- . ~ 

. ·--· :::;:~ 

?z. I l!(O)l1r[E(CG-{) 
L.::~~. C ~ !R IP fO !R ~ T 0 Cl N 
7023 Valjean Avenue, Van Nuys, California 91406 USA 
(818) 780-1800 Telex 755451 

Representative and dealer inquiries are invited . 
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